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Abstract

In this study, I investigate how research communities are addressing concerns about the qual-
ity and rigor of computational research. I focus specifically on initiatives to expand the peer
review and publication process to include new requirements for the assessment and dissem-
ination of computational research artifacts. I report the results of a multiple-case analysis
of two primary (American Journal of Political Science, ACM/IEEE Supercomputing) and
five supplemental cases in political science, computer science, economics, mathematics, and
statistics. Cases were developed through qualitative analysis based on interviews with key
stakeholders (n = 17) including editors, reviewers, and verifiers; a sample of (n = 27) verified
artifacts; and documentary evidence including policies, guidelines, and workflows.
The central argument of this dissertation is that these reproducibility initiatives represent

a set of experiments across the sciences exploring how changes to the incentives and informa-
tion requirements of authors impact the quality, rigor, reproducibility, and trustworthiness
of published research. These initiatives are part of a broader effort to change community
norms with respect to the dissemination of the results of research that involves computation,
elevating the importance of computational artifacts and clearly signaling that authors cannot
be trusted to provide this information voluntarily. Expanding peer review and increasing
the information required of authors through publication reproducibility audits is just one
approach – and a costly one – to improving research quality and trustworthiness. The effect
of these changes on research quality has yet to be demonstrated or studied.
Based on the cases, I identify key factors that influence the operationalization of policies

and workflows; the elements that each community considers important to the assessment
of computational transparency and reproducibility; as well as the tools and infrastructure
that they leverage to aid in the creation, assessment and dissemination of reproducible
research artifacts. I develop a framework to analyze the reproducibility initiatives and a
conceptual model of reproducible research artifacts. I relate my findings to recommendations
from the recent National Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine (NASEM) report
on Reproducibility and Replicability in Science and provide a set of normative guidelines
for communities interested in pursuing similar initiatives with implications for journal and
conference leadership; tool and infrastructure developers; and funding bodies. I conclude
that, while promising, further efforts should be made to increase our understanding of the
effect of initiative policies and technological advancements on research quality.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Доверяй, но проверяй (Trust, but verify) — Russian Proverb

Over the past decade, increasing concerns about the reproducibility and replicability of

published scientific findings have culminated in claims of a “reproducibility crisis” potentially

eroding trust in science [20, 81, 89, 134, 199]. Failures to reproduce key findings in high-

profile studies, many in the social sciences [39, 59, 60, 121] and medicine [15, 28, 222], have

led research communities across disciplines to consider new practices to improve research

transparency and rigor. Recommendations have included improvements to study design,

larger studies, and a decreased reliance on p-values in reporting statistical significance [134];

preregistration and preanalysis plans to reduce publication, reporting, and selection bias

[60]; improved training in statistics and data handling1; and stricter requirements for data

and code sharing in support of transparency, reproducibility, and replicability [13, 14]. For

the many communities that leverage data-driven and computational methods, there has

been an increase in the adoption of data and code sharing practices and policies [257]. In

several cases, journals and conferences have established policies requiring the sharing of

complete computational workflows subject to publication audits to confirm that they can be

re-executed to reproduce reported findings [57, 98, 122, 135, 211, 267]. This practice of shar-

ing data, code, and computational workflows for review and verification represents a major

expansion of publication and peer review processes, increasing information requirements on

authors and editor and reviewer workloads. This has led to the development of new tools,

1For example, https://grants.nih.gov/policy/reproducibility/training.htm
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formats, and infrastructure to reduce burden while facilitating dissemination and archiving

[38, 50, 56, 97, 147, 262].

In 2017, in response to the growing concerns about eroding public trust in science, Congress

directed the National Science Foundation (NSF) to engage with the National Academies of

Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) to “assess reproducibility and replicabil-

ity in scientific and engineering research and to provide findings and recommendations for

improving rigor and transparency” [199]. The resulting consensus report on “Reproducibil-

ity and Replicability in Science” proposes cross-discipline definitions for reproducibility and

replicability and makes recommendations for improving both in practice. In the report,

reproducibility is defined as “obtaining consistent results using the same input data, com-

putational steps, methods, code, and conditions of analysis,” which the authors assert is

equivalent to computational reproducibility ; while replicability is “obtaining consistent re-

sults across studies aimed at answering the same scientific question, each of which has

obtained its own data.” The narrow focus on computational reproducibility is due, they say,

to the increasing role of computation in science combined with a lack of uniformity in how

scientists develop research software and share computational results. While computational

reproducibility is the focus of the study presented here, it is important to recognize that

reproducibility in this sense is often in the service of the broader notion of replicability.

The NASEM report also notes the strong relationship between transparency and repro-

ducibility. Transparency, according to the report, “represents the extent to which researchers

provide sufficient information to enable others to reproduce the results.” In other words,

transparency is required but not sufficient to guarantee reproducibility. This suggests that

computational reproducibility is on a spectrum with transparency on one end (making code

and data available) and re-executability on the other (making sure that computations can

be re-executed to produce results). This distinction between reproducibility-as-transparency

and reproducibility-as-re-executability has implications for publication reproducibility au-

dits, tools, and packaging formats.
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The NASEM report makes a series of recommendations for improving computational re-

producibility in practice. Four of the recommendations are necessary for any research com-

munity interested in supporting the verification and dissemination of reproducible compu-

tational artifacts. These include2 1) requirements of authors to provide sufficient informa-

tion to enable computational reproducibility [4-1] ; 2) further investment in the develop-

ment of cross-domain tools and infrastructure in support of computational reproducibil-

ity [6-3]; 3) the implementation of publication reproducibility audits3 [6-4]; and 4) the

use of archival repositories and open data platforms for sharing, preservation and re-use

of related artifacts [6-5]. These recommendations are informed by a number of existing

discipline- and community-driven initiatives such as the development of tools to aid re-

searchers in the creation and publication of computationally reproducible research artifacts

[38, 52, 56, 262, 197, 101]; the adoption of policies and workflows for the review and verifi-

cation of artifacts during the peer review process [55, 57, 98, 122, 211, 267] and standards

for the representation of these scholarly artifacts for dissemination and long term archiving

[53, 55, 196, 262]. Research communities interested in adopting these recommendations will

benefit from specific guidance, which I provide in the final chapter of this study.

The NASEM definitions and recommendations add to a growing discussion about the

precise meanings of the terms reproducibility and transparency across the sciences. These

terms have long been used by different scientific communities and carry different and of-

ten contradicting meanings [21, 111, 123, 219]. With respect to reproducibility, by fore-

grounding computation the NASEM definition seemingly de-emphasizes reproducibility of

the non-computational aspects of research [186]. This raises questions about the relationship

between computational reproducibility to the broader concepts of replicability and scientific

reproducibility in general. For many researchers who rely largely on computation in their

work, the narrow concept of computational reproducibility has historically been well received

2The full text of these recommendations is provided in Appendix A.
3“Publication reproducibility audits” are formal review or assessment processes adopted by journals to

ensure computational reproducibility.
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[80, 145, 213]. However, for those who rely on computation only as part of a larger research

process, the narrow focus on computation is seen as problematic [125, 141, 186]. In the

field of computer science, the issue of computational reproducibility is perhaps even more

existential – encompassing the reproducibility of research in the field as a whole [95]. The

NASEM definition of reproducibility is still open to interpretation and operationalization.

The interpretation is critical when considering the impact on the development and adoption

of tools and infrastructure for computationally reproducible research, the operationalization

of publication reproducibility audits, and the dissemination of reproducible research artifacts

via archival repositories. A key problem when conceptualizing reproducibility in computa-

tional research is whether the computational environment is the instrument used to study

other phenomena or whether the environment itself is the object of study.

The situation can be seen through the comparison of two different approaches to con-

firming computational reproducibility from the two cases that are the focus of the research

presented here: the American Journal of Political Science (AJPS) and the ACM Supercom-

puting (SC) conference. As part of its ongoing reproducibility initiative, the Supercomputing

conference assesses the reproducibility of submitted papers through the review of additional

information provided in a mandatory supplemental appendix for all technical papers. By

contrast, the AJPS requires authors to deposit all materials required to reproduce analyti-

cal results into a central archival repository subject to pre-publication verification through

re-execution and comparison of results to figures, tables, and in-text claims in the accepted

manuscript. Such a detailed reproduction is impractical under conference timelines and im-

possible for many SC papers, as they rely on large-scale computational resources, including

boutique and leadership-class systems that are accessible to only a handful of researchers

worldwide. While both of these operationalizations fall under a broad definition of computa-

tional reproducibility, they are quite different in their motives, constraints, implementations

and outcomes. They also reflect the readiness of their respective communities regarding the

social and technical infrastructure required.
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The central argument of this dissertation is that the reproducibility initiatives that are

the focus of this study are a set of parallel experiments across the sciences exploring how

changes to the incentives and information requirements of authors impact the quality, rigor,

and trustworthiness of published computational research. As with many activities related

to scholarly communication, peer review, and publication, they are not seen as such nor are

they designed with a clear hypothesis or means of measurement. While their motives are

laudable, these initiatives place increased burden on researchers, editors, and reviewers –

sometimes at a substantial cost. Communities interested in pursuing similar activities, in

light of the absence of concrete evidence of their effectiveness, should be aware of current

gaps in editorial and publication infrastructure that may impede their success. Developers of

general-purpose tools and infrastructure for computational reproducibility may also benefit

from an increased focus on communities with a high level of readiness. The results of this

study suggest an opportunity to demonstrate the utility of these advancements with the

initiatives that are best-suited to benefit from their capabilities.

1.1 Research Questions and Approach

This study takes as its starting point the four NASEM recommendations summarized above

to further clarify the concepts of computational transparency and computational repro-

ducibility as they relate to methods of verifying and disseminating computational research

artifacts. This is achieved through a multiple case analysis of seven “reproducibility initia-

tives” designed to improve computational reproducibility across the fields of political science,

computer science, economics, mathematics, and statistics. I define reproducibility initiative

as formal activities undertaken primarily by journal editors, conference organizers, or related

stakeholders to improve the transparency and reproducibility of research published through

their venues. These initiatives come in many forms, but typically involve new requirements

for authors to publish materials beyond the manuscript, as well as the creation of new roles,
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expanding the peer review process to include the review and assessment of these materials.

I define computational research artifacts4 as the packaged research artifacts that are gen-

erated and reviewed as a result of there processes. The study focuses on the operational

workflows adopted by these communities with the ultimate goal of clarifying the structure of

the verified and packaged artifacts as they relate to and are informed by each community’s

goals, operationalized publication audits, and related tools and infrastructure.

This study addresses three research questions:

• RQ1. How are computational transparency and computational reproducibility opera-

tionalized through publication reproducibility audits?

• RQ2. What are the characteristics of research artifacts that make them computation-

ally reproducible (or irreproducible)?

• RQ3. What are the key characteristics of tools and packaging formats5 that enable

computational transparency and reproducibility?

These questions are considered in the context of the four NASEM recommendations dis-

cussed above. For authors and journals to ensure computational reproducibility (recom-

mendations 4-1 and 6-4), we must understand what it means for published artifacts to be

reproducible (RQ2) and how to operationalize review or assessment processes (RQ1). In

order to develop tools and infrastructure to better support computational reproducibility

(recommendation 6-3) we need to better understand the requirements of researchers and

journals. To facilitate sharing of computational research artifacts (recommendation 6-5)

we myst clarify information is required and how it can be represented for archiving and

dissemination (RQ3).

4I’ve found the concept of research objects in the broad sense described in [24] to be quite intuitive for
these purposes (“a class of artefacts that can encapsulate digital knowledge and provide a mechanism for
sharing and discovering assets of reusable research and scientific knowledge”), but this phrase often carries
a specific meaning with respect to semantic and linked-data approaches. Because of this, I’ve selected the
phrase “computational research artifacts” and the abbreviated “research artifacts.”

5“Packaging formats” refers to emerging conventions and standards for the dissemination of reproducible
research artifacts such as [25, 53, 56, 140, 262].
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As detailed in Chapter 3, these questions are addressed through multiple-case analysis

[279]. I develop two primary and five supplementary cases, each representing a computa-

tional reproducibility initiative undertaken by a scholarly association, journal or conference.

I define “computational reproducibility initiative” as a formal undertaking represented by

policies, roles, workflows, artifacts, and tools intended to improve the computational repro-

ducibility of published research. Case profiles are developed based on the semi-structured

interviews of 17 key informants across the seven initiatives combined with qualitative coding

and analysis [236] of documentary evidence and a sample of verified artifacts (n = 27).

1.2 Contributions and Key Findings

This study presents the first-of-its-kind analysis of how seven research communities are

addressing concerns about research quality and rigor through the adoption of policies en-

forcing transparency and reproducibility of computationally derived results. In this section,

I summarize the theoretical and practical contributions of this study as well as several key

findings.

1.2.1 Theoretical and Practical Contributions

• Framework for analyzing reproducibility initiatives. I develop a novel frame-

work for the analysis and comparison of the characteristics of reproducibility initia-

tives. This framework can be used to better understand the characteristics that affect

operationalization of “computational reproducibility” through review and assessment

processes.

• Framework for analyzing reproducibility of research artifacts. I develop a

comprehensive set of dimensions of computational reproducibility that can be used to

analyze and characterize both operational workflows and the resulting verified artifacts.

• Expanding the research compendium concept. I expand the concept of the

research compendium as a mediating boundary object [246] between authors, editors,

reviewers, tool developers, and repository operators.
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• Normative guidelines. I develop a set of normative guidelines for computational

reproducibility initiatives with implications for journal and conference leadership; tool

and infrastructure developments; and funding bodies.

1.2.2 Key findings

In subsequent chapters, I present evidence in support of the following findings:

1. Computational reproducibility is operationalized by initiatives through their

organizational structures, policies, and review workflows (RQ1, Chapter 5).

While there are some similarities in initiative organization, there are significant dif-

ferences in how policies are implemented that shape what they mean by reproducibil-

ity. All of the studied initiatives have implemented new editorial roles responsible for

shepherding the assessment and all have also developed formal policies and assessment

workflows. Key differences include whether the review is mandatory; who conducts the

review; and what is actually reviewed or reproduced. In all studied initiatives, repro-

ducibility review occurs post-acceptance and has no material effect on the acceptance

decision.

2. The core factors affecting computational reproducibility are common across

the initiatives, but information requirements vary by type of computational

research (RQ2, Chapter 6). In Chapter 6 I identify four core factors including com-

plete documentation of the computational workflow; accessibility of precise versions of

software and data; sufficient information about the computational environment; and

long-term accessibility of research artifacts. Information requirements vary in the case

of research that relies on restricted access resources (e.g., protected or proprietary soft-

ware, data, or hardware) as well as research that relies on large scale computational

resources. Even for initiatives that mandate full reproductions are part of the review

process, restricted access resources and large-scale computational processes require

methods of assessing reproducibility without reproduction.

3. There are material gaps in existing and available infrastructure (RQ3,

Chapter 7). Existing tools and dissemination formats present solutions to challenges

faced by the studied initiatives, but are not yet widely adopted. Data repositories play

a central role in the reproducibility initiatives, but lack capabilities (e.g., preserving

the computational environment). Similarly, initiatives are constrained by limitations

in editorial infrastructure.
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4. Changes to peer review are being used to correct misalignment of incentive

structures and computational reproducibility practices of authors [RQ1,

Chapter 5]. Earlier studies predicted that the increased availability of reproducible

computational research artifacts would require policy changes by journals [90, 187].

Very low participation rates in the opt-in policies observed in this study further sup-

port the claim that current incentive structures in scholarly communication may even

actively discourage self-provisioning of transparent and reproducible computational

artifacts. The studied initiatives are leveraging existing incentive structures through

an expansion of peer review to improve computational reproducibility practices of au-

thors. However, initiatives must reconcile the high-cost of reproduction with the low

value (i.e., information gain) of the review process. This is being achieved through

1) the use of students in full reproduction processes, 2) minimizing the information

required for expert review (e.g., appendices), or 3) opt-in or invited paper policies.

5. Journal reproducibility reviews require signifant human sources [RQ1, Chap-

ter 5]. It easy to imagine that the reproducibility of computational research can be

achieved with the “push of a button.” The studied initiatives demonstrate that the im-

plementation of formal processes to assess and verify computational research remains

manually intensive. All seven of the initiatives have required new roles in order to

conduct or recruit individuals responsible for the assessment process.

6. Factors in community readiness may predict initiative success [RQ1, Chap-

ter 5]. The studied initiatives represent the latest developments in decades-long com-

munity efforts to address concerns about research transparency and rigor. The success

of these initiatives relies on substantial “cultural inertia” and a ready “installed base”

[247]. While the most recent policy changes may be motivated by the “reproducibility

crisis” narrative, they are largely made possible by groundwork already laid within

the communities including both social and technical infrastructure. Leadership along

with well-defined policies and workflows are required to make long-term changes to

established submission and review processes that can survive editorial turnover.

7. Gaps in infrastructure may impede widespread adoption of these practices

[RQ1, Chapter 5]. The studied initiatives are driving changes to existing edito-

rial and publishing infrastructure including editorial management, digital library, and

repository platforms. There are substantial gaps required to support the review, pub-

lication, and discovery of verified artifacts. Investment in changes to editorial and

publishing infrastructure may result in the increased adoption of reproducibility as-
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sessment policies and workflows and, if implemented with measurement in mind, help

to further our understanding of any effects of reproducibility assessment on research

quality.

8. General factors affecting computational reproducibility are discipline inde-

pendent, but scope and scale vary [RQ2, Chapter 6]. The core factors involved

in computational reproducibility are common across the studied initiatives. How-

ever, the level of detail required for some characteristics differs widely. For example,

computational reproducibility requires detailed information about the computational

environment that may include software, hardware, and network versions and configura-

tions or even details of system runtime state. Even so, there is sufficient commonality

across disciplines to suggest the need for a general set of guidelines to inform future

policies. For research requiring large-scale, private or confidential resources, full repro-

duction may not be possible. Initiatives in many disciplines will benefit from guidance

on policies and workflows handling the assessment of private, large, complex, and

time-intensive computational artifacts.

9. Advancements in reproducibility infrastructure will potentially reduce ef-

fort required by authors and reviewers. [RQ3, Chapter 7] Many recent ad-

vancements in reproducibility tools and infrastructure have not had much impact on

the studied initiatives. There is a clear opportunity for tools and infrastructure for

computational reproducibility (e.g., containerization and virtualization, record-and-

replay, automated provenance capture) to be applied in the service of reducing author

and reviewer burden or increasing the transparency and reproducibility of published

artifacts. Studies in cooperation with communities with high readiness could help to

determine the potential impact of new tool and infrastructure on authors, reviewers,

and future researchers.

10. It is not proven that these efforts improve research quality and rigor. [RQ1,

Chapter 5] These initiatives are experimenting with changes to policies and incen-

tive structures, but are generally not designed as such with no consistent means of

measuring effect. It is commonly held but rarely tested that improved reproducibility

would increase an authors citations or a journal’s impact factor6. The experience from

the field of economics discussed in Chapter 2 suggests that improved reproducibility

should result in an increase in replications (for example see [32]). Future work would

entail investigating whether these initiatives are more effective than other approaches

6One exception is the study reported in [264].
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(e.g., pre-registration, education) or whether strict verification polices result in higher-

quality artifacts than, for example, simple author checklists.

1.3 Organization

This dissertation is organized into 9 chapters, summarized here.

1. Chapter 2 reviews work related to the areas of computational reproducibility and as-

sociated infrastructure. I review the relationship between current initiatives and the

broader landscapes of scientific investigation and scholarly communication, includ-

ing peer review. I review the history of computational reproducibility including the

“reproducible research,” “replication standard” and “repeatability and workability”

movements. This is followed by a look at the reproducibility crisis and how communi-

ties responded to related concerns. I also review technical infrastructure that has been

developed to support improved computational transparency and reproducibility.

2. Chapter 3 details the methods used in this study including research questions, research

design, theoretical frame, data collection, analysis, and study limitations.

3. Chapter 4 presents the detailed case profiles for the two primary and five supplemental

cases.

4. Chapter 5 presents the results of the analysis of RQ1. The concept of computational

reproducibility is complex and has different meanings to different communities. This

chapter explores how the seven cases operationalize computational reproducibility in

publication audit workflows. This includes the degree of reproducibility sought; the

use of re-execution to ensure transparency and reproducibility; the expected skills of

authors, reviewers, and verifiers; and the complexity of computational workflows used

by authors. This chapter reports on the different verification models and the factors

that influence their adoption. I conclude with a set of normative recommendations for

communities considering the adoption of publication verification audits.

5. Chapter 6 presents the results of the analysis of RQ2. The adoption of publication

reproducibility audits is intended to ensure that a published research artifact is re-

producible to some degree. This chapter reports the results of an analysis of what

makes an artifact reproducible (or irreproducible) based on the guidelines and policies
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implemented in each of the seven cases. I conclude with a summary of the core factors

involved in the assessment of reproducibility of computational results.

6. Chapter 7 presents the results of the analysis of RQ3. Each of the studied initiatives

expects authors to make available their computational research artifacts using tools

and packaging formats. This chapter presents the results of an analysis of initiative

guidelines and policies and author practices as they relate to packaging artifacts for

verification. I also review the features and capabilities of state-of-the-art reproducibil-

ity tools and infrastructure and how they can be used to meet policy requirements. I

conclude with a summary of the elements required for the packaging and distribution of

transparent and reproducible computational research artifacts. I present a conceptual

model expanding the “research compendium” concept.

7. Chapter 8 concludes with a discussion of implications of the study and opportunities

for future research.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

The study presented in this dissertation focuses on the very narrow concepts of “compu-

tational transparency” and “computational reproducibility.” The concept of computational

reproducibility has its origins in the publication and distribution of scientific software and

data [128, 129], beginning in the 1960s; the “reproducible research” [40, 58] and “replication

standard” [145] movements of the 1980s and 1990s; and the “repeatability” [174] movement

in computer science in the 2000s. While early efforts in computer science, mathematics, and

statistics focused on the publication, review and distribution of trustworthy and reusable

scientific algorithms and software [128, 129], later efforts have also focused on the publi-

cation and distribution of data and programs used to support claims made in published

research [40, 58, 145, 174]. In this chapter I review historical antecedents to recent compu-

tational reproducibility initiatives as related to broader concerns of scientific reproducibility

and replicability; research production and quality; as well as scientific knowledge production

and trust as they relate to the application of computational methods in research.

While the origins can be traced to decades past, the computational reproducibility move-

ment of today has been fueled by the growing perception of a “crisis” in research repro-

ducibility and credibility across the sciences [20, 28, 89, 244]. With the emergence of the

“reproducibility crisis” narrative in 2005, many communities began looking for ways improve

the rigor of published research. Proposed solutions have included improvements to study

design and power [134]; study pre-registration [59]; changes in practice related to statistical

significance [272]; and increased research transparency [67]. For fields and subfields with

a focus on computational methods, the idea of publishing reproducible computational re-

search has increasingly been seen as a way to promote transparency, to increase confidence
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in published work, and to quickly identify and correct sources of error. As a result, many

communities have begun enforcing new practices and policies for sharing the code and data

used to support published research, with some of the earliest efforts in economics [266], po-

litical science [135], mathematics [122], and computer science [174, 156]. The origins of these

recent initiatives can be traced to many of the earlier efforts with each community.

The use of the terms “reproducibility” and “replicability” in the limited context of com-

putation has been the focus of much discussion [21, 125, 219]. In response to proposals to

adopt computational reproducibility practices, opponents have often argued that they con-

flate the seemingly trivial reproduction of calculations, figures, and tables with the higher

calling of scientific reproducibility and replicability [65, 125, 141]. Proponents often couch

these initiatives as a “minimal standard” in the interest of transparency required to ensure

research quality and integrity [144, 212].

Another dimension of computational reproducibility is the relation to the peer review and

refereeing process. Journals concerned with the publication of algorithms or software have

had specialized peer review since the 1960s [129]. With the rise of research data sharing in the

2000s, many journals adopted policies and processes for the review and curation of datasets

associated with published research. The “reproducible research,” “replication standard,”

and “repeatability” movements have all resulted in the creation and adoption of new forms

of peer review and curation for journals whose primary focus is often not software. This has

required the adoption of new editorial roles and structures and relied on the development of

new types of infrastructure for scientific communication.

Over the past three decades, these efforts have resulted in a remarkable amount of infras-

tructure designed to support the creation, publication, and distribution of “computationally

reproducible research artifacts,” often in concert with broader technological developments.

This includes tools in support of interactive analysis [133, 148]; reproducible documents

[238, 232, 163, 278, 23]; provenance capture [218, 96, 56]; automation and workflow manage-

ment [41, 71, 96, 101, 237, 273]; publishing as well as repositories [1, 147], packaging formats
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and related standards for software distribution [26, 105, 176]. The rise of virtualization and

emulation technology [31, 158, 113, 262, 56] has made it possible to capture elements of the

computational environment to further ensure the reproducibility of computational research.

In this chapter, I review the related literature to provide background for the reported

study. I begin with a brief review of theories of science and scholarship as they relate to the

broader concepts of reproducibility, replicability, and knowledge production. This is followed

by a brief look at scholarly publishing and peer review practices, including recent practices

related to sharing data and code. I review antecedents to the reproducible computational

research movement followed by the events and responses to the “reproducibility crisis” and

led to the reproducibility initiatives that are the focus of this dissertation.

2.1 Science, Trust, and Scholarly Communication

There is no one science, no single scientific culture, no method that dominates approaches to

scientific knowledge production [44]. Broadly speaking, science is concerned with systematic

observation and experimentation; the development and testing of theories and hypothesis;

the sharing and confirmation of results within a community; and establishing trust in those

results. How this is achieved varies widely across and even within disciplines and changes

over time as research communities develop and enforce their own norms and standards

for what constitutes “good” or “bad” practice. The variety of approaches to research are

many: experimentation, simulation, or observation; quantitative or qualitative; theoretical

or applied; grounded or hypothesis driven, just to name a few. However, even with this

variation there is perhaps one constant: for the results of research to be accepted and built

upon, they must be deemed trustworthy and published into the “scholarly record.”

Trust is involved in all stages of scientific knowledge production. While scientific knowledge

relies on evidence, that evidence is made available through a series of trusted relationships, of

belief in ability and reliability [118]. As discussed by Darch [68], Wilholt [274] identifies two
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types of epistemic trust involved in science. The first is trust in the methods used to produce

results and the second is trust in the researcher(s) who produced them. Trust can be found

in the process of peer review, which relies on the integrity and ability of reviewers to assess

scientific results and claims. Peer review remains one of the most important factors for de-

termining the quality and trustworthiness of published research [261]. Researchers also trust

journals, publishers, and repositories to maintain accurate records of scientific findings and

implement appropriate publication processes including peer review with qualified reviewers.

Scholarly publishing defines the criteria that determine whether and how research outputs

are accepted into the “scholarly record” and made available for use by others. It is the

tail-end of scientific knowledge production with an immense cultural inertia, entwined a

highly competitive publishing industry. Regardless of field of study, modern scientific and

scholarly publication looks much the same. Authors conform to discipline-specific norms for

writing, such as the IMRAD (introduction, methods, results, analysis, discussion) model,

translating their research process and findings into a narrative structure. A draft of the

paper is submitted to a journal or conference where editors consider the suitability of the

paper based on various criteria and, if not immediately rejected, engage the mechanism of

peer review. Through peer review, external reviewers provide feedback to the editors and

authors and grade the paper according to some criteria with varying degrees of transparency

and anonymity [260]. An accepted paper often undergoes revision prior to publication. The

final paper goes through a production process, often including typesetting and proof-reading,

before being published and accepted into “the record.”

The role of scholarly publishing is central to academic career progression. Over the past

two decades, advocates for rewarding other forms of scholarly output, such as data and

software, have made inroads for consideration in hiring, tenure, and promotion. However,

the publication of papers and associated measures of impact, such as citation, still remain

central factors in career growth and the evaluation of an individual’s (or journal’s) research

quality [260]. Since the 1960s, scholarly publication and peer review processes for some fields
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have expanded to include the review and publication algorithms, software, data, and more

recently the complete results of computational research workflows [135, 266].

2.2 Trustworthy Software and Data

The fields of computer science and statistics began publishing and reviewing research soft-

ware in the 1960s. The Communications of the ACM (CACM) established a new “Algo-

rithms” editorial department in 1960 to make available “coded versions of algorithms to a

wider audience for both pedagogical and reuse reasons” which later became the Collected

Algorithms of the ACM (CACM) [128]. In 1975, the ACM journal Transactions on Math-

ematical Software (TOMS) was created to “expand the opportunities to publish important

results concerning mathematical software and significant computer programs” [229]. From

the first issue, TOMS established an “Algorithms Policy” and refereeing process along with

the Algorithms Distribution Service (ADS)[245] for the publication of programs. At the time

and still today TOMS accepted two broad types of submissions: 1) fundamental research

papers on the analysis and critical evaluation of computer programs; and 2) practically

oriented, concrete research and development in areas including linear algebra, polynomial

manipulation, and non-linear programming. The “Algorithms Policy” [93] defined allowable

languages (initially Fortran, Algol, and PL/1), criteria for contribution, and established

requirements for documentation, copyright and testing and has been revised six times. No-

tably, the algorithm policy did not apply to research papers.

Beginning in 1967, the Royal Statistical Society journal Applied Statistics adopted a sim-

ilar “Algorithms” section modeled after the CACM [128]. The AS editors proposed the

creation of a library of tested algorithms for statistical work that could be built up, pub-

lished, and maintained [192]. The AS published guidelines for authors [200, 201, 202] noting

that “[a]lgorithms are published for two purposes; for direct use and for communicating

computing method” and that “[a]dequate refereeing of an algorithm can entail much com-
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puter testing, so that refereeing may take longer than for a paper of comparable length.”

The process of algorithm review was different than conventional peer review and involved

exercising the provide software.

The ADS provided a way for TOMS to distribute the complete source of programs without

including them in publication. In the mid 1980s, with the advent of electronic mail, the

netlib service [78] was developed as an alternative to the ADS as a means for distributing

mathematical software, including the CALGO collection. A similar service, StatLib, was

later developed for the distribution of statistical software [153]. Today, many distribution

networks exist for different languages and platforms (e.g., Comprehensive R Archive Network

(CRAN) [130]).

A related historical development in the distribution of scientific software, particularly in

mathematics and statistics, was the emergence of a new class of interactive analysis and

visualization environments. The software distribution networks described above provided

access to high-quality scientific libraries to facilitate re-use, education, and the transfer of

methods to practitioners. However, they were still largely out of reach for the average sci-

entist [228]. A vision emerged of a set of computational environments that could be used

to solve complex scientific problems “on human terms” – i.e., without requiring significant

programming expertise [103]. Termed Problem Solving Environments (PSEs), these en-

vironments were envisioned to provide low-barrier, flexible, and extensible frameworks for

scientific computing. Examples of PSEs in the mathematical sciences include MATLAB and

Mathematica [230]. Similar examples from statistics include S/S-Plus [27, 45, 46], SPSS

[193], Stata [115], and R [133]. Each of these environments provide researchers with access

to high-level programming environments combined with a suite of high-quality libraries for

interactive analysis and visualization. Many of them are extensible, enabling researchers to

create and distribute custom packages that can be reused and applied by others.

Donoho and Stodden [79] view PSEs as a central component of reproducible computa-

tional research practice. Through open and extensible frameworks like R, researchers can
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develop and package new methods as libraries for distribution via CRAN, which can easily

be used by others. Similarly, PSEs can be combined with “literate programming” practices

[150] and publishing tools to bring together analysis and visualization with final manuscript

preparation [232, 163], resulting in the type of “reproducible research” originally envisioned

by Claerbout [58].

2.3 Reproducible Research, Repeatability and the

Replication Standard

What we call today “computational reproducibility” has its origins in four different tra-

ditions. First, the early efforts in computer science, mathematics, and statistics toward

the review and distribution of high-quality scientific libraries, discussed above. Second, the

“replication standard” movement of the 1980s and 1990s in political science and economics,

exemplified by the work of King [145]. Third, the “reproducible research” movement started

in the 1990s by geoscientists Claerbout and Karrenbach [58] and more generally adopted in

statistics [40, 211] and signal processing [165, 154]. Finally, the “repeatability” movement

in computer science, started in the databases community [174]. Each of these antecedents

provides an alternative view into what it means to share the data and code behind published

research for the purposes of transparency, reproducibility, and replicability.

An early example of efforts toward computational reproducibility is the “replication stan-

dard” proposed by King [145]. Building on earlier work in economics, including the JMCB

study [74] (see section on economics below), King proposed that authors should share the

code and data behind published political science research in support of future replications.

Authors should provide sufficient information for the evaluation and ultimately replication

of their work. The “replication standard” underlies many initiatives in the political and

social sciences, including the development of data repository infrastructure [147] and data

and code sharing policies [2, 87, 135]. King originally advocated for the sharing of replication
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materials as part of the publication process, but stopped short of review or verification.

The phrase “reproducible research” was first introduced by Claerbout and Karrenbach

[21, 58] to describe their vision of “merging publication with its underlying computational

analysis.” They envisioned a system where the local software environment, data, and analysis

code could be used to reproduce the publication, including tables and figures, by “pressing a

single button.” They define reproducibility as “running the same software on the same input

data and obtaining the same results” and went so far as to claim that the “[j]udgement of

the reproducibility of computationally oriented research no longer requires an expert – a

clerk can do it” [219]. Schwab et al. [238] later describe the resulting ReDoc system used

in the Claerbout lab, which relied on the “make” command traditionally used to manage

the compilation of software to “build” a paper based on the LaTeX authoring environment.

They describe the key motivation as the inability of researchers to reproduce their own

computations and the difficulty new students faced reproducing colleagues’ results. Claer-

bout and Karrenbach’s conceptualization is the basis of the reproducible research movement

that includes Buckheit and Donoho [40], Gentleman and Temple Lang [105], informed the

development of “literate” computing environments [163, 232], and informed new initiatives

and policies in statistics[215, 211], econometrics [151], and computer science [61]. For the

many researchers who rely on computation in their work, this idea was quite intuitive. By

incorporating good software development practices into both the research and publication

processes, it should be possible to completely reproduce all of the computations reported in

the resulting paper.

The “repeatability” movement in the databases community similarly advocated for shar-

ing data and code to support published claims while also encouraging “workability” in the

interest of extension or reuse of published methods [174, 173]. As in other fields in computer

science, even simple repeatability faces additional complexity, as the computational elements

expand to include not only software, but compiler, hardware, and even network configura-

tions. Computational reproducibility in computer science research is closely related to issues
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of numerical reliability [17] and reproducibility across hardware configurations and in paral-

lel and distributed systems [120]. In a recent study exploring the reproducibility of studies

benchmarking parallel fast Fourier transforms, [9] proposed a set of reproducibility classes:

bitwise reproducible, numerical error bounds, statistically reproducible. They are faced

with a fundamental problem in scientific computing in general – not all numerical results

are repeatable. The issue of numerical reproducibility and high-precision computations in

computer science can be traced back to the early work of Bailey [18, 17] in high-performance

computing performance research.

Across disciplines, critics of computational reproducibility efforts focus on the increased

burden placed on authors and reviewers and the limited value of reproducing computa-

tions to improving research quality. In political science, Herrnson’s critique [125] of King’s

proposal rested primarily on three points. First, King’s misuse of the term “replication”

overstated what is actually a “verification” process which would do little to improve the

quality of research. Second, that King’s recommendations would negatively impact original

data collection, putting too much burden on authors to share their data before they had the

opportunity to fully exhaust research opportunities. Finally, the policy would place too much

burden on journals and editors, lengthening and complicating the review process. Keiding’s

critique [141] of the more recent Biostatistics policy focuses on what he calls the “substan-

tive context” of statistical analysis. He argues that research involving statistical analysis

includes not only the computations but also the selection of a model that requires insight

into the scientific problem. “[I]t ridicules our profession to believe that there is a serious

check on reproducibility in seeing if somebody else’s computer reaches the same conclusion

using the same code on the same data set as the original statistician’s computer did.” Still,

he sees the initiative as useful, if misdirected. In machine learning, Drummond [83] argues

that, while the general practices are largely beneficial, reducing scientific reproducibility to

such a narrow definition is potentially harmful and requiring the submission of all data and

code counterproductive. He claims that these editorial policies undermine trust essential to
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the peer review process and will result in the accumulation of code of questionable value, in-

creasing the load on reviewers. Instead, he argues, we should be increasing trust in reviewers

and reducing their workload. He asserts that “careful reviewing by experts is a much better

defense against scientific misconduct than any execution of code.”

Still, the early efforts represented by Claerbout & Karrenbach and King in many ways

foreshadow the coming crisis in scientific reproducibility. Claerbout & Karrenbach’s innova-

tion was intended to help their local lab improve efficiency and reproducibility of their work,

and to ensure that publications were based on the actual results of their analysis. King

was concerned about the quality and replicability of quantitative research the field. Nearly

three decades later, their work underlies initiatives intending to transform the review and

dissemination of computational research.

2.4 “Reproducibility Crisis” and Responses

In 2005, John P.A. Ioannidis published an influential and controversial paper entitled “Why

Most Published Research Findings are False” [134]. Through a mathematical model and

simulation, he demonstrated that for many study designs “it is more likely for a research

claim to be false than true” and that “claimed research findings may often be simply accurate

measures of the prevailing bias.” In the following decade, several high-profile attempts to

replicate important studies in drug research [222], cancer research [28] and psychology [59, 60]

provided evidence that the results of previously published studies may not be as reliable

or replicable as assumed. Around the same time, concerns about research quality and

integrity grew further with highly visible replication attempts leading to the discovery of

major errors [121, 203] and accusations of fraud and misconduct [13, 14, 15, 16, 39]. These

events culminated in claims of a “reproducibility crisis” in science [20] and quickly spread

to other fields, as communities attempted to assess the replicability of their own findings.

Researchers began recommending changes to improve the quality and reliability of published
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findings including improvements to study design, larger studies, and a decreased reliance on

p-values in reporting statistical significance [134]; preregistration and pre-analysis plans to

reduce publication, reporting, and selection bias [60]; and stricter requirements for data and

code sharing in support of transparency, reproducibility, and replicability [13, 14]. In this

section, I review how the “reproducibility crisis” has affected the fields of economics, political

science, computer science, and statistics.

2.4.1 Reproducibility and Replicability Studies

As discussed in the previous section, concerns of reproducibility and replicability in eco-

nomics and political science research predate the “reproducibility crises” of the mid 2000s.

Beginning in the 1980s and continuing today, researchers have conducted reproducibility

or replicability studies, where they attempted to access the original materials and assess

the reproducibility of published findings. Most studies have focused on computational re-

producibility [74, 102, 179, 181, 182, 47] and journal policies [47, 74, 143]. A recent study

by Berry et al. [32] attempts to assess true replication rates via citation analysis. Similar

studies have been conducted parallel computing [42, 127], systems research [61], computa-

tional physics [254, 255]. The databases community has reported the results of conference

evaluations [174, 173, 34].

2.4.2 Reproducibility in Computational Sciences

Heroux et al. [124] distinguish between “computational sciences” and “computing sciences.”

Computational sciences, they contend, “use computational modeling, simulation and data

analysis as vehicles for scientific discovery” whereas “computing sciences” also “view com-

puting itself as their primary research focus.” Concerns about reproducibility in the compu-

tational sciences culminated in the organization of a series of workshops to explore factors

and develop recommendations for scientists, journals, and funding agencies. These include
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the Yale Law School Roundtable on Data and Code Sharing and the resulting “Data and

Code Sharing Declaration” [251]; the Vancouver Workshop at the Applied Mathematics

Perspectives satellite conference to the International Congress on Industrial and Applied

Mathematics (ICIAM) [166]; and workshop at the Institute for Computational and Experi-

mental Research in Mathematics (ICERM) [252].

2.4.3 Reproducibility in Computer Science

Concerns about the quality and reproducibility of computational research permeated sub-

fields of computer science including signal processing [22, 154, 264, 265], databases [174, 173,

34], systems research [269, 156, 157], and mathematical software [122]. Beginning in 2008,

the ACM Special Interest Group on Management of Data (SIGMOD) began exploring the

the adoption of review processes to assess the repeatability of research published at its an-

nual conference [174]. Table 2.1 summarizes the participation and replication rates reported

by the initiative. The first initiative was discontinued in 2012 due to low participation rates.

The subsequent “db-reproducibility” initiative was in initiated in 2015 and is active today.

In 2011 the systems research community began exploring the adoption of “artifact evalua-

tion” (AE) for conferences. [156, 157]. Table 2.2 lists nine conferences that have adopted

the AE process since 2011. While there are different approaches, the general AE process is

becoming standard for reproducibility assessment in ACM and IEEE conferences.

In 2015, the ACM established a Task Force on Reproducibility, an initiative of the Pub-

lications Board, to work with ACM conferences and journals “to understand and articu-

late common best practices in preparing and reviewing artifacts, and how to reflect them

in publication and enable their re-use.” The task force produced the Artifact Review and

Badging policy, first published in 2016. Also at this time, the ACM Transactions on Math-

ematical Software (TOMS) became one of the first journals to implement a comprehensive

policy for computational reproducibility [122]. The journal added the optional Replication

Computational Results (RCR) to the manuscript review process with the goal of providing
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Year Accepted Participated Repeated Source
2008 78 54 29 (54%) Manolescu et al. [174]
2009 64 19 10 (53%) Manegold et al. [173]
2010 80 18 6 (33%) https://event.cwi.nl/SIGMOD-RWE/2010

2011 88 34 24 (71%) Bonnet et al. (2011) [34]
2015 94 10 10 (100%) ACM DL, db-reproducible
2016 99 14 14 (100%) ACM DL, db-reproducible
2017 94 8 8 (100%) ACM DL, db-reproducible
2018 94 8 8 (100%) ACM DL, db-reproducible

Table 2.1: Repeatability rates in SIGMOD conferences 2008-2018

Conference Years
ACM Joint European Software Engineering Conference and Symposium on the
Foundations of Software Engineering (ESEC/FSE)

2011-2015†

European Conference on Object-Oriented Programming (ECOOP) 2013-2020†

ACM SIGPLAN Conference on Programming Language Design and Implementa-
tion (PLDI)

2014 - 2020†

ACM SIGSOFT International Symposium on Software Testing and Analysis (IS-
STA)

2014-15, 2018,
2020†

IEEE/ACM International Symposium on Code Generation and Optimization
(CGO)

2015-2020†‡

ACM SIGPLAN Symposium on Principles and Practice of Parallel Programming
(PPoPP)

2015-2019†‡

IEEE International Workshop on Visualizing Software for Understanding and
Analysis (VISSOFT)

2015-17, 2019†

ACM SIGPLAN Object-oriented Programming, Systems, Languages, and Appli-
cations (OOPSLA)

2013-2020†

ACM SIGPLAN Symposium on Principles of Programming Languages (POPL) 2015 - 2020†

† http://evaluate.inf.usi.ch/artifacts
‡ https://ctuning.org/ae/prior ae.html

Table 2.2: History of artifact evaluations in ACM/IEEE conferences from 2011 - 2020

“independent confirmation that the results contained in a manuscript are replicable.”

2.4.4 Reproducibility in Parallel and High-Performance

Computing

Hunold and Träff [132] revisit issues of trustworthiness and reproducibility in parallel and

high-performance computing research. The authors argue that parallel computing research

often leverages resources with many processors or cores and complex interconnections through

shared-memory networks; compiler versions and settings matter. In high-performance com-
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puting, many of the systems have restricted access and a limited lifespan. Reproducibility

may not be possible, as the original experiment was one-time only. In large scale parallel

systems there may be additional interference from networks, file systems, or other users’

workloads, which are very difficult to control. They consider both scientific and numerical

reproducibility as prerequisites. The authors report on their experience using the VisTrails

package and call for “an unbiased, scientifically sound survey whether experimental results

in parallel computing are reproducible to our standards or not.” The authors report the

results of a preliminary survey on [131].

Hoefler and Belli [127] revisit the earlier critique of Bailey in their article “Scientific Bench-

marking of Parallel Computing Systems: Twelve ways to tell the masses when reporting

performance results.” They analyze 120 articles from leading conferences including HPDC,

SC, and PPoPP between 2011-2014 and present a twelve “rules” for improving community

practice. These include guidance for summarization of results, statistical comparisons, ex-

perimental design, and results reporting. They argue that “[t]he complexity and uniqueness

of many supercomputers makes reproducibility a hard task. For example, it is practically im-

possible to recreate most hero-runs that utilize the world’s largest machines.” They introduce

the concept of interpretability as a weaker notion of reproducibility. “We call an experiment

interpretable if it provides enough information to allow scientists to understand the experi-

ment, draw own conclusions, assess their uncertainty, and possibly generalize results.” While

Hunold suggest parallel computing adopt Drummond’s ”scientific replicability,” they simply

advocate for “Clear documentation to ensure interpretability.”

2.4.5 Reproducibility in Economics

In 1982, the National Science Foundation (NSF) funded a small study to look at the effect

of journal policy changes on the replicability1 of research published in the Journal of Money,

1The terms “reproducibility” and “computational reproducibility” are not common in the economics
literature [21, 266]. The term “replicability” has generally been used to refer to a spectrum of activities.
Pesaran [216] refers to replication in a narrow sense (“checking the validity of calculations or by carrying the
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Credit and Banking (JMCB) [74]. The results of the study gave rise to a decades-long dis-

cussion of computational reproducibility and replication in economics, prompting changes in

journal policies and even the development of theoretical models to explain author and pub-

lisher incentives to reproduce or replicate prior research. In July 2019, nearly four decades

later, the American Economic Association (AEA) adopted a broad data and code sharing

policy that embodies many of the lessons learned from the JMCB study and subsequent

research.

The story of reproducibility and replicability in economics touches many aspects of the

current discussion. This includes the practices and incentives (or disincentives) for authors

and editors; the norms of the field related to peer review and research quality; sharing code

and data; failed reproductions of the results of published papers; numerical reliability of

standard software tools; difficulty of undertaking reproductions involving complex models;

and finally the role of students in these initiatives. I’ve included this chapter because I

believe that the lessons of economics still have much to teach other fields and, as I will

discuss in later chapters, the AEA initiative presents a unique opportunity to understand

the effect of computational transparency and reproducibility policies on research quality.

Inspired by the JMCB study, Mirowski & Sklivas [187] propose a game-theoretic model to

explain incentive structures for replications in empirical economics research. They consider

the “new entrant” into empirical research who has the choice to replicate or to reproduce

estimation...using other computer packages”) or a wide sense (“if the substantive empirical finding of the
paper can be replicated using data from other periods, countries, regions, or other entities as appropriate.”).
Hamermesh [117] distinguishes between pure replication (“duplicate, repeat, as in a statistical experiment”),
statistical replication (“different sample, but the identical model and underlying population”) and scientific
replication (“different sample, different population, and perhaps similar but not identical model”). In many
of the studies discussed in this chapter, “replication” is used to mean the same thing as computational
reproducibility – in King’s terms “running the same analyses on the same data to get to the same result,
what should probably be called ‘duplication’ or perhaps ‘confirmation.’” [145] Vilhuber [266] later adopts
the definitions more closely aligned with NASEM from [33] where reproducibility refers to “the ability [...] to
duplicate the results of a prior study using the same materials and procedures as were used by the original
investigator” and replicability as “the ability of a researcher to duplicate the results of a prior study if the
same procedures are followed but new data are collected.” In the discussion of economics, I’m stuck with
the decision to use the proposed NASEM language to inaccurately reflect the concepts within a discipline
or to continue with the ambiguous usage. I have decided to continue with true but ambiguous language of
the field.
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and extend earlier work. Reproduction and extension are easier because they have “no need

or desire to understand the original result in all its gory details” while “encouragements are

ubiquitous (grants, etc.), and the journals are predisposed to accept the new finding whether

they are thought to limit the significance of the original report or to expand them.” They

argue that the reproduction and extension is a welcome contribution as it cites previous

work and legitimizes previous editorial choices. Replication is harder and less rewarding,

because the “new entrant” must not only engage with the details of the original work, but

claiming or proving that it is wrong creates additional problems:

A successful disconfirmation always implicitly calls into question the refereeing

competence of the journal, and also makes inordinate demands upon journal edi-

tors to adjudicate the inevitable controversy which ensues between the originator

and replicator about the nature of asymptotically satisfactory replication.2

I refer the reader to the original paper for the model details. Mirowski & Sklivas conclude

that, according to the model, “[r]eplicability will not be an observed activity unless journals

set their information requirement high enough to encourage replicators.” However, setting

the information level too high “would be attempting to duplicate what the entire social

structure of science already exists to do, namely inculcate the new entrant with all the

requisite tacit background knowledge to be able to attempt the replication.” The journal

editor would likely set the information requirement high enough to “make it a respected

journal” without placing undo burden on authors, driving them to publish elsewhere. Based

on their analysis, they conclude that if an academic field wanted to increase replications:

Among other issues, it would involve changing the incentive structure of empirical

research; it might involve subsidies to replicators... to offset the cost differentials

between replication and reproduction; it also might just involve going around the

entire structure of costs and benefits by requiring apprentice empiricists (perhaps

at the graduate student level) to attempt replication of one or more articles in

the same way they are now required to do theses.

2As will be shown later in the case of Political Analysis, verification of computational reproducibility
does nothing to change this and may in fact complicate it further.
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Sample Attempted Fully replicable Partially replicable Study
154 35% 4% 4% DTA (1986)
186 37% 23% MMH (2006)
67 66% 37% Chang Li (2015)
203 75% 14% 36% Galiana (2017)

Table 2.3: Replication rates reported in four economics studies

As will be presented in later chapters, several of the policies in place today have done just

this, including that of the AEA. In economics and other fields, the information required of

authors has progressively increased as communities have explored different incentive struc-

tures to encourage and enforce replications of published papers. The more comprehensive

policies, such as that of the AEA and AJPS, involve both subsidies and students, as stu-

dents and professional statisticians are paid to verify the computational reproducibility of

provided artifacts. The interplay between incentive structures for authors, editors, and re-

viewers are key to the initiatives that are the focus of this study. They each increase the

information required of authors, change the incentive structures, and try to find economical

ways to replicate studies – in many cases leveraging the well-suited characteristics of students

or non-traditional researchers. However, unlike the original JMCB study, these initiatives

are undertaken largely based on the intuition of community leaders and not designed as

experiments.

2.5 Disincentives of Computational Reproducibility

Feigenbam & Levy [90] also explore the incentive structures for producing replicable em-

pirical economics research, proposing and testing a theoretical model. Using the “narrow”

definition of replication as “locating original data and verifying results from the reported

computations,” (i.e., computational reproducibility) they conduct an experiment to explore

“the factors that impact the probability that data are provided with an article or made

available by the author.” The theoretical model considers that both researchers and editors
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have a similar objective function: maximize the citations to one’s work or to the journal.

Today, we can see this as maximizing the author’s h-index and maximizing the Journal

Impact Factor (JIF). Feigenbam & Levy argue that researchers risk loss of citation on an

unreplicable article, but any radical devaluation would only occur in the case of fraud, not

carelessness. Therefore the author has two options: work carefully to ensure results can be

positively replicated or increase the costs on replicators by not providing materials upon

request. They conclude that there is a powerful disincentive for untenured faculty as long

as non-replication is not factored into promotion. Citations, on the other hand, are related

to wealth-enhancement via salaries and promotions.

JIF-maximizing editors will benefit from an increase in citations from a perception of

higher quality. However, the authors predict the probability that someone will try to repli-

cate a particular study increases with the quality of the journal. Higher-quality journals are

therefore incentivized to ensure the replicability of published work. The better the journal

of the original article, the more citations a replication will receive, so a citation-maximizing

researcher would produce replications when they are of lower cost to complete. Feigenbam

& Levy argue that negative replications are closer to original contributions and that pos-

itive replications are generally bundled with new original contributions because of current

incentive structures in publication (i.e., novelty). They conclude that:

providing data offers an external monitor of quality and is simultaneously the best

evidence of confidence in one’s work. Without this external monitor, there are

only internal costs and benefits of carefulness to consider. As we have suggested

previously, these internal costs and benefits do not necessarily compel researchers

to work of pristine quality.

Feigenbam & Levy present and test a model to explain author and editor incentives in

undertaking and publishing replications. Their work is related to the “paradox of repro-

ducibility”: that published science is expected to be reproducible, but reproductions are

rarely undertaken and journals are unlikely to accept reproductions, except when extended
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to present novel findings [43]. This is further supported by the later work of Berry and

others [32] who in a study of “broad” replications of 70 empirical papers published in AER

found 52 replications of which 44 (85%) had a wider scope (extension or robustness text).

With respect to the study presented in this dissertation, we might expect that any ini-

tiative that proposes to work within the constraints of current publishing and replication

incentive structures would benefit from an understanding of the dynamics involved. Follow-

ing Mirowski & Sklivas, to ensure replicability, editors will need to increase the information

requirements on authors and find alternatives to current incentives to conduct actual repli-

cations. Following Feigenbaum & Levy, replicators will generally publish replications if 1)

they are negative and target papers published in high-quality journals or 2) are positive

and included as part of an extension. Based on the findings of Berry and others, it seems

reasonable to expect that many replications conducted today are just one step a new entrant

might take in the production of novel findings. It also follows that the availability of detailed

replication materials would reduce the burden on the replicator and also be more likely to

protect the journal from negative replications.

In the second part of their paper, Feigenbaum & Levy report the results of a small repli-

cation study and as with the JMCB study encounter a variety of errors in the provide

materials: incorrect computations, unspecified data versions, mistakes by the replicator or

original author, and numerical reliability of the underlying software.

2.5.1 Numerical Reliability and Reproducibility

Familiar to all is the tale of the researcher who solves the same problem using two

software packages and obtains two different results.

– McCullough (1998)

The problem of numerical reproducibility is central to HPC research, but impacts other

fields as well. Numerical reproducibility refers to round-off errors and other numerical dif-

ferences that are “greatly magnified as computational simulations are scaled up to run on
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highly parallel systems”[252]. Bailey, Borwein, and Stodden [19] provide examples from the

ATLAS experiment on the Large Hadron Collider, atmospheric simulation, and computa-

tional physics where the lack of numerical reproducibility across benchmark runs by the

same team made it difficult to determine the sources of error, requiring expert analysis (see

also [120]). Taufer et al. [259] report similar problems in molecular dynamics applications

using graphics processing units (GPUs). Bailey and Diethelm [75] both highlight that, while

numerical non-reproducibility is understood by the scientific computing community, users

of affected methods and libraries may not. Bailey notes that bit-for-bit reproducibility is

possible and that some applications have legal requirements, but that it runs longer and

negates performance optimizations. Bailey also notes that many students who will go into

technical computing fields lack rigorous training in numerical analysis. In a report to the

NASEM committee, Bush (2018) reports on the state of reproducibility in climate science,

where bitwise reproducibility is used for debugging. This is further described by [221].

In the late 1990s, McCullough [177, 178] and Vinod [181] published a series of papers

assessing the reliability of standard software used in statistics and econometrics. McCullough

proposed a methodology for evaluation [177] which was applied in [178], identifying multiple

problems in popular packages, including SAS, SPSS, and S-Plus. In their discussion of

identifying errors in econometrics packages, they return to the JMCB study, recommending

that journal editors “require that authors identify their software (including version number)

and make their code and their data widely available via archives.” In addition to providing

access to programs and code, such a journal policy could be used to identify results that

were based on faulty software.

In this chapter, I have summarized the background and related literature for the reported

study. The concepts of computational transparency and computational reproducibility are

complex and deeply tied to norms and processes of scientific knowledge production. The

initiatives that are the focus of this study are part of a broad effort across the sciences

to improve research quality and integrity, and computational research specifically. While
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terminology is important, what will distinguish these initiatives is how they operationalize

the concepts of transparency and reproducibility through policies and workflows.
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Chapter 3

Methods

In this study, I explore practices related to the verification of computational transparency

and reproducibility, which I refer to as reproducibility initiatives, and the packaging of dig-

ital artifacts that are generated as a result of these processes, which I call computational

research artifacts. The primary method employed in this study is multiple-case analysis

[279]. I develop two primary cases (political science and high-performance computing) and

five supplementary cases (economics, statistics, biostatistics, mathematics, and databases).

The primary cases, AJPS and SC, were selected because they are mature and likely to

produce highly contrasting results. AJPS conducts verification through full reproduction

while SC determines reproducibility through the assessment of information provided in an

appendix. The five supplementary cases (AEA, Biostatistics, IS, JASA-ACS, and TOMS )

were selected because they were likely to produce complementary results, enabling me to

understand how representative the primary cases are and improve the generalizability of

findings. The primary unit of analysis for each case is the reproducibility initiative. Each

reproducibility initiative is represented by the organizational structure and roles; histori-

cal antecedents; documented policies and guidelines; operational workflows; and resulting

research artifacts produced by authors and assessed by reviewers. A central part of this

study is a set of semi-structured interviews with key informants [159] from the seven initia-

tives supplemented with qualitative analysis of verified artifacts and associated documentary

evidence.

Through the in-depth exploration of these reproducibility initiatives, the multiple-case

study provides a framework to compare and identify the factors that affect the creation,

packaging, verification, and dissemination of reproducible computational research artifacts.
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The multiple-case study approach supports the development of detailed conceptual models

of the reproducibility audit process and packaging requirements for research artifacts as well

as the development of normative guidelines and recommendations for communities seeking to

undertake similar initiatives. In this chapter I review the study design including theoretical

framework, research questions, case selection, sources of evidence, and analytical methods.

3.1 Study Design

This study is designed as a multiple-case analysis [279]. A preliminary theory of reproducibil-

ity initiatives was developed based on a broad review of the literature, drawing on concepts

of reproducibility and replicability from the philosophy of science [118, 205, 225, 226, 277],

social studies of science [62, 149], knowledge infrastructures [85], and information organiza-

tion [246, 247]. After a survey of active reproducibility initiatives, a set of research questions

were developed, case study approach defined, and cases selected. Each case was developed

through a combination of semi-structured interviews with key informants and qualitative

analysis of documentary evidence and published artifacts. Figure 3.1 presents a schematic

of the overall research process. To develop the case reports, qualitative content analysis [236]

was applied to the interview transcripts, documentary artifacts, and verified research arti-

facts. The resulting case reports are compared via cross-case analysis and used to develop a

set of conceptual models of both the audit process and associated research artifacts. Relating

back to the NASEM recommendations, these are used to develop a technical specification

and a set of normative guidelines and exemplars intended to inform the development of

publication audit processes, research artifact packaging formats, and related infrastructure.

3.1.1 Theoretical framework

The study design and analysis are informed by work from the philosophy of science [118,

205, 225, 226, 277], social studies of science [62, 149], knowledge infrastructures [85], and
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Figure 3.1: Study design overview

information organization [246, 247].

I take as a starting point Hans Radder’s account of experimentation and reproducibility in

the natural sciences [225] combined with the PRIMAD model of reproducibility in computer

science [95] to better understand reproducibility of computational research as operationalized

in the individual cases. The tools and infrastructure developed to support computational

reproducibility through publication audit workflows and archiving of the resulting packages

are understood through the lens of Edwards’ “knowledge infrastructures” [85] and Star &

Ruhleder’s “installed base” [247]. The resulting packaged research artifacts that, through

these initiatives, are an extension of the publication and the object of peer-review and

archiving, are considered as mediating information objects, informed by Star & Grisemer’s

“boundary object” [35, 162, 246]. During the development of the supplementary case for

economics, I also became aware of Mirowski & Sklivas’s [187] and Feigenbaum & Levy’s

[90] theoretical frameworks for incentives in scholarly publishing, which further informs the

cross-case analysis.
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These theories provide the foundation for the development of the interview instrument,

coding, case development, and cross-case comparison and analysis. Radder’s typology of

reproducibility and the PRIMAD model are the basis of questions relating to what is be-

ing reproduced by whom and what information is gained through the reproduction process.

Knowledge infrastructures and the concept of the installed base informs my focus on histor-

ical antecedents and organizational characteristics of each initiative. The boundary object

concept informs my focus on how different stakeholder groups view the role packaged re-

producible research artifacts including researchers, editors, reviewers, re-users, and digital

archivists. Economic theories of scholarly publishing were used during the analysis phase

and informed my focus on the relationship between reproducibility initiatives and incentives

of authors, editors, reproducers in the publication and peer review process. I detail each of

these in the following subsections.

Radder’s Typology

Hans Radder, a philosopher of science, provides an account of experimentation and repro-

ducibility in the natural sciences that informs my understanding of computational repro-

ducibility [225]. He introduces the concept of the material realization of experiments as the

“experimental action and production either by the experimenters themselves or by layper-

sons” as distinct from the theoretical interpretation. According to Radder, while theoretical

knowledge is required to prepare an experiment, it is not required to mechanically repeat

the experiment. With this, he distinguishes three types of reproducibility:

1. Reproducibility of the material realization of an experiment under different interpre-

tations

2. Reproducibility of an experiment under a fixed theoretical interpretation

3. Reproducibility of the result of the experiment by means of a set of different experi-

mental processes
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Of What?
By Whom? Reproducibility

of the material
realization

Reproducibility
of the theoretical

interpretation

Reproducibility
of the result of
the experiment

By any scientist or
any human being,
in past, present, or
future

1 5 9

By contemporary
scientists

2 6 10

By the original
experimenter

3 7 11

By the lay
performers of the
experiment

4 8 12

Table 3.1: Radder’s reproducibility types and ranges

These types of reproducibility are further distinguished by different of levels expertise

and the specific activities performed. In Table 1 from his book In and About the World

reproduced here as Table 3.1, Radder considers the three types of reproducibility as they

relate to the theoretical, material, and social expertise required to reproduce an experiment.

Any reproduction may be undertaken by individuals of varying expertise and at different

times (By Whom? ). The reproduction may rely only on the material realization (i.e., follow-

ing the recipe independent of the theoretical interpretation); consider the material realization

in the context of the theoretical interpretation; or attempt to reproduce the result of the

experiment independent of the material realization or theoretical interpretation (Of What? ).

Radder also makes the distinction between the terms reproduction and reproducibility where

reproduction refers to actual events in the past or present of reproducing an experiment and

reproducibility is the (fallible) possibility of reproducing the experiment.

Referring to Table 3.1, Radder concludes that boxes 8 and 12 are empty by definition,

since laypersons have no theoretical interpretation. Boxes 5 and 9 are most probably empty,

as they would require stability of theoretical, material and social conditions over time. Box
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1 is probably empty except for a few “mundane examples” (e.g., producing static electricity

while combing hair). The remaining boxes 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, and 11, he claims, can be related

to historical experimental examples.

With respect to the current study, Radder’s typology provides a conceptual framework

for exploring what is being reproduced and by whom in each case. Radder’s types 1 and

2 are closest to the NASEM definition of computational reproducibility. Radder’s type 3

is closer to the NASEM definition of replicability. Since I am focusing on computational

reproducibility, I am most interested in examples that fit Radder’s cells 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7.

Specifically, in this study I consider the role of theoretical interpretation (versus the material

realization) and the expertise of the reproducer in publication reproducibility audits and

the creation of research artifacts. While Radder’s typology is a useful abstraction for the

exploration of how computational reproducibility relates to scientific reproducibility, it does

not specifically address many of the dimensions of computational experiments. For this, I

rely on the PRIMAD model discussed next.

PRIMAD

The PRIMAD model was developed during a 2016 workshop on the reproducibility of compu-

tational experiments as a framework to better understand “information gained from different

types of reproducibility” in the field of computational research [95]. The authors identify

six dimensions in the reproducibility of computational experiments: platform (P), research

objective (R), implementation (I), method (M), actor (A), and data (D). Changing one or

more of these variables, they claim, should result in new knowledge (i.e., information gain).

Changing only the actor (person running the experiment) provides independent verification.

Changing the execution platform (software and hardware stack) tests the portability of the

experiment.

In Radder’s terms, the PRIMAD model accounts for who (actor), the theoretical interpre-

tation (research objective, method), and characteristics of the material realization (platform,
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implementation, data). Following Radder’s example of early experiment of boiling of liquid,

one can envision a similar taxonomy.

A key problem when conceptualizing reproducibility in computational research is whether

the computational environment is the instrument used to study other phenomena or whether

the environment itself is the object of study. In many fields of research today, computational

methods and implementations of mathematical and statistical models are applied to study

external phenomena. In computer science, however, research may study any aspect of com-

putation, from hardware to algorithms and beyond.

In a exercise testing the applicability of the PRIMAD model to LIGO gravitational wave

workflows Chapp and others [49] note limitations of the model. Specifically, the unclear dis-

tinction between implementation and methods (when are changes in an algorithm sufficient

to call it a new method?), effects of different actors within large research groups, and the

roles of different datasets (e.g., input, intermediate, results). They suggest that “each field

of science develop its own domain-appropriate refinement to PRIMAD.”

In this study, the PRIMAD model is used to characterize the variables of experiments

that are changed, if any, as part of community-specific reproducibility initiatives.

Knowledge Infrastructure, Boundary Objects and the Installed Base

The development of tools to support computational reproducibility; the implementation of

publication reproducibility audits; and the dissemination, curation, and archiving of repro-

ducible research artifacts require both technical and social infrastructure, not to mention the

general apparatus of research in a particular field. Edwards introduces the concept of knowl-

edge infrastructures as “robust networks of people, artifacts, and institutions that generate,

share, and maintain specific knowledge about the human and natural worlds” [85]. This

unifying conceptualization informs my analysis on the relationship of reproducible research

artifacts and emerging reproducibility-related infrastructure and activities.

Starr and Ruhleder [247] report on an ethnography studying a large collaborative infras-
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tructure project for biologists. They note the dual and paradoxical nature of technology

on organizational transformation as “both engine and barrier for change.” On the topic if

infrastructure, quoting Monteiro, they argue that

[i]nfrastructure does not grow de novo: it wrestles with the ‘inertia of the installed

base’ and inherits strengths and limitations from that base. Optical fibers run

along old railroad lines; new systems are designed for backward compatibility;

and failing to account for these constraints may be fatal or distorting to new

development processes.”

The reproducibility initiatives that are the focus of this study are imposing changes in

both the social and technical infrastructure of computational research. The initiatives require

involvement from numerous stakeholders in research and scholarly communications and are

driving changes in the publishing and peer review process. They touch infrastructure and

processes from publishing and editorial management; repositories and digital libraries; down

to the tools researcher use to conduct their work. At the core of these initiatives are various

concepts of how researchers should package and distribute the artifacts used to support the

conclusions presented in published papers. Whether they’re called “artifact appendices,”

“replication data sets,” “research compendia” or otherwise, they all serve the same function:

to aid in the assessment and verification of transparency and reproducibility in the service

of future replicability.

The packaged research artifacts that are the subject of publication reproducibility audits

represent an extension to the paper. A variety of approaches have been proposed and adopted

for the creation, management, and dissemination of these packages [105, 196, 53]. As an

emerging standard, these packages can be seen as a type of boundary object – an artifact

in the research process that is interpreted differently by individual actors but maintains a

common identity [246, 35, 162]. They are created by researchers, assessed by reviewers,

verified and archived by curators, and discovered by other researchers. These actors have

not necessarily reached consensus on the purpose or form of the packages, yet are still able to

implement complete review and verification workflows. The concept of the boundary object
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allows me to treat the package as an abstraction as well as a technical artifact of the research

process that supports these different activities, meriting the recognition of it as a first class

research object.

Economic models of incentives

As detailed in Chapter 2, the economics community has developed several models of incentive

structures related to research replication and scholarly publication. Mirowski & Sklivas’s

[187] argue that increased replication rates will require journals to increase the information

required of authors. Feigenbaum & Levy [90] argue that under current incentive structures,

replications will occur primarily if they are 1) negative and target high-quality journals or

2) positive and included as part of a reproduction-as-extension. These models informed

cross-case comparison and analysis, enabling me to consider how the studied reproducibility

initiatives relate to incentives for authors and journals.

3.1.2 Research Questions

This study addresses three research questions concerned with how computational trans-

parency and computational reproducibility are operationalized through publication repro-

ducibility policies and audits and implemented in related tools, infrastructure, and informa-

tion standards. For authors and journals to ensure computational reproducibility in pub-

lished research, as stated in the NASEM recommendations, they must first understand what

it means for published research artifacts to be reproducible and how to implement processes

to assess and confirm reproducibility. Similarly, for the development tools, infrastructure,

and related information standards, developers must understand the needs and requirements

of authors and journals. Technological advancements may also enable new capabilities. The

research questions are posed as follows:

• RQ1. How are computational transparency and computational reproducibility opera-
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tionalized through publication reproducibility audits?

• RQ2. What are the characteristics of research artifacts that make them computation-

ally reproducible (or irreproducible)?

• RQ3. What are the characteristics of tools and packaging formats that enable compu-

tational transparency and reproducibility?

RQ1 and RQ2 are addressed through interviews of key informants involved in the im-

plementation of verification policies in the target communities including editors, conference

organizers, reviewers, and archivists. The interviews were transcribed and coded for quali-

tative analysis. The results of this analysis are combined with qualitative content analysis

applied to the documented policies and workflows adopted by each initiative and a sample

of verified artifacts. RQ3 is addressed through the comparative analysis of the policies and

guidelines of the initiatives with the capabilities of available tools and packaging formats

and the analysis of author practices in a sample of five verified artifacts from each initia-

tive. This will result in a taxonomy of characteristics of packaging formats currently used to

represent computationally transparent or reproducible artifacts. This taxonomy, along with

the results of RQ1 and RQ2, are used in the development of an abstract model, normative

guidelines and exemplars. All qualitative analysis was conducted using ATLAS.ti (v8.4.4).

3.1.3 Case selection

As has already been discussed, across the sciences, research communities are exploring ways

to improve computational transparency and reproducibility in published research. Repro-

ducibility initiatives have been underway for years in political science [135, 2, 87], economics

[188, 267], statistics [211, 98], mathematics [122], signal processing [265, 264], databases

[173, 174, 55], machine learning [99], as well as high-performance and parallel computing

[258, 204]. For the purpose of this study, I have selected the AJPS “Verification Policy”

in political science and the Supercomputing (SC) “reproducibility initiative” in computer
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science and engineering as the primary cases. These initiatives were selected because of

the policy and process maturity, the unique characteristics of the domains, and the avail-

ability of key informants, documentation, and related artifacts. For cross-case compari-

son, I have selected five additional reproducibility initiatives including those of the journal

Biostatistics, the Journal of the American Statistical Association – Applications and Case

Studies (JASA-ACS), ACM Transactions on Mathematical Software (TOMS), Elsevier’s

Information Systems, and the American Economic Association (AEA). These initiatives

were selected because of the policy and process maturity and relationship to the primary

cases. Focusing on these cases allows me to explore the similarities and differences be-

tween disciplines (social sciences, statistics, and computer science) as well as journals and

conferences. There are of course many other related initiatives that were not included

in this study due to limited access to stakeholders and the limited scale of this disserta-

tion. These include the many conference evaluation initiatives within the ACM and IEEE

(such as those represented by https://db-reproducibility.org, https://ctuning.org/, and

https://www.artifact-eval.org/ ) as well as related initiatives in journals including Transac-

tions on Parallel and Distributed Systems (TDPS) [204], Political Analysis [2], the Quarterly

Journal of Political Science (QJPS) [87].

Case profiles are reported in detail in Chapter 4, but I will touch briefly on the primary

cases here. The AJPS has had a mandatory pre-publication audit process in place since 2015

[135, 57]. The audit process is part of a decades-long effort in both political science and

the journal itself that can be traced back to discussions in the American Political Science

Association (APSA) beginning in the mid-1990s [145, 125, 249]. The policy has evolved

many times over the years, reflecting the concerns of the community, changes in editorial

incentives, and technological advancements. The AJPS initiative has informed and been

informed by related work in economics, including the policies of the journal AER and AEA.

Supercomputing similarly began its reproducibility initiative in 2015. Over a five-year pe-

riod, the incentives to participate have changed as policies have become increasingly strict.
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Whereas the majority of quantitative political science papers rely on relatively simple com-

putational processes, SC papers push the boundaries of high-performance computing, some-

times relying on boutique and leadership-class systems that are only available to a handful of

researchers worldwide. This poses unique challenges to anyone who proposes to confirm the

computational reproducibility of a particular study. Additionally, while journals often have

months to review papers and associated materials, conferences like SC are under greater

time constraints, providing reviews in a matter of weeks. SC is also part of the Association

of Computing Machinery (ACM) and the initiative is informed by related efforts within the

association.

3.2 Research Method

Multiple methods are available to address the above questions including surveys, ethno-

graphies, and interviews. Surveys allow a wide reach in data collection, but require an

understanding of existing practices in sufficient detail to develop a reliable survey instru-

ment. Because the proposed study is one of the first of its kind and I am examining only

the two primary and give supplemental cases, there isn’t sufficient information available to

develop a reliable survey instrument. Ethnography allows the researcher to engage deeply

with a community for longer periods to develop a rich understanding of day-to-day practices.

However, this method is most applicable for centrally located research sites and requires ac-

cess and cooperation for an extended period of time. Given the distributed nature of the

reproducibility initiatives and the number and heterogeneity of target communities, ethnog-

raphy is infeasible. Qualitative interviews and analysis of documentary evidence and other

artifacts strikes a balance between depth and leeway during the investigation process than

surveys and can more reasonably be applied to a wider number of cases in a shorter time

frame than ethnography. Interviews require the cooperation of and access to participants,

which as noted above was one factor in the selection of cases.
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In this study, I use qualitative interviews supplemented by document and artifact analysis

to develop each case. The interviews provided additional context for the development and

implementation of existing policies and workflows provided access to additional non-public

documentary artifacts. Sampling is purposive, with a focus on stakeholders who can provide

additional insight into key aspects of each reproducibility initiative.

3.3 Sources of Evidence

The primary data sources for this study are 1) qualitative interviews and transcripts; 2)

documentary evidence; and 3) verified research artifacts.

Initiative Interviewees Documents Artifacts
AJPS (Primary) 8 23 5
SC (Primary) 4 15 5
AEA (Secondary) 1 13 5
Biostatistics (Secondary) 1 7 0†

IS (Secondary) 1 6 3
JASA-ACS (Secondary) 1 7 5
TOMS (Secondary) 1 3 4
TOTAL 17 74 27
† Published artifacts for the Biostatistics initiative are no longer avail-

able.

Table 3.2: Summary of types of evidence for primary and
secondary cases.

3.3.1 Interviews

I conducted semi-structured interviews of 17 key informants from the two primary and five

supplemental cases. Three interviewees were involved in multiple initiatives. Interviewees

included lead editors (n = 3); managing and associate editors (n = 4), conference chairs

(n = 4), archivists (n = 3), and reviewers/verifiers (n = 3). The interview protocol is

included in Appendix B.

The interviews captured informant perspectives about each initiative including motiva-

tions, workflows, benefits, expertise, metrics, challenges, and community responses. The
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semi-structure approach provided a set of questions to guide the interview with flexibility to

explore additional topics.

Purposive sampling was used to select participants who could offer perspectives on the

initiative. For the primary cases, this included both initiative leads and individuals involved

in supporting roles. All participants were involved in the design, implementation, and/or

operational aspects of each initiative and as such authors were excluded.

All interviews were conducted and recording using the Zoom videoconferencing service1

and professionally transcribed using services provided by Rev2. Transcripts were imported

into ATLAS.ti (version 8.4.4, MacOS) for qualitative coding and analysis, discussed in detail

below. The high-level codes used for this analysis are included in Appendix C.

3.3.2 Verified Artifacts

Verified artifacts are the research artifacts provided by authors that have been assessed based

on the documented policies, guideline and workflows. A sample of 25 verified artifacts was

collected from the seven initiatives. Up to the five most recent artifacts were selected for

each initiative, although not all initiatives had five artifacts. The complete list of artifacts

used in this study for each initiative is provided in Appendix F.

3.3.3 Documentary Artifacts

Documentary artifacts include policies, guidelines, and workflows produced by each repro-

ducibility initiative as well as editorials or related publications. The complete list of doc-

umentary evidence used in this study for each initiative is provided in Appendix D. The

documented reproducibility audit policies and workflows provide an incomplete picture of a

community’s intentions and expectations with respect to computational transparency and

reproducibility. In many cases, key stakeholders have written about the process in editorials

1https://www.zoom.com
2https://rev.com
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or related publications [2, 211, 122, 87, 135, 258]. Even so, the documentary evidence often

leaves unanswered questions about the motivations behind the initiative, lessons learned,

and operational workflows. While author requirements and guidelines are generally publicly

available, internal workflows and requirements for reviewers are not. As part of the inter-

view process, participants were asked to provide access to non-public guidelines, workflow

documentation, and related documentation for each initiative.

3.3.4 Analytical Approach

Qualitative analysis was used to address all three research questions. Transcripts and doc-

uments were imported into the ATLAS.ti qualitative analysis software. For each question,

analysis was conducted in two phases. The first phase focused on individual case analysis

for case profile development. The second phase focused on cross-case analysis of the seven

initiatives.

Qualitative coding was conducted via iterative coding using both inductive and deductive

approaches. For each research question, an initial set of codes was developed based on the

literature on reproducibility and knowledge infrastructures. Open coding was used to identify

additional themes and ideas from the transcripts and documentary evidence. The final set

of codes were selected for focused coding and are presented in Appendix C. Initial codes

were tested and refined based on a pilot analysis on a subset of transcripts and documents.

Case profiles were developed from the results of the qualitative coding and include the

following themes:

1. Initiative organization

2. Historical antecedents

3. Policies and guidelines

4. Technical infrastructure

5. Artifacts, identifiers, badges, and metadata
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6. Initiative metrics

Using the coded evidence, cross-case analysis focused on the similarities and differences

between the seven initiatives with respect to the codes and case dimensions. One goal of

this analysis was to identify key or common factors that contribute to particular operational

decisions across the initiatives as well as to identify possible explanations for the observed

similarities or differences.

The results of the case analysis were validated using two methods: triangulation of data

sources [208] and member checking. Combining interview transcripts with supplemental

documentary and artifact evidence allowed me to consider consistency across actors well

as in public (e.g., publication) versus private settings (e.g., interview). Case profiles were

verified through member checking. Profiles were provided to interview participants to review

for accuracy.

3.3.5 Human Subjects

The research approach for working with human subjects was determined to be exempt by the

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Institutional Review Board (UIUC IRB). See

Appendix B for the exempt determination letter along with approved recruitment, informed

consent, and interview protocol materials. Signed informed consent documents were collected

for each participant.

3.3.6 Study Limitations

This study is conducted using a case study approach and qualitative data collection and

analysis techniques. A common critique of qualitative research methods is the lack of gen-

eralizability. Findings and claims made about the cases in this study do not necessarily

extend to other cases that were not included. I attempted to address this through the use of

multiple case analysis, but generalizability remains a limitation. Other limitations include
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the small numbers of interviewees and sample artifacts. While interviewees were all key

stakeholders, they do not necessarily represent the full scope of the initiative. The small

number of artifacts analyzed is due in part to the imbalance of available artifacts across the

seven initiatives. While several initiatives have tens or even hundreds of artifacts, three had

fewer than five. As the number of artifacts increases across initiatives, the study could be

expanded in the future.

3.3.7 Availability of Research Products

In addition to the information included in this dissertation, materials used for qualitative

coding and analysis that are not protected under IRB will be made available via Dataverse

https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/CKOGZM. This includes the qualitative codebooks and as-

sociated ATLAS.ti projects.
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Chapter 4

Case Profiles

4.1 Introduction

I develop a set of seven case profiles for a multiple-case analysis. Each case is a “repro-

ducibility initiative,” a formal activity undertaken by a journal or conference to improve the

transparency and reproducibility of research published through their venues. Each initiative

is represented by formal policies, guidelines and workflows as well as organizational roles

and infrastructure established for the assessment of computational artifacts. This chapter

presents the profiles of the two primary and five supplemental cases. All cases were devel-

oped based on data collected between October 2019 and March 2020 and capture the state

of each initiative at that time.

The primary cases are the American Journal of Political Science (AJPS) and ACM/IEEE

Supercomputing initiatives. As discussed in Chapter 3, these cases were selected because

the initiatives are mature, with initial policies established in 2015, and because they were

expected to be highly-contrasting. The AJPS is a top-tier journal in the field of political

science while SC is a top-tier conference in the field of high-performance computing and

the respective communities have different approaches to computational research. Research

published by the AJPS tends toward long-tail or small scale local computing, while SC

research tends to use computation scale. While both have adopted new peer review poli-

cies for the assessment of computational artifacts, the constraints and scope of each are

quite different. The supplementary cases (American Economics Association (AEA), Bio-

statistics, Journal of the American Statistical Association - Applications and Case Studies

(JASA-ACS), Information Systems (IS), and ACM Transactions on Mathematical Software
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(TOMS)) were selected because they were expected to be complementary to the primary

cases. Like the AJPS, the AEA initiative is focused on empirical social science research,

however the initiative is association-wide instead of being limited to a single journal. The

TOMS and IS journals face many of the challenges of SC with respect to computational

scale and complexity, but without the constraints of conference timelines. Researchers in

the TOMS, JASA-ACS and Biostatistics communities develop many of the methods and

models that are employed by researchers in these other fields. Focusing on these cases allows

me to explore the similarities and differences between disciplines (social sciences, statistics,

and computer science) as well as journals and conferences.

This chapter presents summary case profiles for each initiative. Each profile is divided into

6 sections: initiative organization; history; policy and guidelines; technical infrastructure;

artifacts, identifiers, badges, and metadata; and initiative metrics. Detailed operational

workflows were documented for each case and included in Appendix E. Case profiles were

developed based on the methods described in Chapter 3 including semi-structured interviews

of key informants, analysis of verified research artifacts and documentary evidence.

4.2 The American Journal of Political Science

(AJPS)

In 2015, the AJPS adopted a formal policy for the third-party reproduction and verification

of computational results reported in all published quantitative research1. The new “Repli-

cation Policy” was an evolution of earlier policies adopted by the journal [184, 276] and part

of a wider movement in the discipline [2, 87, 217]. The new initiative established a pro-

cess whereby archive staff at UNC’s Odum Institute for Research in Social Science2 review

1The policy was expanded to include qualitative research in 2018
2A second aspect of the initiative established in 2018 includes verification of qualitative, non-

computational research by the Qualitative Data Repository (QDR). While this is an important aspect of
theAJPS initiative, it is out of scope for the current study.
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and certify the accuracy of materials through professional curatorial review and by actual

reproduction of computational results in the paper using author-provided artifacts by paid

graduate students and professional statisticians [57, 135].

The roots of the policy – and concerns about replicability in political science in general –

can be traced back to the 1994 APSA “Statement on Statistical Reporting, Archiving, and

Replication” [249] and the resulting discussion initiated by King’s proposal of the “replication

standard” [125, 145]. The 2015 policy expanded on earlier requirements that authors share

research materials [184, 276] adding a verification step to ensure that materials provided

by authors could actually be used to reproduce reported results. The policy change was

motivated by factors external and internal to the journal and the wider research community.

External factors included the broader open science movement, funding agency requirements,

and general concerns about scientific credibility and reproducibility. Internal factors include

concerns about the quality and transparency of research exemplified by the 2010 Hatemi

controversy [203] and the 2015 Data Access and Research Transparency (DA-RT) initiative

[67].

While community response has been generally positive, the verification workflow has intro-

duced new costs and challenges to both authors and editorial staff. The verification process

requires additional human and computational resources and administrative infrastructure.

With financial support from the Midwest Political Science Association (MPSA), the AJPS

initiative has demonstrated an expanded role for research data archives in the curation and

verification process. AJPS has also recently experienced unplanned leadership changes that

demonstrate the challenges of maintaining continuity of these nascent policies.

The verification process was made possible through technical advancements enabling shar-

ing of research materials, in this case the Dataverse platform [147], and collaboration with the

archive at the Odum Institute. Odum archive staff are responsible for the implementation

and operationalization of the verification process, including curatorial and computational

steps. The verification of computational research requires staffing (graduate students and
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staff statisticians) and access to computational resources through Odum and the University

of North Carolina (UNC).

4.2.1 Initiative Organization

The MPSA, a regional division of the APSA, is the funding body for the AJPS and re-

sponsible for contracting replication and verification services with the Odum Institute and

the Qualitative Data Repository (QDR) at Syracuse. The MPSA holds one of the largest

conferences in the field with over 5,000 presenters annually.

The APSA is a leading professional organization for political scientists, with over 11,000

members worldwide. The APSA publishes four leading peer-review journals and maintains

guidelines for professional conduct including the APSA Guide to Professional Ethics in

Political Science [8]. The APSA has 49 organized sections with 18 sponsoring publication

of additional journals including Political Analysis (Political Methodology section) and State

Politics & Policy Quarterly (State Politics & Policy section).

The AJPS is the flagship journal of the MPSA and consistently ranks in the top 5 political

science journals by impact factor. The journal accepts research regardless of method, but

the majority of research uses statistical or other quantitative methods [29]. The AJPS has

a rotating editorial team currently serving four-year terms with lead editor(s), managing

editor, associate editors and a 60-member editorial board. Beginning in 2019, the managing

editor has the option to continue across editorial team changes. The journal is published by

Wiley and uses the Editorial Manager platform for manuscript submission and peer-review.

Since 2012, the AJPS has required authors to deposit replication materials associated with

published articles into a journal-specific section of the Harvard Dataverse repository3.

Staff at Odum are responsible for third-party verification and certification of replication

materials submitted by authors to the journal, managing the operational aspects of cura-

tion and verification, including staffing. Additional methodological and technical expertise is

3https://dataverse.harvard.edu/ajps
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available from the Odum institute. Computing resources used for the replication/verification

workflow are provided by Odum IT and UNC Research Computing, including support ser-

vices. Odum curators are full-time professional staff. Verifiers are advanced graduate stu-

dents or staff statisticians with technical and methodological expertise. Harvard’s Dataverse

staff maintain the operations of the Dataverse system.

The AJPS initiative was made possible largely through the collaboration between then-

editor William Jacoby and Tom Carsey, former director of the Odum Institute and prominent

political scientist. As lead editor of AJPS from 2015-2018, Jacoby participated in both the

DA-RT and the resulting Journal Editors’ Transparency Statement (JETS) efforts. Carsey

served as director of the Odum Institute (2011-2017), editor for the journal State Politics

and Policy Quarterly (SPPQ) from 2010-2014, and was an active member of the DA-RT

ad hoc committee and SPPQ signatory to the JETS statement. In 2013, he was awarded a

Sloan/ICSPR challenge grant to explore the implementation of a data citation workflow in

SPPQ. This pilot led to the creation of the AJPS verification workflow. Carsey died in 2017

and Jacoby stepped down abruptly amidst controversy in 2018 [92] leading to an unplanned

leadership change for the initiative. Jacoby was replaced by interim editor Jan Leighley

(2018-2019) and the current editorial team of Kathleen Dolan and Jennifer Lawless (2020-).

4.2.2 Initiative History

There are a number of historical antecedents and events related to the 2015 AJPS policy

and to reproducibility and replicability in political science and the wider social sciences. The

discussion about replication in political science can be traced back in part to the efforts in

economics in the 1980s [3, 74] (see also Chapter 2). In 1994, the APSA Political Methodology

section issued a “Statement on Statistical Reporting, Archiving, and Replication” [249] and

AJPS implemented its first “Replication Policy” [184] requiring that all papers include

a footnote indicating how readers could access the data and programs used in published

research. In 1995, King proposed the concept of the “replication standard” which was
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discussed in a dedicated symposium issue of the journal P.S. Political Science [125, 145].

The replication standard conceptualization remains a lasting contribution and has informed

the design of related infrastructure including King’s own Virtual Data Center (VDC) [1, 146]

and Dataverse [147] systems. In 2010, growing concerns about transparency and replicability

led the APSA to appoint an ad hoc committee on Data Access and Research Transparency

(DA-RT) to ”provide guidance for instantiating these general principles in different research

traditions” [168]. Jacoby claims that the AJPS “has gone farther than any other journal in

implementing the DA-RT principles through our replication and verification policy” [135].

In 2012, the APSA revised its Guide to Professional Ethics in Political Science [8] includ-

ing the statement that “researchers have an ethical obligation to facilitate the evaluation of

their evidence-based knowledge claims through data access, production transparency, and

analytic transparency so that their work can be tested or replicated.” At the same time,

AJPS revised its “Replication Policy” requiring researchers to deposit all materials in Har-

vard’s Dataverse repository [276].

The TOP Guidelines were published in 2015 [194] and the new AJPS “Replication Policy”

announced [135]. Far from an isolated initiative, AJPS joined other journals in the field

that had already implemented strict verification requirements. The Quarterly Journal of

Political Science (QJPS) adopted a replication policy in 2005 [87]. Political Analysis, the

official journal of the APSA Political Methodology Section, adopted a replication policy in

2012 where materials deposited in Dataverse were reviewed by a graduate editorial assistant

[2].

4.2.3 Policy and Guidelines

This section briefly summarizes the available policy and guideline materials at the time of

the study. Copies of these documents are included as part of the study materials and listed

in Appendix D.
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The AJPS provides links to the Verification Policy4 on the ajps.org website as part of the

author submission guidelines. The policy page includes links to “Guidelines for Preparing

Replication Files,”5 “Quick Reference for Uploading Replication Files” as well as quantita-

tive6 and qualitative7 verification checklists. Verifiers are provided with training materials

and example reports via the Odum shared filesystem, which are currently private.

The verification policy states that the “corresponding author of a manuscript that is

accepted for publication in the American Journal of Political Science must provide materials

that are sufficient to enable interested researchers to verify all of the analytic results that

are reported in the text and supporting materials.” As detailed in the workflow described

in Appendix E.1, data, programs, and documentation must be submitted to the AJPS

Dataverse. The policy includes special provisions for qualitative research and restricted

access data.

4.2.4 Technical Infrastructure

The AJPS maintains the ajps.org website that serves as the primary mechanism for com-

municating guidelines and policies to authors, including the Verification policy. The AJPS

is published by Wiley and uses Elsevier’s Editorial Manager to manage the manuscript sub-

mission and review process. Wilson’s 2012 policy [276] established Harvard’s Dataverse as

the sole archive for journal replication materials. The Odum Archive, responsible for the im-

plementation of the operational workflow, has developed a custom database to manage and

track the curation and verification process (“Dashboard”). Because of gaps in infrastructure,

the AJPS editorial team also uses a custom Excel spreadsheet to track manuscript verifi-

cation status. Email is the primary mode of communication between the journal staff and

Odum. The Odum shared filesystem is used to archive intermediate submissions, guidelines,

4https://ajps.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/ajps-replic-and-verif-policy-2-27-18.pdf
5https://ajps.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/ajps_replication-guidelines-2-1.pdf
6https://ajps.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/ajps-quant-data-checklist-ver-1-2.pdf
7https://ajps.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/ajps-qualdata-checklist-ver-1-0.pdf
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checklists, and training materials. Computational resources including virtual machines, li-

censed software, and access to batch-compute resources are provided by Odum IT and UNC

Research Computing.

4.2.5 Artifacts, Identifiers, Badges, and Metadata

The verification process results in both public (or access-controlled) and private artifacts.

These include the final accepted paper published by Wiley, final verified materials published

in the AJPS Dataverse, peer revew information in Editorial Manager, intermediate verifica-

tion materials stored on the Odum shared filesystem, and verification reports and tracking

information stored in the Odum Dashboard.

The AJPS assigns Center for Open Science (COS) badges8 for open data and open mate-

rials embedded as JPEG images in the Dataverse record for each reviewed package. Odum

and QDR add statements to the “Notes” section in the Dataverse record stating that the

dataset underwent an independent verification process.

DOIs are assigned to the paper by Wiley, theAJPS publisher, and the dataset by Data-

verse. A “Replication Materials” section is added to the publish paper both online and in

print/PDF. This includes a link to the dataset DOI in Dataverse. COS badges are displayed

in the online Dataverse record only. The Dataverse record contains the link to the paper

in the “Related Publication” section. No links are provided to the verification policy or

guidelines used for review from the article in Wiley or associated Dataverse record.

4.2.6 Initiative Metrics

The AJPS editor reports9 have historically included a number of metrics related to the

journal including the JCR 2- and 5-year impact factor, Google Scholar h-Index, submission

rates and average editorial turnaround times, editorial decision rates, as well as top-cited

8https://cos.io/our-services/open-science-badges
9https://ajps.org/editor-reports
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and frequently downloaded papers.

Jacoby, Lafferty-Hess, and Christian [135] also report the time added by the verification

process and estimated hours per article. The Odum Dashboard tracks the duration of the

curation and verification process and includes copies of all curation and verification reports

(forthcoming). The Dataverse platform provides information about per-dataset downloads.

The Wiley platform reports article citations publicly (downloads are available to editors

only).

4.3 Supercomputing (SC)

In 2015, the steering committee of the ACM/IEEE International Conference for High Perfor-

mance Computing, Networking, Storage, and Analysis – also known as Supercomputing or

SC – approved a new initiative to “increase the integrity of scholarly work being conducted

in the high performance computing ecosystem” [7]. An “Advisory Group on Reproducibility

to the SC Conference, ACM, and IEEE,” chaired by Wilfred Pinfold, was formed early in

2015 to develop policies and guidance for the SC reproducibility efforts. The new “Repro-

ducibility Initiative” was intended “to promote and support replication and reproducibility

of computational results” in alignment with broader ACM initiatives [258]. As a first step,

authors of papers accepted for 2015 conference were invited to submit a proposal for their

work to be reproduced as part of the next year’s Student Cluster Competition (SCC). The

authors would be recognized for their participation and be awarded the new “Results Repli-

cated” badge as part of the nascent ACM Artifact Review and Badging Policy10.

This was just the first step in a multi-year initiative to promote reproducibility in the

conference technical program. For the 2016 conference, authors could optionally include

an “Artifact Description” (AD) appendix11. for consideration for the SCC Reproducibility

10https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging
11The appendix template used in SC17 is available from https://sc17.supercomputing.org/

submitters/technical-papers/reproducibility-initiatives-for-technical-papers/artifact-

description-paper-title/index.html
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Challenge, a new competition challenging students to reproduce results of an SC paper.

In 2017, the AD appendix became a requirement for consideration for the Best Paper and

Best Student Paper awards. SC17 also introduced a “Computational Results Analysis”

(CRA)12 appendix for the assessment of research published using specialized or hard to

access resources. Starting in 2019, the AD appendix became mandatory for all submissions

and conference organizers introduced three new committees to the technical program related

to the initiative. Prior to 2019, the SC appendix was derived from earlier work by the

cTuning Foundation13, working toward improved reproducibility in systems and machine

learning research communities.

The SC reproducibility initiative is shaped by the many challenges of reproducibility and

replicability in parallel and distributed computing [17, 19, 127, 131]; issues of numerical

reliability and reproducibility [19, 120, 259] and by earlier work on reproducibility within

the ACM and IEEE in areas including signal and image processing [154, 265], databases

[94, 174, 173], systems research [61, 156, 269], and machine learning [99, 100]. Reproducibility

in HPC research is also related to research in record-and-replay techniques [50].

The challenges faced by the HPC community with respect to reproducibility also impact

the scientific fields that leverage HPC methods in their research. This includes challenges

related to the use of parallel and distributed computing techniques; problems with access

to specialized and short-lived hardware; dependencies on specialized scientific software (e.g.,

mathematical, MPI, etc); and non-determinism in execution due to system scale and com-

plexity. While not unique to the HPC community, these challenges are particularly acute

for the SC community.

As a conference, SC is faced with additional time and resource constraints. Unlike other

fields, in computer science many of the premier research outlets are conferences, not journals.

Conferences have much shorter timeframes for reviews (weeks, not months) and review

12For the 2018 conference, the AD appendix remained optional and the CRA was renamed to the “Artifact
Evaluation” (AE) appendix.

13https://cTuning.org
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committees can be organized just-in-time based on the number of submissions. Conferences

like SC also rely on different editorial infrastructure than journals. Additionally, the SCC

Reproducibility Challenge component of the initiative is unique in that organizers conduct

in-person meetings to discuss candidate papers.

While the Supercomputing reproducibility initiative builds on the experience of other

computer science subfields, its relationship with the SCC Reproducibility Challenge is quite

unique. The SCC has presented an opportunity to explore effective mechanisms for re-

production and replication of research and requirements development, albeit through the

selection of work exhibiting particular characteristics. The SCC is also seen as a testbed for

new ideas prior to introducing them into the wider technical program. It is also an example

of how students benefit from participating in the reproduction process.

4.3.1 Initiative Organization

Started in 1988, SC is one of the largest annual conferences of the HPC community. Each

year, SC attracts over 5,000 participants in its technical program. For papers, the technical

program has an average acceptance rate of 24%, with 64 accepted out of 288 submitted in

2018. Since 2007, SC has also included the Student Cluster Competition (SCC), an under-

graduate educational initiative intended to further engage students in the HPC community

[119].

Supercomputing is co-sponsored by the ACM Special Interest Group on High Performance

Computing (SIGHPC) and the IEEE Computer Society. The manuscript submission and

review process is managed using the Linkling service. Proceedings have been published in

the ACM Digital Library. SCC student papers are published in a special issue of Elsevier’s

Parallel Computing [104, 275].

The ACM is the world’s largest scientific and educational computing society. Founded

in 1947, the non-profit professional association has over 67,000 members; 37 special interest
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groups; and publishes over 90 journals, transactions, magazines, and newsletters14. The

ACM maintains a code of ethics and operates one of the field’s premier digital libraries. The

ACM is governed by over two dozen volunteer boards, councils, and committees, including

the Publications Board that is responsible for the ACM Digital Library and publishing

processes15. The Publications Board is “responsible for maintaining ACM’s position as the

preferred publisher in computing. The Board also envisions ACM as the “principal curator

of publication data for the field.” The Digital Library Committee is charged with developing

overall strategic directions for the Digital Library publishing platform including new services

and new features.

The Digital Library Committee organized the 3rd Workshop on Software, Data, and Re-

producibility in Publication held on December 7-8, 2017 in New York City. The workshop

generated a first draft of a Best Practices for Reproducibility in Computing Research. The

DL Committee is responsible for the development of the Artifact Review and Badging pol-

icy16.

The ACM Digital Library is one of the field’s premier scholarly resources. The DL provides

access to over 482,000 articles with 30,000 added in FY1817. In 2018, the DL migrated

from an in-house publishing platform to Atypon’s Literatum platform18, which had been

successfully adopted by the American Chemical Society, IEEE, SIAM, and MIT Press. One

motivation for the move was to treat “data and code as first-class objects”. The DL has a

hybrid open access relationship with arvix.org.

SIGHPC is one of 37 special interest groups in the ACM. SIGHPC co-sponsors several con-

ferences including SC, the Symposium on Principles and Practice of Parallel Programming

(PPoPP), Platform for Advanced Scientific Computing (PASC), and the IEEE International

Parallel & Distributed Processing Symposium (IPDPS)19. PPoPP and PASC have also im-

14https://www.acm.org/binaries/content/assets/about/annual-reports-archive/acmarfy18.pdf
15https://www.acm.org/about-acm/boards-and-committees
16https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging
17https://www.acm.org/binaries/content/assets/about/annual-reports-archive/acmarfy18.pdf
18https://www.atypon.com/products/literatum/
19https://www.sighpc.org/for-our-community/hpc-events
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plemented artifact evaluation processes.

SC is a large conference with a planning committee charged with communications, finan-

cial management, infrastructure, exhibits and local arrangements in addition to the technical

program. For the purpose of this case, I am primarily concerned with the following aspects

of the conference organizations.

1. Student Cluster Competition (introduced in 2007)

2. Reproducibility Challenge committee (introduced in 2016)

3. Reproducibility committee (introduced in 2019)

4. AD/AE Committee (introduced in 2019)

Since 2007, SC has included the SCC, an undergraduate educational initiative intended

to further engage students in the HPC community [119]. Beginning in 2016, the SCC

introduced the “Reproducibility Challenge” where students are tasked with reproducing a

subset of results in a paper published during the prior year’s conference. The SCC is viewed

by organizers as a testbed for new ideas prior to introducing them into the wider technical

program.

The SC Technical Program committee is responsible for conference programmatic areas

including papers, tutorials, panels, workshops, posters, invited talks, and proceedings. Be-

ginning in 2019, the Technical Program Committee added chairs for Reproducibility, the

Reproducibility Challenge, and the AD/AE appendices. The Reproducibility Challenge

(RC) liaison is the “main point of contact with the student cluster competition” and coor-

dinates with SCC chair to make sure RC challenge application is in line with the technical

program.

4.3.2 Initiative History

Historical antecedents to the SC reproducibility initiative include the early work of Bailey on

performance studies [17]; related work within the ACM community, particularly related to
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artifact evaluation and review [99, 156, 173, 174] as well as the ACM TOMS RCR initiative

[122]. Leaders in the SC community have been involved in key discussions and workshops

including the Yale Roundtable [198], Vancouver Meeting [166], ICERM Workshop [252], and

XSEDE workshop [136] on reproducibility in scientific computing. The SC reproducibility

initiative is informed by other work in the ACM community, but has adapted to the specific

needs and constraints of the HPC research community.

The SC AD/AE workflow (detailed in Appendix E.2) is based in part on earlier work

in artifact evaluation for computer science conferences, pioneered by the 2011 ACM Joint

European Software Engineering Conference and Symposium on the Foundations of Soft-

ware Engineering (ESEC/FSE) [156] and continued today through in large part through the

artifact-eval.org and cTuning.org initiatives. Artifact evaluation, or AE, generally refers to a

post-acceptance evaluation process conducted by an independent review committee, almost

exclusively in computer science conferences, to assess whether computational artifacts gener-

ate results that are consistent with the submitted paper [54]. Table 2.2 lists nine conferences

that have adopted the AE process since 2011.

4.3.3 Policies and Guidelines

Beginning in SC19, as part of the submission process using the Linklings system, authors

are prompted to enter AD/AE appendix information directly into the submission form.

The form includes a link to the SC Reproducibility Initiative documentation on Github20

including the Author Kit21 used to collect system details. All instructions are integrated into

the submission form, which is a major change from the earlier AD/AE LaTex template. The

Linklings submission form also includes links to general ACM policies, the ACM Code of

Ethics and Professional Conduct. The “Appendix Review Instructions” providing guidelines

to reviewers is not available publicly but was obtained for this study.

20https://github.com/SC-Tech-Program/SCreproducibility
21https://github.com/SC-Tech-Program/Author-Kit
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4.3.4 Workflow Summary

The complete workflow is detailed in Appendix E.2. The SC reproducibility initiative work-

flow has four components and operates over multiple years. In this workflow summary, SC-1

refers to the previous year’s conference, SC to the current conference and SC+1 to the next

year’s conference.

For the current SC conference, the AD/AE appendices are reviewed for completeness and

eligibility for the “Artifacts Available” badge by the AD/AE committee. Only those papers

that have been accepted by the technical program are reviewed.

Prior to SC, the RC committee reviews those papers from SC-1 with complete AD ap-

pendices. Papers are reviewed for feasibility (including architecture, openness), applicabil-

ity (something an undergraduate can complete in 2-3 months), and tie-in to the technical

program, but not for quality or impact. Three papers are selected and the authors are in-

terviewed at SC to determined willingness to participate. A single paper is selected for the

SC+1 Reproducibility Challenge and announced during April or May preceeding the confer-

ence22 In January following SC, the RC committee begins preparations for SC+1. The RC

committee creates the challenge23, confirms that the application runs as expected, develops

grading rubric. At SC+1, SCC participants are given the challenge to reproduce a few figures

from the a subset of the paper’s results using a dataset that was not used in the original pa-

per. Students write reports and in the past a subset were selected for publication in a special

issue of Parallel Computing. The SC paper is awarded the “Results Replicated” badge and

authors are recognized during the SC awards ceremony with a certificate of appreciation.

22For example, https://sc20.supercomputing.org/2020/04/15/sc20-student-cluster-

reproducibility-committee-chooses-benchmark-wisely/.
23Note that this requires mapping state-of-the-art HPC research to something achievable by undergraduate

students.
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4.3.5 Technical Infrastructure

SC maintains the supercomputing.org website that serves as the primary mechanism for

communicating guidelines and policies to authors, including information about the Repro-

ducibility Initiative. A separate website is provided for each year (e.g., scYY.supercomputing.

org). Information about the reproducibility initiative is provided mainly through guidelines,

policies, and blogposts hosted on the website. The SC conference uses Linklings, one of sev-

eral conference management tools used within the ACM. Conference papers are published

in the ACM Digital Library, based on the Atypon Literatum platform (as of 2019). The SC

organization began using Github to maintain website content for the technical program2425.

Due to limitations in the Linklings system to support the SC19 artifact review process, for

SC19 custom tools were developed to track reviews and communicate with authors along

with a database for determining badge eligibility.

The SCC initiative maintains separate infrastructure, including the program website 26.

SCC hardware is provided by commercial partners. Beginning in 2015, the Elsevier journal

Parallel Computing published a special issue with SCC student papers.

4.3.6 Artifacts, Identifiers, Badges, and Metadata

The SC Reproducibility Initiative results in multiple artifacts. As of SC19, each paper pub-

lished in the ACM digital library includes the mandatory AD appendix and optional AE

appendix. For those papers assigned the “Artifacts Available” badge, related software and

data artifacts must be published to an archival repository and linked via persistent identi-

fier. Peer review information is stored in the Linklings system with supplemental artifact

evaluation information, including badge eligibility, stored in a custom database maintained

by conference organizers.

24https://github.com/SC-Tech-Program
25https://github.com/Collegeville/sc-reproducibility
26https://www.studentclustercompetition.us
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Badges are assigned in the ACM Digital Library. For the AD/AE review process, only

the “Artifacts Available” badge is assigned to eligible papers. Papers reproduced as part

of the SCC Reproducibility Challenge are assigned the “Results Replicated” and “Artifacts

Evaluated and Functional” badges. As of 1/28/2020, SC has awarded the following badges

based on the ACM badging guidelines: Artifacts Available (86), Artifacts Evaluated and

Functional (3), and Results Replicated (2).

For SC17, a single paper was assigned all three badges. For SC18, all papers that in-

cluded the AD appendix were assigned the “Artifacts Available” badge27. For SC19, only

those papers where “associated artifacts have been made permanently available for retrieval.

Author-created artifacts relevant to this paper have been placed on a publicly accessible

archival repository. A DOI or link to this repository along with a unique identifier for the

object is provided” were assigned the badge. This means that the policy for badge assign-

ment changed over time.

No information is provided about which papers have appendices, aside from the full-text

of the paper itself.

4.3.7 Initiative Metrics

The SC conference does not report any official metrics aside from acceptance rates. The

following metrics were reported for SC19 28:

• Number of submissions (338), rejections (96)

• Number of appendices reviewed (242) and average per reviewer (31)

• Appendices completed (139), incomplete (87), missing (16)

• Number of email conversations with authors (107)

• Number of candidates for Best Paper (8) and Best Student paper (6) lacking appendices

27https://sc18.supercomputing.org/submit/sc-reproducibility-initiative/
28https://github.com/SC-Tech-Program/SCreproducibility/blob/master/AD-AE-Appendices.md
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Unlike journals, conferences do not have a widely accepted equivalent of the JCR impact

factor.

4.4 American Economic Association (AEA)

In 2019, the AEA announced a new Data and Code Availability policy that applies to six

journals published by the association including the AER, one of the most prestigious journals

in the field of economics [267]. This followed the creation of a new Data Editor position

in 2018, a member of association leadership intended to be responsible for the creation and

implementation of the new policy in cooperation with AEA journal editors and Publications

Office [84]. The policy change included clear requirements for both code and data, the

creation of a new archival repository, and staffing for the Data Editor to review and possibly

re-execute all provided code to certify compliance with the new policy. The Data Editor,

based at Cornell University, has defined an operational workflow that relies on graduate

and undergraduate students as well as institutional computational and licensed software

resources29. The AEA journals use Clarivate’s ScholarOne for the manuscript submission

and peer-review process, which is insufficient for the new workflow. The Data Editor’s

workflow is implemented in part using an instance of the Atlassian tools suite including JIRA

for issue management and Bitbucket for source control. The AEA’s ScholarOne instances

were adapted support the new editor position and a conditional accept state. The AEA has

partnered with the OpenICSPR repository for publishing data and code packages previously

hosted as supplemental information on the AEA websites. As part of an earlier initiative,

the AEA established a registry for randomized controlled trials (RCTs)30

29https://github.com/labordynamicsinstitute/replicability-training/blob/master/jira-

workflow-training.md
30While not directly related to the reproducibility review process, the RCT registry is an example of

another effort within the AEA to improve research rigor and quality.
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4.4.1 Initiative Organization

Founded in 1885, the AEA is a non-profit scholarly association “dedicated to the discussion

and publication of economics research while promoting the understanding of economics.”31

The AEA has over 20,000 members from academia, business, government, and consulting

organizations and publishes 8 journals along with the proceedings of the association’s An-

nual Meeting. The AEA retains complete control over the publication process, including

publishing its own journals and providing online access via aeaweb.org through the AEA

Publications Office.

In addition to aeaweb.org, the AEA Papers and Proceedings32 is published yearly con-

taining selected papers presented at the annual meeting along with reports from association

leadership, notes from the executive committee, and reports from individual journal editors.

The AEA publishes the following journals: American Economic Review, Journal of Eco-

nomic Literature, Journal of Economic Perspectives, American Economic Review - Insights,

American Economic Journal: Applied Economics, American Economic Journal: Economic

Policy, American Economic Journal: Macroeconomics, American Economic Journal: Mi-

croeconomics. The AER has had a long-standing policy for depositing data and code associ-

ated with published papers, initially adopted in 1986 [10] and revised in 2005 [30] and 2008

[189]. The AEJ area specific journals adopted the same policy beginning in 2009. In 2016,

prior to establishing the Data Editor position, the AEA adopted a Data Availability policy

across all journals based on the AER policy.

In 2017, AEA announced the new Data Editor position that would be responsible for the

association’s data policy for all journals going forward. The position was filled in 2018 by Lars

Vilhuber, Executive Director of the Labor Dynamics Institute (LDI) at Cornell University

[84]. The LDI is part of the ILR School, a leading applied social sciences college with a

focus on work, employment, and labor policy issues. LDI works with research networks

31https://www.aeaweb.org/about-aea
32https://www.aeaweb.org/journals/pandp
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and statistical agencies to provide access to novel data on the dynamics of labor markets.

AEA review activities are operationally implemented in this organization. CISER provides

research and computing services to social scientists at Cornell. For the AEA initiative,

CISER provides access to specialized compute resources, licensed software, and IT expertise.

The ICSPR at the University of Michigan operates the OpenICSPR repository platform

used by the AEA. OpenICPSR enables researchers to freely self-publish data as part of the

ICPSR catalog [169]. OpenICPSR includes support for domain-specific metadata, optional

review by social science librarians, and the ability to disseminate sensitive and restricted use

data.

4.4.2 Initiative History

As discussed in Chapter 2, the origins of computational reproducibility efforts in the social

sciences can be traced to early initiatives in economics. Economics researchers have for

decades considered the question of research reproducibility and replicability [3, 32, 48, 74,

102, 179, 180, 181]. Many of these studies have included AEA journals and the AEA has

been responsive to community criticism, adapting policies to address concerns about research

quality [10, 30, 189].

The JMCB study was designed for “the collection of data sets and programs used in se-

lected empirical articles in the journal... to evaluate findings through replication of empirical

results.” The authors conducted an experiment to try to replicate studies published in the

journal before and after the adoption of a new policy requiring researchers to make data and

programs available. In the first part of the study, they requested data and programs from

the authors of papers in three groups: 1) those published before the policy change; 2) those

accepted but not in print; and 3) those currently under review. From these three groups,

they received data and code from 34%, 72%, and 78% respectively. In the second part, they

reviewed the 54 packages received from authors to determine eligibility for replication and

attempted replications on the eight that qualified (15%). Of these eight, they were able to
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fully replicate results from only two, while two produced “qualitatively similar” results, and

one had programming errors that, when corrected, did not change the conclusions of the

paper. Of the remaining papers, two could not be replicated – even with the help of the

authors – and one cited source data that could not be found. They pursued a ninth repli-

cation of a large-scale econometric model that required significant technical expertise and,

while successful, recognized that “formidable difficulties exist for studies based on large-scale

models.” In the end, they were able to fully reproduce the results from 4 out of the 54 papers

where authors provided code (7.5%) or of the 154 papers accepted by the journal (2.3%).

These findings supported their recommendations that journals should require the submission

of programs and data at the time papers are submitted. The JMCB implemented the policy

as part of the study and other journals revised policies after the results were published. The

American Economic Review (AER) published its first policy in in 1986 as a direct response

to the JMCB results [10].

Years later, Anderson and Dewald [3] lamented the lack of adoption of their recommen-

dations by other journals and note that the JMCB itself discontinued the policy in 1993.

Reporting on a similar initiative at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRB), they note

that the download rates for data and programs from articles at the FRB in the first year

nearly matched those of the 10-year period at JMCB. They attribute this to a key tech-

nological change: in 1993 the FRB data was made available by “electronic bulletin-board”

while for the JMCB authors had to mail in requests for data. Technology, they argue, had

reduced the cost to authors of requesting the data below the “marginal value to an individ-

ual researcher of replicating a previous study.” Changes in technology for the storage and

distribution of research materials may change the equation for replications.

In a subsequent study, McCullough and Vinod [182] repeat the JMCB study and attempt

to replicate all empirical articles in a single issue of AER using the authors’ original code

and data, which at the time was under the 1986 policy. Out of ten papers, they were only

able to obtain complete materials from one:
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Regrettably, we had to abandon the project because we found that the lesson of

William G. Dewald et al. (1986) has not been well-learned: the results of much

research cannot be replicated. Many authors do not even honor this journal’s

replication policy, let alone ensure that their work is replicable. Gary King (1995,

p. 445) posed the relevant questions: ”[I]f the empirical basis for an article or

book cannot be reproduced, of what use to the discipline are its conclusions?

What purpose does an article like this serve?”

They conclude that their results further support Feigenbaum & Levy’s conclusion [90].

The disincentives for authors to participate in replication of their work are too great. Nearly

twenty years later, their work to study the numerical reliability of software used in published

research led them to the same conclusions as Dewald, Thursby, and Anderson: to support

replication, journals need to archive the programs and data used by authors.

McCullough and Vinod’s findings had a near immediate impact. In a March 2004 editorial,

then AER editor Ben Bernanke announced that the journal would pursue “more active

enforcement” [30]. At the time, the AER had just completed a transition to an online

manuscript management system and was establishing an archive at Duke University [63]. In

2005, the journal announced a new “Data Availability Policy”:

It is the policy of the American Economic Review to publish papers only if the

data used in the analysis are clearly and precisely documented and are readily

available to any researcher for purposes of replication. Authors of accepted papers

that contain empirical work, simulations, or experimental work must provide to

the Review, prior to publication, the data, programs, and other details of the

computations sufficient to permit replication. These will be posted on the AER

Web site...As soon as possible after acceptance, authors are expected to send

their data, programs, and sufficient details to permit replication, in electronic

form, to the AER office.

The AER moved quickly to address the concerns raised by McCullough and Vinod and the

technology was in place do it. Future studies would repeat the pattern: as authors continued

to identify problems replicating previously published studies, AER and eventually AEA
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enforcement tightened, with increased information requirements on authors, new editorial

infrastructure, and eventually increased requirements on reviewers.

In 2006, McCullough, McGeary, and Harrison [179] return to the JMCB archive to assess

replicability of papers from 1996-2002. Of 150 empirical articles, they found that only 69

contained sufficient information to attempt replication and of those only 14 were successful

(22%). This is compared to the 4% found by the original JMCB study. As a result, the

authors argue that the field still needs more replications and that journals should have stricter

archiving policies. In 2008 [180], they expand their study to include four other journals in

the field and conclude that:

Making sure that one’s results are replicable is an enormous amount of work

and, since no one is checking, the rational economist will not invest the amount

of time necessary to ensure that his results are replicable. The journals do not

check because they do not want to run the risk of admitting that they published

irreproducible results. Moreover, the vast majority of journal editors simply is

not willing to do what it takes to ensure that they are publishing replicable

research in the first place.

They make a series of recommendations for an effective journal archive, stopping short

of verification. The recommendation reads like many recent policies. They also note a key

weakness of data-only archives, such as those of the Journal of Applied Econometrics (JAE),

again citing King:

The primary purpose of an archive is not to ensure replicability (King 1995, 494)

but to enhance extensibility (which presumes replicability). Thus, an archive

should make it easier for one researcher to build on the work of another, and

part of this ’building’ is, of course, being able to reconstruct (replicate) what the

first researcher did. In this regard, any data-only archive fails miserably.

In 2015, Chang an Li [47] reported the results of yet another replication study followed

by Galiani, Gertler and Romero [102] in 2017. In each case, the authors demonstrate that

the archiving policy still isn’t sufficient. The materials provided by authors, it seems, need

to be verified.
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The work of Gary King, a political science methodologist, is often cited in these studies.

The interplay between economics and political science on the issue of replication began

with King’s proposal of the replication standard [145] and continues today. King cited the

JMCB study as “an excellent example of a recent study of adherence to the replication

standard.” As can be seen in the quotes above, in return his paper is cited frequently in

support of strengthened journal policies in economics. Shortly after these policy changes at

the AER, political science journals began experimenting with the verification of materials

prior to publication. In 2015, the AJPS announced a strict verification policy, whereby every

accepted paper must go through a curation and replication process prior to publication [135].

The AJPS policy and workflow informed later work at the AEA [267].

At the 2017 AEA Annual Meeting, a search committee was appointed to fill the role of

an association-wide Data Editor [84] who’s role was intended to:

design and oversee the AEA journals’ strategy for archiving and curating research

data and promoting reproducible research. In this capacity, the Data Editor

would serve as a liaison between the journal editors, authors, and data custodians.

The position was filled by Dr. Lars Vilhuber, executive director of the Labor Dynam-

ics Institute (LDI) at Cornell University. Vilhuber established the new “Data and Code

Availability Policy” and workflow for the pre-publication review and verification of data and

code submitted by authors of papers across the AEA’s journals. Vilhuber establishes the

goal of the initiative as transparency : “[t]o ensure the credibility of the scientific endeavor,

transparency of the methods and data used are critical” [266]. Leveraging the resources of

the LDI and Cornell University, the AEA has implemented what may be one of the most

ambitious policies today.
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4.4.3 Policy and Guidelines

The AEA provides a link to the “Data and Code Availability Policy”33 during the submission

process through ScholarOne and on the aeaweb.org website. The policy document includes

links to deposit instructions for OpenICPSR34, frequently asked questions35, and unofficial

guidance from the AEA Data Editor36. Verifiers are provided with training materials37,

including example replication reports, via Github.

The policy requires “[a]uthors of accepted papers that contain empirical work, simula-

tions, or experimental work must provide, prior to acceptance, information about the data,

programs, and other details of the computations sufficient to permit replication, as well as

information about access to data and programs.” Data, programs, and documentation must

be submitted to the AEA Data and Code Repository unless access is restricted or limited.

The policy includes a special provision for restricted-access materials and extended rules for

experimental work and RCTs.

4.4.4 Technical Infrastructure

The AEA maintains the primary association website, aeaweb.org, which includes association

content and provides online access to all AEA journals. The website also serves as the

primary mechanism for communicating guidelines and policies, including the Data and Code

Availability Policy. The AEA Publications Office is responsible for the publication of and

access to all association journals.

The AEA uses Clarivate’s ScholarOne, a commercial tool commonly used to manage

the manuscript submission and peer review process. Since ScholarOne lacks many of the

capabilities required for the data review and verification workflow, AEA licenses the Atlassian

33https://www.aeaweb.org/journals/policies/data-code/
34https://aeadataeditor.github.io/aea-de-guidance/data-deposit-aea-guidance.html
35https://www.aeaweb.org/journals/policies/data-code/faq
36https://aeadataeditor.github.io/aea-de-guidance/data-deposit-aea-guidance.html
37https://github.com/labordynamicsinstitute/replicability-training
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tool suite using JIRA for issue management, tracking and assignment and Bitbucket for in-

progress review of materials. A custom email-based API was developed to automate JIRA

issue creation based on ScholarOne referee assignment.

All computational resources required by verifiers including access to cloud- and batch-

compute resources as well as licensed software38 are provided by Cornell University through

the Cornell Institute for Social and Economic Research (CISER) and Cornell Institute of

Biotechnology (BioHPC). The AEA Data and Code Repository uses the OpenICSPR plat-

form39 developed and hosted by ICPSR at the University of Michigan. The AEA RCT

Registry is based on software developed by MIT.

Github is used to host documentation and training materials. Email lists are used by the

Data Editor to communicate with the verification team. The Data Editor also has a Twitter

handle used for social media activities.

4.4.5 Artifacts, Identifiers, Badges, and Metadata

The AEA workflow results in both public (or access-controlled) and private artifacts. These

include the accepted manuscript published by the AEA, final verified materials published in

OpenICPSR, peer review information in ScholarOne, intermediate verification materials in

AEA Bitbucket, verification reports in AEA Bitbucket, and issues in AEA JIRA.

There are currently no badges or related metadata in use by AEA. DOIs are created for

the online version of the paper and the OpenICPSR dataset. Links are created between the

published dataset and the online record. The published journal article or PDF includes the

DOI for the online article record.

38Some licensed software used by authors may not be available for the review process.
39Previously, supplemental materials were hosted on the https://aeweb.org system. In addition to

being an archival repository, OpenICPSR includes support for sensitive information and enables broader
dissemination of research artifacts [268].
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4.4.6 Initiative Metrics

AEA journal editors have historically reported a number of metrics related to the publication

process. These include manuscript submission rates; revision outcomes; decision times for

manuscripts, average processing times; distributions of publications by type and subject mat-

ter; and data posting policy conformance [108, 109, 110]. Although not reported, additional

conventional metrics include the JCR 2-year and 5-year impact factor. The OpenICPSR

repository provides usage metrics including views, downloads, and citing publications (for

the dataset). The most recent Data Editor report [268] includes information about soft-

ware used by authors; the number of assessment per journals; distribution of the number of

“rounds” or resubmissions per manuscript; and the amount of time required for the assess-

ment process. The report also includes information about the pre-registration of randomized

controlled trials in the RCT registry.

Additional metrics can be found in the literature related to replications in economics.

These include survey results of requests to authors for data, circulation rates, and counts of

replications of individual papers [117, 86]. Currently no metrics are reported based on the

AEA Data and Code Availability policy.

4.5 Biostatistics

In 2009, the journal Biostatistics announced a new policy [211] intended to encourage au-

thors to publish “reproducible research”40 and introduced the new role Associate Editor

for Reproducibility [76, 211]. Biostatistics was one of the first journals to implement this

type of policy and editorial role. The initiative built on the experience of initial Peng and

Zeger in epidemiology research [210, 214, 215, 280] and was informed by related efforts in

the emerging area of “reproducible research” [40, 106, 238].

40In the sense of Claerbout & Karrenbach [58].
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After the policy was announced, the editors devoted an issue of the journal to the discus-

sion of the policy and a critique from advisory board member Neils Keiding [77, 141]. Keiding

argued that the policy’s focus on documentation of data and code ignored the “substantive

context” of statistical analysis. In 2010, shortly after the policy was announced, founding

editors Zeger and Diggle stepped down [116] and it appears that the policy was no longer

enforced after 201141. Ahead of its time in terms of policy and infrastructure, between 2009

and 2011 five articles were evaluated based on the reproducibility workflow. While Peng’s

earlier work (e.g., [213]) remains influential in the area of computational reproducibility, in

later work he advocates for a “preventive approach” to reproducibility based on increased

education [161, 209].

Biostatistics is unique among the cases studied in that it is a young journal funded by a

charitable trust. Other reproducibility initiatives have been undertaken by mature journals

published by larger academic societies.

4.5.1 Initiative Organization

The journal Biostatistics was created in 2000 by the Biometrika Trust42 in cooperation with

Oxford Journals and founding editors Scott Zeger and Peter Diggle. According to the journal

website:

Biostatistics publishes papers that develop innovative statistical methods with

applications to the understanding of human health and disease, including basic

biomedical sciences. Papers should focus on methods and applications. Intro-

duction of original methodology should be grounded in substantive problems;

there is the opportunity to present extensive analyses of data on the journal’s

website as supplementary material. Authors are strongly encouraged to submit

code supporting their publications. Authors should submit a link to a Github

repository and to a specific example of the code on a code archiving service such

as Figshare or Zenodo.

41The last artifact given the “R” designation was in 2011.
42A charitable trust established at the death of Karl Pearson in 1936 to continue ownership of the journal

Biometrika [64]
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Cox [64] notes some of the characteristics of publishing under a charitable trust:

The ownership of the journal by a charitable trust has massive advantages over

commercial ownership. As contrasted with ownership by a society, there are,

however, the disadvantages of not having loyalty to a society as the basis for

largely voluntary work by referees and others, and also of not having an almost

captive subscription base. There are also disadvantages in running what in some

respects is a small international business with minimal resources...A final advan-

tage of control by a trust is that the editor is not in any sense a representative

of a society and therefore rather more free to exercise judgement, unconstrained

by formal guidelines, and to set a distinctive style for the journal.

Oxford Journals is a division of the Oxford University Press, one of the largest academic

publishers. Oxford Journals “publishes over 300 journals in the humanities, social sciences,

law, science, and medicine, two-thirds of which are published in partnership with learned

and professional societies” and has the highest percentage of journals in the top 10% by JCR

Impact Factor among publishers with over 100 journals in the ranking43. Oxford provides

many capabilities used by the journal including online publishing and supplemental data

facilities44.

4.5.2 Initiative History

Historical antecedents to the Biostatistics initiative include the earlier work in “reproducible

research” [40, 106, 238] as well as Peng and Zeger’s work on reproducibility in epidemiology

[210, 214, 215, 280]. As a field, epidemiology had gained a reputation for irreproducibility

[36]. Zeger, in an editorial for the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society. Series A, discusses

the importance of transparency in statistics research, arguing that as hypotheses, datasets,

and analytical methods grow more complex, so does the risk of incorrect results [280]. In

the absence of independent replication, he continues, “transparency of the methods that

are employed is essential” and that“[f]or reproducibility to become a research standard,

43https://academic.oup.com/journals/pages/about_us
44https://academic.oup.com/biostatistics/pages/supp_data
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statisticians and their societies must advocate for its implementation. As a first step, our

own journals can usefully become reproducible.”

Inspired by their work, in 2007 the Annals of Internal Medicine announced a policy

requiring authors to “include a statement that indicates whether the study protocol, data,

or statistical code is available to readers and under what terms authors will share this

information” [160]. Biostatistics announced its own policy in 2009 [76, 211].

The policy received criticism from the community, including advisory board member Niels

Keiding [141]. The editors invited Keiding along with other researchers from statistics and

medical communities to comment, published as Biostatistics 11(3). Keiding raised concerns

about the policy’s focus on documentation of data and code, ignoring the “substantive

context” of statistical analysis.

[T]he actual mechanical SAS- (or R-) number crunching of the finally developed

master data set is a minor part of the totality of the statistical analysis, and it

ridicules our profession to believe that there is a serious check on reproducibility

in seeing if somebody else’s computer reaches the same conclusion using the same

code on the same data set as the original statistician’s computer did.

In any effort toward reproducibility or reanalysis, he suggests that “there at least has to be

sufficient information to make it realistic for another interdisciplinary group of researchers

to understand the substantive context and the strengths and weaknesses of the data.”

Breslow [37] worries that such a “seal of reproducibility” would provide a false sense of

security, taking attention away from “more serious problems, including selection bias, mea-

surement error, uncontrolled confounding, and small sample size, that affect so much of

today’s epidemiologic research.” Cox and Donnelly [65] considered it a “not merely unneces-

sary but a misuse of relatively scarce expertise.” Quoting Cox and Donnelly in his response,

Keiding [142] emphasizes the terminological problem in using “reproducibility”:

In summary therefore, the proposals for Biostatistics are to be welcomed even

though their name and objectives are misformulated.
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After ten years, in 2010 founding editors Diggle and Zeger stepped down and the following

editors Molenberghs and Tsiatis appear to have not continued the policy. The AER only re-

viewed five papers, the last of which was published on November 30th, 2009 ([172]). In 2011,

Science published a special issue on “Data Replication & Reproducibility” [139] including a

perspective piece by Peng entitled “Reproducible Research in Computational Science” [213],

perhaps one of the top-cited papers in the area of computational reproducibility.

In later publications, Peng moves away from computational reproducibility, advocating

instead for statistical education [209]. Citing the Anil Potti and Reinhart & Rogoff cases,

he concludes that improving the quality of science and data analysis requires more than

computational reproducibility:

If we think of problematic data analysis as a disease, reproducibility speeds

diagnosis and treatment in the form of screening and rejection of poor data

analyses by journal referees, editors, and other scientists in the community. Once

a poor data analysis is discovered, it can be ‘treated’ in various ways.

He continues by describing the “medication” approach where peer reviewers and editors

make a diagnosis and the “preventative” approach through improved education.

In much the same way that the epidemiologist John Snow helped end a London

cholera epidemic by convincing officials to remove the handle of an infected water

pump, we have an opportunity to attack the crisis of scientific reproducibility at

its source. Dramatic increases in data science education, coupled with robust

evidence-based data analysis practices, have the potential to prevent problems

with reproducibility and replication before they can cause permanent damage to

the credibility of science.

In 2016, Dimitris Rizopoulos and Jeff Leek took over as co-editors of the journal and

announced several initiatives related to the journal, none of which explicitly discontinued nor

continued the AER role. Instead they focused on launching a Twitter account, a blog, adding

Altmetrics widgets to the journal webpage, simplifying the submission process through direct

submission via Overleaf and removing requirements for formatting initial submissions. They
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even created a “Shiny app” in R to allow authors to explore review times. They revised the

data sharing policy to encourage use of Github, Figshare, and Zenodo.

In their analysis of badges for data and code sharing, Rowhani-Farid and Barnett [233]

conclude:

Badges did not appear to have an effect on code sharing as the prevalence ratio

was 1.1. When the now broken links were assumed to indicate code sharing, the

badge effect on code changed slightly from 0.61% to -2%. This is an unexpected

outcome as code is of great importance in the field of biostatistics. A possible

explanation behind the lack of badge effect on code sharing could be our definition

of code sharing, which might seem traditional compared with the reproducibility

policy at Biostatistics .

Another explanation is that the policy was not encouraged almost immediately after it

was announced and was not maintained by the following editorial teams.

4.5.3 Policies and Guidelines

The Biostatistics reproducible research policy and guidelines described in journal’s “Infor-

mation for Authors” 45 and Peng’s 2009 editorial [211]. The current policy states:

Reproducible Research Our reproducible research policy is for papers in the

journal to be kite-marked D if the data on which they are based are freely avail-

able, C if the authors’ code is freely available, and R if both data and code are

available, and our Associate Editor for Reproducibility is able to use these to

reproduce the results in the paper. Data and code are published electronically

on the journal’s website as Supplementary Materials.

Code Availability Authors are strongly encouraged to submit code supporting

their publications. Authors should submit a link to a Github repository and to

a specific example of the code on a code archiving service such as Figshare or

Zenodo.

The “Code Availability” statement was added in 2016.

45https://academic.oup.com/biostatistics/pages/General Instructions
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4.5.4 Technical Infrastructure

The primary technical infrastructure is provided by Oxford Journals including the journal

website and built-in facilities for supplemental data. The journal website hosts the author

guidelines and policy description. Oxford uses ScholarOne for manuscript submission and

peer review. Use of Github, Figshare, and Zenodo were adopted in 2016. Also beginning in

2016, editors began to use social media tools including Medium46 and Twitter47 to commu-

nicate new policies and initiatives.

4.5.5 Artifacts, Identifiers, Badges, and Metadata

Biostatistics was one of the first journals to adopt a “badging” strategy for submitted

manuscripts, referred to in policy documentation and related communications as “kite marks.”48

As part of the publication process, a boxed letter or set of letters would be embedded in the

PDF or print article based on the policy.

Based on the current policy and workflow, peer review information is available in Schol-

arOne and the resulting paper is published by Oxford with the embedded kitemark. The

reviewed artifacts were under the 2009 policy and artifacts were not necessarily published

online as either supplemental information or in a research data repository.

4.5.6 Metrics

Biostatistics does not publish public editor reports, so conventional metrics of impact factor,

rank, and submission rates are assumed. In 2016, the editors published a “Shiny” applica-

tion49 to allow readers to explore review timelines. Over the course of the policy, only 5

46https://medium.com/@biostatistics
47https://twitter.com/biostatistics?lang=en
48As discussed by Ware [270], “Kitemark” is a registered trademark of the British Standard Institution

(BSI) used for product certification. The Kitemark is used primarily to certify that manufacturing products
conform to BSI engineering standards of safety and quality. The phrase “kite mark” has been informally
used to describe other certification processes, such as the quality of online medical information[73, 88].

49https://jhubiostatistics.shinyapps.io/Biostatistics_Review_Times/
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papers received the “R” designation for reproducible, with the last in 2011. There is no easy

way to identify the kite-marking of papers outside of visually scanning the print or online

publications.

oo

4.6 Information Systems (IS)

In 2016, the journal Information Systems (IS) announced a new “invited reproducibility

paper” initiative and introduced a new “Reproducibility Editor” position via an editorial in

the journal [55] and press-release from Elsevier [152]. A stated goal of the initiative is to

“increase the practice of reproducibility in computational sciences.” Through this initiative,

the editors of the journal invite authors of a previously published paper to collaborate on

a “reproducibility paper” describing the software, data, and steps to reproduce and extend

published results. Reviewers from the community are recruited to validate the claims in the

paper and become co-authors on the resulting reproducibility paper. The initiative is de-

scribed as “the latest effort in Elsevier’s history of exploring the potential for reproducibility

in scientific publications.”

The roots of the initiative can be traced back to the “Repeatability and Workability”

experiments in the ACM SIGMOD community from 2008-2012 [34, 173, 174]. Dennis Shasha,

a co-editor-in-chief of IS since 1994, was chair of the SIGMOD 2008 conference and serves on

the advisory committee of the current SIGMOD reproducibility initiative. Shasha and his

collaborators have been involved in the development of tools to improve the reproducibility

of computational research including Vistrails [97] and ReproZip [56].

Of the initiatives studied, IS is the only one to require extension as opposed to simple as-

sessment or strict reproduction of results. The IS initiative is also unique among the studied

cases in that it is supported by a major commercial publisher using their infrastructure, as

many other initiatives are supported by academic societies.
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4.6.1 Initiative Organization

The IS journal was first published in 1975 by Pergamon Press and became closely associated

with leading European database conferences including the annual Conference on Advanced

Information Systems Engineering (CAiSE) and the International Conference on Extending

Data Base Technology (EDBT) [137, 138]. Pergamon was sold to Elsevier in 1991.

Elsevier, part of the RELX group, is one of the world’s largest scholarly publishers, ac-

counting for 18% of global research in 201850. Elsevier acquired Aries Systems, developer of

the Editorial Manager software commonly used for peer-review and production tracking of

journals. Elsevier acquired Mendeley in 2013, but did not fully integrate it into the platform

until 2018 51. In 2015, Mendeley announced its new “Mendeley Data” service52.

Dennis Shasha became co-editor-in-chief in 1994 [241]. In 2016, IS announced the new

Reproducibility Editor position, currently held by Fernando Chirigati, developer of ReproZip

reproducibility tool [56]. The current scope of the journal is53:

Subject areas include data management issues as presented in the principal in-

ternational database conferences (e.g., ACM SIGMOD/PODS, VLDB, ICDE

and ICDT/EDBT) as well as data-related issues from the fields of data min-

ing/machine learning, information retrieval coordinated with structured data,

internet and cloud data management, business process management, web seman-

tics, visual and audio information systems, scientific computing, and data science.

Implementation papers having to do with massively parallel data management,

fault tolerance in practice, and special purpose hardware for data-intensive sys-

tems are also welcome.

50https://www.relx.com/~/media/Files/R/RELX-Group/documents/reports/annual-reports/2018-annual-report.pdf
51https://www.elsevier.com/about/press-releases/science-and-technology/elsevier-launches-mendeley-data-to-

manage-entire-lifecycle-of-research-data
52https://blog.mendeley.com/2015/11/09/put-your-research-data-online-with-mendeley-data/
53https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/information-systems/about/aims-and-scope
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4.6.2 Initiative History

The history of the IS initiative can be traced back to the “Repeatability and Workability”

experiments in the SIGMOD community from 2008-2012 [34, 173, 174]. The SIGMOD

Repeatability experiment was an initiative within the SIGMOD conference to introduce

repeatability and workability testing into the conference program. IS editor Shasha was the

Program Committee chair in 2008 and he and collaborators have been involved in multiple

community reproducibility initiatives, including the most recent db-reproducibility.org.

Organizers enumerate benefits to the community including:

1. full specification of algorithms, code, and data helps keep track of the factors that

influence the experimental results. Repeatability is thus a way to ensure that there

are no hidden factors that influence the results (e.g. compiler settings).

2. a repeatability tester can easily change data, thus testing software in new settings

preparing code and data for repeatability leads, without much additional work, to

preparing the code

3. for archiving and distribution, thus allowing future researchers to compare their im-

plementations with previous ones.

The initiative was refined in 2009 and 2010 [34, 173] as evaluation was conducted on

only accepted papers and reviewer assignment based on hardware/software requirements.

Although participation varied over time, the organizers and community anticipated “coming

repositories of reproducible experiments” [94]. The initiative was apparently stopped after

a later mandatory policy negatively impacted submission rates54.

The IS “invited reproducibility paper” in part reflects the experience of the community

in conducting reproducibility evaluations. The invited paper approach provides the editorial

team with control over the process, including scaling up over time.

54Private communication.
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4.6.3 Policies and Guidelines

In addition to the original editorial [55], information about the initiative is posted under the

“Guide for Authors”55 on the journal website in the section “Invited Reproducibility Paper.”

Authors are instructed to select the “Reproducibility Section” in Editorial Manager, which

is notably no longer an option. Reviewer Guidelines56 are provided online.

4.6.4 Technical Infrastructure

The IS journal infrastructure is based primarily on the Elsevier family of tools. Journal

policies and guidelines as well as online access to published papers are provided by Elsevier.

Editorial Manager is used for manuscript submission and peer review. All supplementary

materials are published to Mendeley Data. Outside of the Elservier tools, the IS initiative

guidelines encourages the use of Github/GitLab for code hosting and Docker and ReproZip

for packaging research environments.

4.6.5 Artifacts, Identifiers, Badges, and Metadata

Based on the current workflow, artifacts from the process include the peer review com-

munication in Editorial Manager, reproducibility paper published by Elsevier, artifacts in

Mendeley Data and optionally Github/GitLab.

DOIs are assigned to the original paper, reproducibility paper, and Mendeley Dataset by

Elsevier. The original and reproducibility papers are linked via “Refers to” and “Referred

to by” citations in the online article. The Mendeley Data record includes the citation for

the reproducibility paper.

Reproducibility papers are published in a “Reproducibility Papers” section of the jour-

nal, but otherwise receive no badge or additional metadata in Elsevier’s system (e.g., in

55https://www.elsevier.com/journals/information-systems/0306-4379/guide-for-authors
56http://fchirigati.com/files/is/GuidelinesReviewers.txt
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accordance with ACM or COS practices).

4.6.6 Initiative Metrics

In 2018, IS ranked 82/175 based on JCR 2-year impact factor. Elsevier reports numerous

metrics about all of its journals including: CiteScore, Impact Factor, 5-Year Impact Factor,

article influence and eigenfactor, SNIP Source Normalized Impact per Paper (SNIP), review

speed, online article publication time, and author reach. Mendeley Data reports views and

downloads for the published dataset. Github reports stars and forks. As of writing, 3 invited

papers have been identified as invited reproducibility papers.

4.7 Journal of the American Statistical Association

(JASA-ACS)

In 2016, JASA-ACS announced a new policy and process to improve data and code shar-

ing practices and assess the reproducibility of published research. Called a “reproducibility

initiative,” the policy set “a minimum standard for reproducibility in statistical scientific

research” [98]. The journal created a new editorial role – the Associate Editor for Repro-

ducibility (AER) – who would be responsible for reviewing materials described in a checklist

(ACC Form) submitted by authors and assess the reproducibility of the work presented, as

well as developing policies and implementation strategies for the journal.

The new policy was one of a number of activities undertaken by the American Statistical

Association (ASA) in response to external factors from the open science movement and the

emerging “crisis” in scientific credibility and reproducibility [16, 59, 134]. Other activities

included the publication of a policy statement on the use of p-Values [272]; revisions to

the ASA Ethical Guidelines for Statistical Practice [11]; work with Nature and Science on

involvement in statistical review of research [271]; and recommendations for funding agencies
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related to reproducibility [12].

4.7.1 Initiative Organization

The ASA is one of the largest professional associations in the field of statistics and respon-

sible for the publication JASA, its flagship journal, along with 17 other publications. JASA

publishes two different sections – “Application and Case Studies” and “Theory and Meth-

ods.” The reproducibility initiative applies only to JASA-ACS, although there have been

recent discussions about expanding the policy to JASA-TM 57. In 2018, JASA ranked 5/123

based on JCR 2-year impact factor in the “Statistics and Probability” category.

The ASA Committee on Publications oversees publication policy and includes representa-

tives from each of the 17 ASA publications58. In 2014, the ASA convened a Committee on

Data Sharing Reproducibility which was responsible for “the issues surrounding data sharing

from a statistical perspective.”59

Beginning in 1970, JASA articles were divided into “Applications” and “Theory and Meth-

ods” with separate editors [234]. The “Applications” section was renamed to “Applications

and Case Studies” in 1987 to “emphasize that careful analysis of data of substantive im-

portance may be published in JASA even if they do not have methodological innovations”

[239]. According to the author guidelines, JASA-ACS currently publishes original articles

that present statistically innovative analysis that are scientifically relevant; contribute to

a scientific field through the use of statistical methods; present new and useful data; use

empirical tests to examine the utility of a statistical technique; and/or evaluate the quality

of important data sources.

JASA-ACS has a rotating editorial term. Montserrat Fuentes was Coordinating Editor

for JASA and Editor of JASA-ACS when the policy was first implemented. The journal

57Private communication.
58Taylor & Francis publishes 9 of the 17 journals.
59https://www.statisticsviews.com/details/news/6165391/ASA-launches-committee-on-Data-Sharing-and-

Reproducibility
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is published by the Taylor & Francis Group and uses ScholarOne60 for manuscript submis-

sion and peer review. Since 2014, the Taylor & Francis platform uses Figshare61 to host all

supplemental data, including the ACC Form associated with each article. The JASA-ACS

initiative began with three AERs in 2016 and has since grown to six. The AERs are respon-

sible for the definition of the review process as well as the assessment of the ACC form and

any associated materials. AERs are regular research community members (i.e., not students

or practitioners, as in other initiatives).

4.7.2 Initiative History

There are a number of historical antecedents and events related to the JASA-ACS initiative.

These include early community practices of code sharing and software distribution [128, 129]

and the development of techniques and technologies for distributing “reproducible research.”

[40, 106, 163] The JASA-ACS initiative began at a time of increasing concern about credi-

bility and rigor of scientific research and was motivated largely by external events. The focus

of the JASA-ACS initiative has been on software quality and the transfer of new methods.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the practice of sharing code and software began in the statistics

community in the 1960s with the introduction of the “Algorithms” section in RSS Applied

Statistics [192], modeled after a similar initiative in the ACM [129]. In the late 1980s,

with the emergence of techniques for electronically distributing software, CMU established

StatLib [153], modeled after Netlib in mathematics [78]. The statistics community has

also developed widely-adopted programming environments including S [27] and R [133] and

related software distribution methods including CRAN [130]; popular methods for literate

programming [163, 232, 278]; and methods for the publication of “reproducible research”

[105, 106]. The statistics community developed the concept of the “research compendium”

now widely used in other fields [176].

60Previously named Manuscript Central, adopted by T&F in 2008 [82]).
61Figshare was established in 2011 and partnered with T&F in 2014.
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The discussion of reproducibility in the ASA was motivated primarily by external events,

such as the Duke scandal [16] as well as failures to reproduce studies in cancer research [28],

drug testing [222] and psychology [59, 195]. These same events are cited in the adoption of

stricter editorial policies in journals such as Nature Methods [6]. Although these events con-

cerned external fields, it is worth noting that it was the statistics community that published

many of their findings. Annals of Applied Statistics published Baggerly & Coombs original

findings [15] and the ASA Amstat News published their subsequent editorial on reproducible

research [14].

In the 2014 London Workshop, the capstone event of the 175th anniversary of ASA, issues

related to reproducibility were considered a priority for the community [171]. This resulted

in several initiatives within the ASA, including the Statement on p-Values [272]; updates

to the ASA Ethical Guidelines for Statistical Practice [11]; work with Nature and Science

on involvement in statistical review of research [271]; recommendations for funding agencies

related to reproducibility [12], as well as the JASA-ACS reproducibility initiative.

The JASA-ACS initiative followed earlier work in the journal Biostatistics [211] and the

ACC Form was adapted from a LaTeX template used for artifact evaluation in the ACM62.

4.7.3 Policies and Guidelines

JASA-ACS “Reproducibility Initiative” policy is included in the general “Instructions for

Authors”63 on the journal website hosted by Taylor & Francis. The guidelines include the

following statement:

To enhance the reproducibility of published research, authors submitting to

JASA Applications and Case Studies will be expected to provide relevant code

and data at the time of submission, or to provide a brief explanation why code

and data are not available.

62https://ctuning.org/ae/submission_extra.html
63https://amstat.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?journalCode=uasa20&page=instructions
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The policy description includes a link to the Author Contributions Checklist (ACC) form.

The form is intended to document artifacts associated with a manuscript, particularly code,

data, and steps required to reproduce findings. The form is the only artifact required by the

authors and captures the following information:

1. Data availability, permissions, licensing, link to external repository, provenance of

source data, metadata (data dictionary), and version information

2. Code licensing, link to external repository, version information, required software, and

hardware requirements

3. Instructions for how to reproduce results presented in the paper

4. Expected runtime of workflow

The AERs also maintain a set of guidelines and evaluation criteria for assessing com-

pleteness, which are not public. According to the policy, reviewers assess the potential

reproducibility but are not required to run the code and confirm results:

During the review process, the reviewers and editors will assess the potential for

the work to be reproduced based on the code and data provided. However, as with

other aspects of a manuscript, it is ultimately the authors’ responsibility to ensure

that the code and data are of high quality and that the work is reproducible.

4.7.4 Technical Infrastructure

The ASA maintains the amstat.org website for communication with ASA membership and

the general public. The website hosts the ASA Ethics Guidelines, AMSTATNEWS and

community blog, which are sources of information for this case report. The JASA-ACS

journal website is hosted by Taylor & Francis which provides author submission guidelines,

including the reproducibility policy, and access to online papers and supplemental infor-

mation in Figshare. Taylor & Francis use ScholarOne, a commercial tool used to manage

the manuscript submission and review process. Taylor & Francis use Figshare for all sup-

plemental information submitted by authors. In ScholarOne, the AERs operate under a
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single fake reviewer account (“Dr. Reviewer for Reproducibility”) and reviewer assignment

is handled via email. The JASA-ACS AER team has established a separate Github organi-

zation to host repositories for final verified materials for each article 64. Aside from Github

and email, theJASA-ACS does not maintain any custom infrastructure to track the review

process. Any computational resources or software licenses are provided by the individual

AER’s institutions.

4.7.5 Artifacts, Identifiers, Badges, and Metadata

Based on the current policy and workflow, the publication process results in the paper

published by Taylor & Francis, ACC Form in Figshare as supplemental material, and final

verified materials in Figshare and JASA-ACS Github. Peer review information including

AER reports are held in ScholarOne.

DOIs are assigned to the paper by Taylor & Francis and the dataset by Figshare (Na-

ture/Springer). The online materials and PDF contain links to supplementary materials in

Figshare, which are also displayed with the online record. The Figshare record contains a

link to the paper. The Github repository contains the citation of the original paper, but is

not referenced in either the online publication or the Figshare record.

The PDF of the paper includes a checkmark indicating that “These materials were re-

viewed for reproducibility.” This does not appear in the online article and it is not possible

to filter searches based on this attribute. Article abstracts include the statement “Sup-

plementary materials for this article, including a standardized description of the materials

available for reproducing the work, are available as an online supplement.” These are the

primary indicators that an article has been reviewed, but no reference to the specific policy

or guidelines.

64https://github.com/jasa-acs
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4.7.6 Initiative Metrics

There are no annual reports available and it is unknown what metrics JASA-ACS editors

consider in the management of the journal. In addition to common journal metrics (e.g.,

JCR impact factor, JCR rank, Google Scholar h-index), the Taylor & Francis platform

provides article views, citations, and Altmetrics; the Figshare platform provides dataset

views, downloads, and citations; Github provides forks and stars.

During the interviews, limitations of the editorial platform and ACC form with respect to

reporting were mentioned. Desired metrics included number of rejected manuscripts prior

to AER review as well as percent of submissions in a given programming language or with

public data.

As of February, 2020, there are 52 article repositories in the JASA-ACS Github.

4.8 Transactions on Mathematical Software (TOMS)

In 2015, the ACM Transactions on Mathematical Software announced a new initiative for

the reproduction pf computational results published in the journal called the “Replicated

Computational Results” (RCR) review [122]. The initiative established a policy and process

for reproducing results presented in research papers comparable to the existing TOMS al-

gorithm review. Since it was established in 1975, TOMS – one of the oldest journals of the

ACM – has published two primary classes of articles: research papers that present original

research and algorithms papers that describe particular implementations. For algorithms,

the journal adopted a specialized review policy, refereeing process, and system for the dis-

semination of mathematical software [129]. The new RCR policy is the first time that the

journal has adopted similar practices for research articles.

TOMS was one of the earliest initiatives within the ACM community to adopt the nascent

badging standards and journal leadership has been involved in related initiatives, including
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Supercomputing. The TOMS community shares many of the challenges to reproducibility in

the HPC community. Although TOMS has long published mathematical software associated

with algorithms submissions, it is unique among the studied cases in not requiring authors

to publish computational research artifacts related to the RCR process.

4.8.1 Initiative Organization

Please see the Supercomputing case profile in this chapter for information about the orga-

nization of the ACM, Digital Library, and related committees. TOMS is one of the oldest

journals published by the ACM and is closely associated with CALGO, one of the first repos-

itories for research software. CALGO and its relationship toTOMS is discussed in the next

section.

TOMS has a rotating editorial term with Editor-in-Chief, Algorithms Editor and RCR

Editor positions. The RCR Editor position was established with the RCR policy in 2015.

The RCR Editor is responsible for recruiting reviewers, who are typically peers or expert

practitioners.

4.8.2 Initiative History

The roots of the TOMS RCR initiative can be found in the origins of the journal itself.

TOMS was established in 1975 to expand opportunities to publish results based on mathe-

matical software while also replacing the “Algorithms” department of CACM [229]. From the

beginning, TOMS was associated with CALGO [128, 129] and the Algorithm Distribution

Service [245]. From the first issue,TOMS established a new Algorithms Policy and refereeing

process [93]. The focus on software, practice of distributing algorithms, and implementa-

tion of a refereeing process established the groundwork for the RCR process that would be

adopted 40 years later. Notably, the algorithm policy did not apply to the submission of

research papers.
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According to Rice [229], TOMS accepted two broad types of submissions: 1) fundamen-

tal research papers on the analysis and critical evaluation of computer programs; and 2)

practically oriented, concrete research and development in areas including linear algebra,

polynomial manipulation, and non-linear programming. These later became “research” and

“algorithm” submissions.

The Algorithms Policy defines the standards of publication for algorithms in TOMS. Again

according to Rice [229]:

TOMS will raise the requirements in other aspects of computer programs. This

includes insistence on excellent documentation, good use of modularity and struc-

ture in the program, adherence to language standards, and thorough testing (and

evidence thereof) of the program by the author.

The first Algorithm Policy was defined by Lloyd Fosdick [93], the former Algorithms Ed-

itor for the CACM. The policy defined allowable languages (initially Fortran, Algol, and

PL/1) and criteria for “substantial contribution.” It also established requirements for docu-

mentation, copyright and testing. Under the new refereeing process:

Evidence of reasonable testing with the test environment described. Before pub-

lication the program will be independently compiled and executed, and some of

the tests supplied by the author will be repeated.

CALGO is a collection of algorithms and software published by ACM journals beginning

with the Communications of the ACM (CACM) in the 1960s. CALGO became part of

TOMS when it was established in 1975. Submitted algorithms underwent a referee process

for “originality, accuracy, robustness, completeness, portability, and lasting value.” Hopkins

[128, 129] details the history, including the steps required to maintain and “renovate” the

CALGO library in the late 1990s. This required changes to previously submitted software to

improve organization, coding practices, portability, and construction of test drivers in cases

where they were missing. CALGO is viewed as a library of reusable mathematical software,
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similar to many commercial offerings and includes many popular packages such as BLAS,

LAPACK, and LINPACK.

Hopkins [129] argues that publishing algorithms in CALGO fosters research by providing

immediate access to state-of-the-art software. The referee process provides certification of

the software and added status over self-publication. The notes that, although the process is

rigorous and requires extensive testing, there is no way to unpublish the software if found

to be defective or superseded by better approaches, although warnings are added to the

comments.

Until the 2015 RCR policy, TOMS did not include a review process for research articles.

Crowder, Dembo, and Mulvey [66] provide an early critique of standards for computational

experiments in TOMS. They note the articles involving the use or development of mathemat-

ical algorithms require a high-degree of mathematical expertise by the authors, but the same

didn’t apply for computational experiments. They claimed that journals were less concerned

with scientific design and reporting than leading journals in the social sciences. “Very rarely

can a published computational test of a mathematical algorithm be completely reproduced –

something which is a basic criterion in scientific research. Even worse, important parameters

of the experiment are often not even reported.”

In 2015, then Editor-in-Chief Heroux introduced the new RCR policy and process [122].

He notes that the RCR process is intended to supplement the algorithms review process,

adding the replicability expectation. “The RCR policy as stated here should be clear for

research papers, which typically do not include a review of the discussed software, nor the

software itself.” This editorial introduces the new Associate Editor for RCR position, citing

the ICERM [252] and Vancouver [166] meetings as motivations for the policy. In a separate

report, Heroux [123] argues that expectations for reproducible computational results requires

higher quality software processes, documentation, source code management, etc. These all

have an impact on programmer productivity and software sustainability.

While not directly related to the RCR initiative, key figures in TOMS history were also
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involved in developments related to Problem Solving Environments (PSEs) in the 1990s and

2000s that are part of the history of reproducible research [230].

4.8.3 Policies and Guidelines

The ACM maintains the https://acm.org website and the ACM Digital Library used by

TOMS. The RCR policy is documented on the journal website65. The policy was announced

in an editorial [122].

4.8.4 Technical Infrastructure

TOMS uses the ScholarOne system for manuscript submission and papers are published via

the ACM Digital Library. Computational resources used during RCR review are provided by

the author or reviewer. No other infrastructure is involved in the initiative. While algorithms

submissions are published via CALGO, artifacts from research articles are not required to

be published.

4.8.5 Artifacts, Identifiers, Badges, and Metadata

The primary artifact of the TOMS RCR process is the RCR report, published in the ACM

Digital Library. In 2015, along with the RCR policy, TOMS adopted the nascent ACM

badging standards. Between 2015 and 2019, TOMS retroactively applied the “Artifacts

available” and “Artifacts Evaluated and Reusable” badges to the nearly 500 algorithm pa-

pers published since 1975. Three papers have received the RCR designation and “Results

Replicated” badge since the policy was established in 2015.

65https://dl.acm.org/journal/toms/replicated-computational-results
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4.8.6 Initiative Metrics

No specific metrics are mentioned for theTOMS RCR initiative. Donoho & Stodden [79]

report on the number of lines of code submitted to TOMS between 1960-2012, observing

exponential growth. CALGO (https://calgo.acm.org lists software associated with 428

papers. As of February 2020, the ACM Digital Library contains 494 TOMS papers with the

“Artifacts Available” and “Artifacts Evaluated and Reusable” badges along with 3 with the

“Results Replicated” badge based on the RCR review process.

4.9 Conclusion

This chapter has presented the summary case profiles for the two primary and five supple-

mental cases used in this study. These case profiles, along with information presented in

the Appendices, serve as the basis for the multiple-case analysis used to develop the results

presented in the following chapters.
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Chapter 5

Verifying computational transparency and

reproducibility

[T]he only way to understand and evaluate an empirical analysis fully is to know

the exact process by which the data were generated and the analysis produced.

– King, 1995

5.1 Introduction

The initiatives at the center of this study are broadly concerned with improvements to the

quality of reported research in their respective fields through the adoption of policies to assess

the transparency and reproducibility of computational results. In response to both factors

internal and external to their research communities, they have implemented changes to

the peer review process, established new editorial roles, increased the information required

of authors and the effort required of reviewers to ensure adherence to new standards of

publication. They have adapted to gaps in editorial and publishing infrastructure, often

bearing the cost of innovation.

In this chapter I investigate the question (RQ1) how are computational transparency and

computational reproducibility operationalized through publication reproducibility audits? In

the terms of Radder, reproducibility of what and by whom? I also address the related ques-

tion of what led these communities to propose and ultimately implement sometimes intensive

new requirements on scientific communication. I develop a set of characteristics of the ini-

tiatives as they relate to the mechanics of review and verification to better understand the
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similarities and differences observed between initiative policies and workflows. I compare the

metrics used to assess initiative impact, infrastructure used and the key challenges identified

by study participants.

This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, I briefly summarize the methods

used to address the research questions followed by a summary of related work. I present

the results of the qualitative analysis, including a detailed look at the motivations and

characteristics of each initiative; metrics used to evaluate impact and effectiveness; key

infrastructure components as well as challenges reported by study participants. This is

followed by a discussion of key findings.

5.2 Methods

The results reported in this chapter are based on the qualitative coding and analysis of inter-

view transcripts and documentary evidence. The interview protocol, documentary evidence,

codebooks, and detailed workflows implemented by each initiative are provided in Appen-

dices B, C, D, and E respectively. All qualitative analysis was conducted using ATLAS.ti

(v8.4.4).

5.3 Related Work

Efforts to assess the transparency and reproducibility of the results of computational re-

search are not new. For decades, researchers within several communities have undertaken

systematic studies of the reproducibility or replicability of previously published findings.

Related earlier efforts can also be found in policies for the review of software and algorithms

as well as data and code sharing.

Over the years, a number of journals and conferences have explored the adoption of policies

to encourage and enforce data and code availability requirements. This includes early efforts
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in economics [10, 74, 170, 30], political science [2, 87, 184, 276], and computer science [156,

173, 174]. Many of these are antecedents to the initiatives that are the focus of the current

study.

Also related are policies and workflows for the review of algorithms and software. For

example, ACM TOMS has had dedicated algorithm peer review since its inception in the

mid-1970s [129]. Similar policies were adopted by Applied Statistics [4, 5] and can more

recently be seen in the peer review policies of journals such as the Journal of Open Source

Software (JOSS) or SoftwareX. Algorithm and software review, while related, has typically

not involved confirmation of the reproducibility of specific scientific results or findings based

on their use.

Over the past four decades, a number of studies have reported the results of efforts to

assess the reproducibility or replicability of findings from computational research. Studies

have been undertaken in economics [32, 47, 74, 102, 179, 181, 182], parallel computing

[42, 127], systems research [61], and computational physics [254, 255]. These studies typically

involve a sample of published research from one or more venues and either the assessment

of potential reproducibility through availability of certain types of information or attempted

reproduction of computational results.

Several studies have looked at data and code availability policies. As detailed in Chapter

2, the JMCB study explored the effect of policies changes on the availability of materials

and reproducibility of empirical economics research [74]. Stodden et al. [253] investigated

data and code availability policies across 170 journals as they relate to journal rankings and

impact. Key [143] explores the affect of policies on materials availability in political science

journals.
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5.4 Results

This section reports the results of the cross-case comparison of the seven reproducibility

initiatives with respect to the questions of initiative operationalizations and motivations. The

comparison identified several initiative characteristics that influence operational workflows.

This includes who is responsible for the review process, the expertise required of the reviewer,

reviewer incentives, policy mandates, as well as organizational factors such as the parent

organization or publisher. The results of this comparison are summarized in Table 5.1. In

this section, I also present a comparison of the infrastructure used for each initiative as well

as a summary of additional challenges reported by interview participants.

5.4.1 Motivations

The question of initiative motivation was addressed through a combination of key informant

interviews and analysis of documentary evidence. Key informants reported a variety of

motivations for the initiatives, ranging from broad appeals to the improvement of research

quality; responses to external and internal events; concerns about research carelessness; and

software quality, trustworthiness, and reusability.

One editor discussed concerns about the ethics of publishing quantitative results in a field

where the technical complexity of research is increasing:

I think generationally, we were not trained adequately as scientists in using quan-

titative data, on how to document these details, and that on top of the huge shifts

in software and analytical techniques and complexity, just really started to add

up...[T]hat a leading journal would publish something, and then scholars say, “I

really don’t know where that data is” just seems ethically wrong and profession-

ally wrong. [1-8]

Another editor reported a broader sense within their community that publication of com-

putational research artifacts should be a matter of practice, independent of other factors:
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So the whole point of the process is to improve science. That’s a fuzzy, but

laudable goal. And whether or not it will actually do so, will we actually see

something going on with articles that are replicated once they’re out there? Is

this actually a competitive advantage? Most of my colleagues at other [journals]

that I’ve talked to are more along the lines of this is just what we should be

doing, period. [3-1]

In a statistics journal, one editor reported the motivation behind the initiative being

less about potential errors in published research and more about improving the quality of

associated software to facilitate reuse. They noted:

I think it hasn’t been so much about checking that people are not trying to put

bad results. It’s more about making sure that the results are of high quality

and then that we can then take forward those tools and bring them out to the

community in the future. [3-2]

A similar motivation was expressed in mathematics, where one editor noted that software

quality was a primary concern for the initiative:

Fundamentally, that was what I was worried about, as a community, we’re pro-

ducing software that’s supposed to be used in high consequence environments.

We weren’t putting in the effort needed to make it trustworthy. That is a funda-

mental issue. I had a very specific reason why to pursue reproducibility because

I wanted to make sure that the software products that our communities were

working on we’re up to the task of making science credible. [4-3]

From these responses, we see several different broad areas of concern motivating the ini-

tiatives. These include professional ethics, potential errors or carelessness, as well as the

quality and reusability of published software.

5.4.2 Characteristics

Table 5.1 summarizes key characteristics of each reproducibility initiative (as of February

2020). Table 5.2 summarizes the observed characteristics. In this section, I present a detailed

comparison of these characteristics across the different initiatives.
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Characteristic Examples
Role Associate Editor for Reproducibility, Reproducibility Editor, Data

Editor, Curator, Verifier
Expertise students, expert practitioners, peers
Incentives position, publication, financial compensation, voluntary
Mandatoriness mandatory, opt-in, invited
Blindness Single open, double open
Range materials only, partial reproduction, full reproduction, full

reproduction with extension
Materials availability review only, general repository, specific repository

Table 5.2: Summary of observed initiative characteristics

Roles

In each of the seven initiatives, new roles were created with specific responsibilities for the

reproducibility assessment process. In two cases (Biostatistics, JASA-ACS ), a new associate

editor role was created for the journal with responsibility for the entire assessment process,

the Associate Editor for Reproducibility (AER). This includes the review of materials sub-

mitted with each manuscript, including code re-execution and results evaluation. In three

cases (IS, TOMS, SC ), a new role was created with responsibility for recruiting reviewers

to participate in the assessment process, the Reproducibility Editor or Chair. The recruited

reviewers are responsible for the actual review of materials, at varying depths. In one case

(AEA), a new Data Editor role was created association-wide. This editor manages the as-

sessment process for materials submitted to multiple journals through the recruitment and

training of undergraduate and graduate students responsible for the actual review process.

In one case (AJPS ) staff at a data archive are similarly responsible for the management of

the assessment process. Professional curators handle the review of submitted materials and

recruit and manage graduate students and staff statisticians who are responsible for code

re-execution and results evaluation. Since the archive staff are not part of the editorial team,

the managing editor serves as liaison between authors, editors, and archive staff.

The number of individuals in these roles, as expected, depends on the number of manuscripts

being processed. While Biostatistics had a single AER, JASA-ACS currently has six. IS
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and TOMS each have a single editor who has recruited reviewers for fewer than five papers.

The AJPS currently has two curators and six student verifiers while AEA has one editor and

ten student verifiers. For the AD/AE review, SC 19 had a single chair with eight reviewers.

Reviewer Expertise and Incentives

These initiatives also reflect different approaches to reviewer expertise and incentives. In

two cases (Biostatistics, JASA-ACS ), the review is conducted by an associate editor, a peer

and expert in the field, where the incentive to conduct the review is the editorial role it-

self. In one case (IS ), multiple reviewers are recruited from the community, also peers and

experts, to participate in the reproduction. The incentive in this case is authorship on the

resulting reproducibility paper. In one case (SC ), peer reviewers are also recruited from

the community, with no additional incentive. In one case (TOMS ), recruited reviewers are

typically expert practitioners, selected because they represent potential users of the submit-

ted research software. The incentive in this case is the published RCR report. In one case

(AJPS ) reviewers (or verifiers) are advanced doctoral students or professional statistician

who are paid and gain potentially valuable experience. Similarly, in the AEA initiatives,

reviewers (or verifiers) are trained undergraduate or graduate students who are paid.

These results suggest three broad levels of expertise: students, expert practitioners, and

peers; as well as four incentive structures: editor position (Biostatistics, JASA-ACS ), pub-

lication (IS, TOMS ), financial compensation (AEA, AJPS ), and voluntary (SC ). The SCC

RC is unusual since the results are reproduced by committee members (editor position) and

also students (voluntary).

Mandatoriness

The seven initiatives have three distinct requirements for participation: mandatory, opt-in,

and invited. Four initiatives (AEA, AJPS, JASA-ACS, SC ) now have mandatory submission

requirements. The depth of review ranges from appendix assessment (SC ) to full reproduc-
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tion (AJPS ). Two initiatives1 (Biostatistics, TOMS ) require authors to voluntarily opt-in to

the reproducibility review process and both conduct full reproductions. One initiative (IS )

requires an invitation from the journal’s editors to participate. Mandatoriness is associated

with the number of artifacts reviewed. Those with mandatory policies have much higher

participation rates than those without. Biostatistics, TOMS, and IS have so far reproduced

fewer than 5 papers each over a period of five or more years. The SCC RC can also be seen

as an invited paper.

Range

The seven initiatives represent four ranges of reproducibility assessment. Materials only

requires that reviewers only assess author provided materials without any attempt at re-

production (i.e., running the code) (JASA-ACS, SC ). Partial reproduction occurs when

reviewers may optionally reproduce a subset of results. This is reflected, for example, in

the AEA policy statement that code will be re-executed “when feasible” (AEA). Full re-

production occurs when reviewers are required to re-execute all code and assess results as

compared to the published manuscript (AJPS, Biostatistics, TOMS ). Full reproduction with

extension includes full reproduction and requirements that reviewers attempt to extend the

submitted work, for example through changes to parameters, input data, input conditions,

etc (IS ). The SCC RC can be seen as a partial reproduction with extension, since are only

reproducing a subset of results in the paper.

Blindness

The initiatives take two different approaches to the anonymity of authors and reviewers to

each other, or blindness. Reviews are either single-open, where the reviewer is unknown to

the author but the author is known to the reviewer, or double-open, where both the author

and reviewer are known.

1SC was opt-in for 2015-2018
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One editor involved with a single-open review explained:

I think it is in keeping with the transparency. I think it forces the author to do

a better job explaining what they did. If they could just shoot it all over to an

email or pick up the phone and call someone and sort of convince them that this

is what they did and it should be released, then they’re not doing the hard work

of making things more transparent and accessible for others. [1-1]

In an initiative that relies on student verifiers, the single-blind review is intended in part

to protect their identity. A student verifier discussed their appreciation of this approach:

So I think it probably is not the most efficient it could be, but I think it makes

sense sort of from selfish professional perspective because I can definitely see

some senior scholars not looking favorably on 26 year old grad students who are

holding up their big publication and might hold that against them in the future.

In several of the cases, the reproducibility review is viewed as a supportive process that

lends itself to double-open review. Two editors described their views on double-open review:

So the authors and the reviewers knew each other and the reviewer... In fact

calling it reviewer is not technically the best word for it. It was more an advisor.

They would work with the authors to try to improve the quality of their [sub-

mission] and get it to a point where we felt that all the hardware, software and

data had been fully described in a way that a third party would understand the

experimental setup. [4-7]

[T]he authors know who the reviewers are because we want to encourage this

interaction between the authors and the reviewers. Sometimes we are working

with research. We do our own code. It works on our computer, and perhaps

when we create a bash script to install something, and then it won’t work in a

specific machine for some reason. Are the authors to be blamed? Probably not.

It was just a mistake, or maybe it was a typo. Maybe they didn’t know that this

could happen. [4-2]

Materials availability

Materials availability refers to how initiatives encourage or require authors to make their ma-

terials available, outside of the published manuscript. This is both for the pre-publication
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review process as well as post-publication access. There are three broad classes of avail-

ability: author responsibility, supplemental information and archival deposit. Increasingly,

publishers are moving away from traditional supplemental information strategies and using

integrated data archive infrastructure. Note, most initiatives have special considerations for

proprietary and protected information, which is covered later.

Two initiatives (AJPS, IS ) require authors to deposit materials in a specific archival

repository (Dataverse, Mendeley Data). One initiative (AEA) encourages deposit in a spe-

cific repository (OpenICSPR), but accepts submissions from other approved archives. Two

initiatives (Biostatistics, SC ) encourage the use of general archival repositories (e.g., Zenodo

and Figshare). One initiative (JASA-ACS ) requires submission of supplemental informa-

tion, which is made available via Figshare and Github. One initiative (TOMS ) only requires

that authors make materials available during the review process and offers multiple different

approaches including guest access to remote systems.

5.4.3 Metrics

When considering implementing new policies or initiatives, associations, publishers, journal

editors and conference organizers often turn to common operational metrics such as the

number of submissions and revisions or decision and processing times. These measures are

used to assess the effect of policy or operational changes. Impact measures, citation and

circulation rates are commonly used to represent the quality and reach of a journal. Other

measures of reuse, while less common, are available from data repository infrastructure

including the number of views or downloads of a dataset as well as data citations.

Table 5.3 summarizes the metrics available to initiatives identified during case analysis.

These include impact measures, operational measures, measures of re-use, and measures of

the reproduction process. A few of metrics have been used by the different initiatives to

measure the effect of new policies. Two cases report monitoring JCR impact factor (AJPS,

Biostatistics). Three cases report monitoring submission and acceptance rates (AJPS, JASA-
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Metric type Description
Impact

Impact factors (e.g., JCR 2- and 5-year, Google h-index, SNIP)

Citations Number of citations per paper

Circulation rates Historic measure of journal reach

Operations

Submissions Journal/conference submission and acceptance rates

Revisions Number of revisions

Decision times Journal/conference decision times

Processing times Journal/conference processing times

Policy conformance Number of papers that conform to a policy (e.g., AER)

Re-use

Views Number of times a publication, file or dataset is viewed

Downloads Number of times a publication, file or datasets is downloaded

Data citations Number of publications citing a particular dataset/version

Forks/stars Number of times a Github repository has been “forked” or “starred”

Reproduction

Curation time Amount of time in curatorial review [135]

Verification time Amount of time required for verification [135]

Replications Number of replications of a study [117]

Errors Number and types of errors [117, 2]

Cost Cost of curation/verification [87]

Table 5.3: Initiative metric types and examples

ACS, SC ). AJPS additionally reports publication delay caused by the verification process

and captures information about the number of resubmissions, errors found, and cost. Metrics

listed under the “Re-use” section are available from existing infrastructure (e.g., research

data repositories and version control systems) and are not designed the initiatives, but may

be included in reporting.

5.4.4 Infrastructure

Each of the studied initiatives is part of an existing peer review and publishing process,

relying on existing communications, editorial, and publishing infrastructure. This section

reviews the different types of technical infrastructure required to support these initiatives, as

summarized in Table 5.4. This includes infrastructure for communicating policies; publishing
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and editorial management; data and code sharing; reproduction and verification; as well as

tools used by individual researchers.
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Communication infrastructure

With the emergence of online publishing, the journal website has increasingly replaced the

journal itself for the communication of guidelines and policies to authors. Where it was once

common for new policies to be announced via editorials and included in published issues,

today’s journal editor typically announces policy changes via blog or other social media (e.g.,

Twitter) posts and the policies and guidelines are posted only to an unfortunately ephemeral

website2. Journal websites are used to convey author and reviewer guidelines and present

links to submission systems and online journal issues.

Publishing and editorial infrastructure

Publishers and associations maintain their own digital libraries or search engines to provide

researchers with access to the online version of published articles. These systems typically

implement various features related to accessing supplemental or externally published in-

formation and filtering articles based on attributes (i.e., metadata). For data sharing and

reproducibility initiatives, digital library platforms are essential for making the link between

published papers and externally published materials. Through various means, these plat-

forms also allow readers to determine or discover whether a particular paper has undergone

reproducibility review. For example, the ACM Digital Library allows users to filter articles

based on their new badging system. The utility of this feature may be unclear for the average

user, but is helpful for analyses of policy effect, making it easy to distinguish articles that

have undergone different types of review.

Editors and conference organizers rely on editorial and conference management software

for the submission and peer review process. The specific software used if often determined by

practices within an association or by the publisher. For journals, two commercial platforms

dominate, ScholarOne and Editorial Manager. These systems are used the submissions of

2This practice presents challenges the type of analysis presented here, as researchers can only turn to the
Internet Archive to understand historical changes to policy and editorial procedure.
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manuscripts and supplemental information, peer review, and production publication. These

reproducibility initiatives are implementing fundamental changes to the peer review that

are not yet part of editorial or conference infrastructure. In fact, in all of these cases, com-

munities have had to devise workarounds or implement new processes and tools to support

review. This is in part because the reproducibility review is not technically peer review and

doesn’t follow the same constraints.

Data/code infrastructure

The studied initiatives rely largely on existing data infrastructure. This includes online code

sharing and collaboration tools, such as Github (JASA-ACS, IS, SC ) and archival research

data repositories such as Dataverse (AJPS, JASA-ACS ), OpenICSPR (AEA), Mendeley

Data (IS ), Zenodo (Biostatistics, SC, IS ), ACM Digital Library (SC, TOMS ) and Figshare

(JASA-ACS, Biostatistics, SC, IS). In some cases, the selected research data repository is

determined by the association (AEA and ACM including SC and TOMS ), publisher (JASA-

ACS, IS ) or the journal (AJPS, Biostatistics). In turn these repositories are more or less

integrated with editorial platforms and digital libraries.

Reproduction and verification infrastructure

Existing publishing, editorial, and data infrastructure provides limited support for the re-

production and verification process. The three initiatives with mandatory review processes

(AEA, AJPS, SC ) have each implemented custom workflow management and tracking sys-

tems for reproducibility review and verification. The AEA uses a custom workflow imple-

mented using the Atlassian JIRA system while the Odum Institute implemented a custom

relational database to track curation and verification reports and related information across

author resubmissions. These systems are necessary because the curators, reviewers, and

verifiers are not part of the traditional peer review process supported in traditional systems

such as ScholarOne and Editorial Manager. Both the AEA and Odum also maintain in-
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termediate storage infrastructure to manage versions of submissions during the verification

process3.

For initiatives that support or require code re-execution, computational infrastructure

in terms of both hardware and software licenses prove challenging. The AEA and AJPS

initiatives rely on resources provided by collaborating institutions. The AEA reproducibility

initiative is led out of Cornell University and the Labor Dynamics Institute and relies on

expertise and resources provided by the University as well as the Cornell Institute for Social

and Economic Research (CISER). The AJPS initiative relies on computational resources

and licensed software provided by the Odum Institute or the University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill. The other initiatives rely on resources provided by the editor or reviewer’s

host institution. Computational resources vary from laptop and desktop systems to virtual

machines or even batch compute infrastructure.

Researcher tools

While not specifically required by any initiatives, there are many tools used by researchers

that can simplify the reproducibility or verification process. This is explored further in

Chapter 7.

Arguably one of the most important developments in the reproducibility of computa-

tional research is the widespread adoption of common scientific problem solving environments

(PSEs). PSEs typically provide interactive analysis and visualization interfaces along with

high level programming languages and extensible libraries of tested computational meth-

ods. Common PSEs include MATLAB, R, Stata, SAS, and SPSS. PSEs provide a common

platform and method of packaging and distributing research software that simplifies the

verification process. PSEs often provide their own mechanisms for the packaging and dis-

tribution of software (e.g., CRAN). Of course not all researchers rely on PSEs and general

3Odum is currently developing a new system with funding from the Sloan Foundation to better support
the verification process.
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purpose programming language and operating systems also provide mechanisms for software

packaging and distribution (e.g., pip, Maven, Conda, RPMs).

In some cases, computational reproducibility may require additional information about

the versions of installed software or the operating system. Virtualization techniques have

made it possible to share entire binary images of the computational environment to improve

potential reproducibility in the absence of comprehensive version information. In addition to

commonly used methods such as virtual machine or container images (Docker, Singularity,

etc), specialized software that also track computational provenance information has been

developed (ReproZip, SciUnit, CDE).

5.4.5 Challenges

Interview participants reported a number of common challenges. These include issues of

awareness and policy communication; policy continuity in the face of leadership changes;

increased burden on authors and editorial staff; computational scale and complexity; gaps in

infrastructure; handling non-reproducibility; the use of students; and handling private and

protected resources”

Communication and awareness

A common challenge reported by participants was communication of policies and changes to

both authors and other initiative stakeholders, including reviewers and editorial staff. One

conference chair considered this one of the biggest challenges of their initiative:

The biggest one by far is communicating what you’re actually trying to do...[W]e

tried a campaign of education with blog posts and trying to circulate the word

through the channels we had, and probably it didn’t go very far or something,

but just people didn’t seem to understand what they were working with. So

communicating and describing the process is I think the hardest part, especially

across languages. This multilingual environment, the word “reproducibility” has

so many different meanings across to non-native English speakers. [4-7]
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An editor similarly discussed the challenges of communicating the new review process to

associate editors:

I think the biggest thing that we have to deal with, respect to associate editors

is communicating with them how the process is supposed to work and getting

them to assign things to us at the right time and to think about us as being part

of the process. So that’s just the information dissemination task, essentially, to

make sure that everybody’s on the same page. [3-2]

A lead editor who took over an existing policy and process noted that “I had to learn and

be told the most basic features of how it got done.” [1-8]

Burden

Another common theme among participants is the increased burden on authors, editorial

offices, and reviewers imposed by the new policies and processes. For authors and reviewers,

packaging and reviewing the additional materials comes at a cost. For journal and conference

leadership, they must take on ownership of the complete process.

On the topic of author burden, several participants noted that it is greater for authors

with poorer practices. A managing editor observed:

[I]t added more work on their end. They had to not only produce the manuscript,

but they also had to show their replication code and then they had to make their

data available. They had to cross the ‘t’s and dot the ‘i’s, and it added more

time and probably stress for a lot of authors, especially those who didn’t have

to have a standard of replication and reproducibility. [1-1]

Reflecting on the low-participation rates in a voluntary initiative, one editor noted “I guess

maybe that was predictable. Not many people would voluntarily submit to this just for the

hassle alone, I think.” [4-1]

A lead editor who took over an existing policy and process observed:

It imposes substantial costs on authors and on editorial offices...I didn’t realize

how extensive, how detailed, how time intensive the whole process was. [1-8]
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When asked to reflect on the challenges of another journal adopting a similar policy, the

editor continued:

You have to manage association or ownership, publishing house ownership issues

and stakeholders, which will take some time, you have to figure out what’s the

best policy, you have to communicate it and given how little most editors are

paid and the resources available to them, that is a heavy lift. I mean that’s a lot,

and I think because the day to day responsibilities for any journal where, now

it’s different with associate editorial teams, but if you’re a lead editor or let’s say,

just say, if you’re the editor of a journal and you’re doing more than 500 papers

a year, that’s a daily task. [1-8]

The overall burden of these initiatives is quite high for all stakeholders involved. Authors

must produce more materials, paying greater attention to details that are often ignored,

while possibly gaining new skills. Conferences and journals must expand reviewer bases

to process this new information, balancing costs and incentives. Editors must define and

sustain the overall policy and process – one that is sometimes inherited from a previous

administration.

Leadership changes

Planned or unplanned leadership changes are inevitable, as most journals or conferences

have rotating editor and chair positions. In this study one initiative (AJPS ) experienced

unplanned editorial leadership changes and four (Biostatistics, JASA-ACS, TOMS, SC ) had

planned changes during the early stages of policy execution. Leadership changes pose a

distinct challenge to these initiatives, as there is generally no requirement that policies are

maintained.

As noted by one chair: “I think [initiative] is not set up to do a ten year project, which

this might be[...]” [4-6]
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Computational scale

An additional challenge for most initiatives is the scale and complexity of the computa-

tional work undertaken by researchers. For the two initiatives with mandatory reproduc-

tions (AEA, AJPS ), the computational requirements to reproduce research are generally

low. However, interviewees from both initiatives report cases of larger scale analysis and

how these have been handled. One editor gave the following example:

We had another case where the author was very explicit that his computations

take on the order of 20,000 compute hours and we just skipped that one, saying

the data is all available, because it was a pure simulation, but we just can’t

run that raw data generation. It wasn’t a complete failure, because he was

kind enough as part of the replication archive to provide the output from those

simulations. And so everything, the post-analysis and the table generation, we

tested that part, but we didn’t test the actual data creation. [3-1]

Other initiatives receive a mix of submissions. One editor noted that they did not require

reproduction because of this concern:

[T]he challenge that we felt was that, a large fraction of the papers that we get

to [journal] use fairly computationally intensive methods. This is going to run

for the simulation runs for eight hours or requires a cluster or whatever and we

just didn’t feel that it was going to be feasible to do that for every paper and in

any reasonable amount of time. [3-2]

Computational scale – along with issues of reproducibility in parallel and distributed

systems – are primary reasons that the SC initiative cannot pursue actual reproductions

of the results of submitted papers. As a result, the SC initiative is less focused on exact

reproductions and more focused on building confidence in presented results. The optional

Artifact Evaluation (AE) appendix is intended to supplement the AD appendix, encouraging

authors to report “meta-computations” to further improve trustworthiness of results.

The two initiatives with mandatory reproduction requirements (AEA, AJPS ) rely entirely

on computational infrastructure provided by host institutions (Cornell, UNC). Other initia-
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tives rely on computational resources provided by reviewer institutions, which has proven

problematic. Access to computational resources is a key infrastructure gap in the repro-

ducibility review process.

Infrastructure gaps

A common challenge reported by initiative stakeholders is gaps in infrastructure required to

support the expanded peer review process. In three cases (AJPS, AEA, SC ), stakeholders

implemented custom systems to address limitations in the primary editorial and publishing

workflow. Key limitations reported by interviewees include:

1. Editorial and review software doesn’t support reproducibility review workflows and

custom workflows do not integrate well with conventional editorial management sys-

tems

2. Publisher websites and digital libraries lack facilities to support badging and searching

for verified papers or associated materials

3. Reproduction activities require access to computational environments (clusters, large

memory machines, specific software versions) including licenses

4. Infrastructure for supporting review of protected or proprietary information

Non-reproducibility

All of the initiatives in this study assess reproducibility post-acceptance or post-publication.

These initiatives are largely seen as supportive, where reviewers or verifiers work with authors

to meet policy requirements in semi-blind or open review. In several cases, instances of

irreproducibility may delay publication, but have not resulted in retraction. AJPS has

reported that fewer than 10% of submissions pass the verification process the first time.

How many of these issues are serious or minor is currently unknown. As noted by an editor

involved in another initiative “I’m still waiting for the proposal, not surprisingly, for the

manuscript that comes through, that is perfectly reproducible on first pass.” [3-1] Aside from

publication delay, only the TOMS initiative has a stated policy regarding irreproducibility:
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RCR Review Failure: There is some risk now and in the future that RCR efforts

will fail. In this case, we must acknowledge that the manuscript is not ready for

publication with the presented results. During the introductory phase, the EiC

will personally manage this situation if it occurs and will work with the authors

to avoid rejecting the manuscript outright. As the RCR initiative matures, we

anticipate that failed RCR reviews would constitute grounds for returning the

manuscript back to the authors for revision, or for rejection if concerns were

serious.

In pre-publication reviews, the outcome is that the publication of the paper is delayed

until issues are corrected. However, this poses additional challenges in post-publication

reproducibility assessments. If a paper cannot be reproduced post-publication, does it result

in a retraction? One editor noted:

One I think for sure, before even starting this, I would definitely think more

closely about what to do if the research is not reproducible, because I don’t

think it is fair to just ignore that these things happen. I think this is really, really

important. If we really want to make a difference in terms of reproducibility, I

think these cases also should be taken into account. [4-2]

Conditional acceptance policies may provide sufficient safeguards to address irreproducibil-

ity pre-publication. Of course, subsequent analysis or replication attempts may identify other

problems, resulting in adjudication or retraction. However, in post-publication assessments,

the reproduction process itself risks the journal highlighting the irreproducibility of an al-

ready published work.

Use of students

The full reproduction and verification of computational results presented in a paper is a

labor-intensive process through which little is gained in terms of new knowledge. The two

initiatives with mandatory full reproduction processes (AEA, AJPS ) rely heavily on stu-

dents (undergraduate and graduate) and post-doctoral researchers to conduct the actual

verification. The SCC RC is targeted specifically at students reproducing key results of a
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previous paper. Other initiatives reported considering the use of students as part of the

current initiative (IS, JASA-ACS ) but have not done so.

In one case, a journal initially considered relying on traditional associate editors to enlist

graduate students for the reproducibility assessment. “We were already asking associate

editors to kind of adapt their workflow to do this and to have them then also have to chase

down reproducibility reviewers...[i]t was a lot to add to the process already.” [3-2] Another

journal editor reported considering a change to recruit early-career faculty or postdocs.

“Maybe younger people, younger professors, or even postdocs, they’re more susceptible to

actually get involved in such initiative because they have...more time to work on this.” [4-2].

For those initiatives that rely on students, the benefits are clear. The students are typi-

cally compensated monetarily and gain additional experience or exposure to state-of-the-art

methods. However, there are additional concerns about relying on students to review or

verify published research. Interviewees expressed three broad concerns about the use of stu-

dents. First, community members often do not believe that they are qualified to conduct the

assessment of research presented in top-tier outlets. Second, interviewees expressed concerns

about bias toward or against individual student reviewers. If their identity was known, it

could put job prospects at risk or they might be biased towards helping potential colleagues.

Third, there is an ethical issue if they are able to gain an original publication by finding an

error in an accepted paper.

Protected and private resources

Most of the initiatives presented here must address challenges of reproducing work that

relies on either protected or private information. Central examples include research related

to human subjects or commercial interests and may include data, software, or hardware. The

question becomes how to assess or verify the reproducibility of published research that relies

on protected or private resources. Solutions include the adoption of policies that researchers

must provide detailed instructions (access protocols) describing how access these resources.
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In two cases, reviewers signed non-disclosure agreements to gain access to proprietary data

and computational resources. The TOMS RCR initiative allows for guest access to remote

systems for the reproduction process. In one case, external reviewers were recruited from

the author’s institution to conduct the assessment.

5.5 Discussion

To improve the reproducibility of published research, the NASEM committee made the

following recommendation:

RECOMMENDATION 6-4: Journals should consider ways to ensure computa-

tional reproducibility for publications that make claims based on computations,

to the extent ethically and legally possible. Although ensuring such reproducibil-

ity prior to publication presents technological and practical challenges for re-

searchers and journals, new tools might make this goal more realistic. Journals

should make every reasonable effort to use these tools, make clear and enforce

their transparency requirements, and increase the reproducibility of their pub-

lished articles.

Each of the seven initiatives in this study have implemented either a pre- or post-publication

reproducibility assessment process that conforms with the above NASEM recommendation4.

A central goal of this chapter has been to explain why and how each of the initiatives has

defined and implemented its assessment process and the factors that impact their opera-

tionalization. These initiatives vary in many ways including the scope and scale of the audit

process, who performs the review, what they are reviewing, as well as the resources required

or available to reviewers to complete the task. These essential details underlie the “technical

and practical challenges” referred to in the recommendation above. The results presented in

this chapter highlight several dimensions that contribute to the success of the audit process

4This is not to imply that the NASEM recommendations inspired these initiatives. In facts, the studied
initiatives all pre-date the NASEM committee and even influenced the report.
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including social (who conducts reviews with what expertise), community (norms, motiva-

tions, and historical antecedents), information (policy and artifacts), and technical (tools

and infrastructure used by authors, reviewers, and publishers).

Reproducing Results or Reusable Software?

For the seven initiatives, there are two broad motivations. First, there are those commu-

nities that are concerned primarily with the quality of reported results caused by general

carelessness or the potential misapplication of methods. Second, there are those communi-

ties that are concerned with the quality of the software produced by researchers. In the first

case, initiatives are focused on transparency in the interest of enabling additional scrutiny,

likely through replication. In the second case, initiatives focus on the quality and trustwor-

thiness of the software primarily for future re-users or application to new problems. The

assessment of one may not benefit from the assessment of the other. These two broad mo-

tivations also shape what is required of authors and expected of reviewers. The first results

in policies that authors must provide the code and data used to produce results in the pa-

per, regardless of how they are packaged or organized. The second focuses on packaging

and distribution of reusable code and data and is generally less concerned with the strict

reproduction of results. For example, the AEA and AJPS initiatives are more focused on

results reproducibility while the Biostatistics, JASA-ACS, and TOMS initiatives are more

concerned with the creation and transfer of reusable and trustworthy software. Communities

interested in adopting assessment processes need to be clear about the differences in reviews

focused on results reproducibility and reviews based on code or data reusability. JOSS5

provides an example of criteria that are focused more on the quality and reusability of the

packaged software than the verification of scientific results and claims.

5https://joss.readthedocs.io/en/latest/review_criteria.html
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(Computational) Reproducibility of What?

Recall the NASEM definitions of computational reproducibility as “obtaining consistent re-

sults using the same input data, computational steps, methods, code, and conditions of

analysis” and transparency as “the extent to which researchers provide sufficient informa-

tion to enable others to reproduce the results.” Radder [225] helpfully differentiates between

reproduction and reproducbility in experimental research where reproduction refers to ac-

tual events in the past or present of reproducing an experiment and reproducibility is the

(fallible) possibility of reproducing the experiment. Each of these initiatives directly oper-

ationalizes these concepts within the narrow context of computation. On the one extreme,

the IS invited reproducibility paper is a full computational reproduction with an extension

to test the “workability,” extensibility, and robustness of the provided code. The AJPS

verification policy ensures computational transparency through a full computational repro-

duction and confirmation that the results match those presented in the paper. On the other

extreme, the JASA-ACS 6 and SC AD/AE initiatives determine the reproducibility of re-

sults in submitted manuscripts through an assessment of the completeness of an associated

appendix. While reviewers may execute the provided code, they are not required to do by

policy.

As first observed by Dewald, Thursby, and Anderson [74] and reconfirmed by both the

earlier SIGMOD repeatability experiment [174, 173, 34] and current AJPS initiative [135],

materials provided by authors are typically incomplete and inadvertent errors are common-

place. These examples suggest that assessments without actual reproductions will continue

to result in artifacts that have oversights an errors that potentially impact reproducibility

and understandability. It is unclear – and worthy of study – how many of these issues can-

not be resolved by a future researcher and that might truly impact their ability to use the

existing artifacts in the service or reproduction or replication.

6The JASA-ACS reviewer guidelines explicitly state reviewers are not required to run the code. Although
they may choose to do so, there is no indication whether they did on the reviewed artifacts.
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The ability of a journal or conference to undertake full or partial reproductions will depend

on the scale and complexity of computational components of reported research. In the few

cases that implement complete reproductions, the research either generally requires small-

scale computational resources (e.g., AEA, AJPS ) or the initiative determines which papers

are reproduced (e.g., IS, SCC). For those initiatives where scale and complexity are generally

high (JASA-ACS, SC ), full reproductions are not considered possible and alternative modes

of assessment are required. Full reproductions also require access to suitable computational

resources, which poses additional challenges to journal editors and conference organizers. For

large-scale research, the SC AE appendix presents one approach where, through narrative,

researchers describe additional steps taken to improve the trustworthiness of results. An-

other alternative is the scientific “reduction test” proposed in [155] to demonstrate that the

published code and data are working properly, although not a direct verification of results.

(Computational) Reproducibility By Whom?

With respect to who conducts the assessment, the seven initiatives represent two broad

approaches: peers (or other experts in the fields) or students, typically under the guidance of

another responsible party. The initiatives that rely on students are more likely to conduct full

reproductions and typically have well-documented guidelines and workflows. The initiatives

that rely on peers (or expert practitioners) are less likely to conduct full reproductions and

tend to trust the reviewer’s expertise in the conduct of their assessment.

These assessments do not seem to require specific knowledge of the research domain, aside

from methods, but do often require a deep technical expertise and attention to detail. Since

reviewers or verifiers are not assessing the correctness of the computations or considering the

theoretical framework of the research, one questions whether it’s necessary to rely on peers

in the community to do this work. In their discussion of replications in economics, Mirowski

and Sklivas [187] suggest that increasing replications “might just involve going around the

entire structure of costs and benefits by requiring apprentice empiricists (perhaps at the
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graduate student level) to attempt replication of one or more articles in the same way they

are now required to do theses.” If the goal is to verify the reproducibility of all papers,

apprenticing advanced graduate students may present a solution to the incentive problem.

They stand to gain the most from the experience and exposure to new research, whether

compensated or not. However, the use of students does present potential problems in terms

of accountability and bias. Initiatives leveraging students will be faced with responsibility for

managing the work that needs to be done and confirming its quality. However, the stakes

in this case seem quite low, since they are only confirming or disconfirming their ability

to re-execute computations. However, students present a number of challenges concerning

sustainability (turnover) as well as sources of bias.

Infrastructure Requirements

Over the past two decades, much progress has been made in establishing infrastructure

for sharing research artifacts associated with publications, primarily through research data

archives. However, any journal or conference attempting to implement the NASEM rec-

ommendation 6-4 will need to recognize significant gaps in infrastructure that have not yet

been addressed. Existing editorial management tools used for traditional peer review are

not well-suited for the types of review and information required for the assessment of sup-

plemental artifacts. As a result, three of the initiatives studied here (AEA, AJPS, SC ) have

undertaken the development of new tools in support of the review process. Additionally,

anyone interested in performing actual reproductions will need to assess the availability of

suitable computational resources. Both AEA and AJPS rely on resources provided by host

institutions (Cornell, UNC). While many institutions may provide access to such resources,

they may not be easy to access for the purposes of journal audits. Funding agencies, such

as NSF, could potentially provide access to required resources through initiatives such as

XSEDE [263] or Jetstream [248]. Today, it is repositories that provide the core infrastruc-

ture for packaging data and code for sharing (e.g., OpenICPSR, Dataverse, Mendeley Data,
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Zenodo). Other tools that support more granular packaging research artifacts for repro-

ducibility audits are perhaps useful, if generally adopted by the journal or community, and

if they reduce burden on authors and reviewers.

Policies, Guidelines, Workflows, and Checklists

An essential component of any reproducibility initiative is a clearly articulated and de-

fined policy that is made available to authors. In the initiatives studied here, these policies

are generally accompanied by guidelines, checklists, and workflows that define their opera-

tionalization. In the past, policies were communicated through editorials published in the

associated journal. More recently, editors have turned to less formal modes of communica-

tion, through journal websites and blog posts. Because of this practice, the study reported

here relied on the Internet Archive to identify and obtain copies of previous policies. Ideally,

any policies, workflows, guidelines and checklists would either be published or archived with

a persistent identifier, linked to the publications that were reviewed under them. This way

it would be possible to identify the particular policy and workflow that was used to assess a

paper.

Badges are seen as a way of incentivizing authors, but also providing a mechanism to

systematically identify which papers have undergone reproducibility assessment. In the

absence of badges, initiatives should consider other ways to clearly identify which papers have

undergone review and under which policy. This will help in any future studies attempting

to assess initiative impacts.

Measuring Impact

The original JMCB study was conducted as experiment on how changes in journal policy

impact the availability and quality of research materials [74]. The reproducibility initiatives

studied here are largely grounded in experience and intuition, not evidence. Most of these

initiatives consider the practice of computational reproducibility to be beneficial and are
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more concerned with measuring the negative impacts on publication and review than the

positive impact of the initiative. Anecdotally, two journals (AJPS, Biostatistics) reported in-

creases in impact factor, but these cannot be tied directly to changes in policy. The question

remains open as to whether these reproducibility initiatives actually result in improvements

to research quality or rigor or have other desirable effects on researcher behavior. Jour-

nals and conferences looking to adopt the NASEM recommendation should consider how

to measure the potential impact of the initiative on research quality. Perhaps the easiest

way is to instrument the process and expose the resulting data for analysis. In this sense,

opening the black box of peer review to future researchers. If it were possible to identify the

policy used for the review of a particular paper, along with the number and types of errors

identified during the review process, future work could potentially assess, by looking at ci-

tation and replication rates, whether policy changes have had desired downstream effects.

Communities considering implementing similar initiatives should consider not only internal

operational metrics but also metrics that can be used to assess the overall impact of these

types of efforts.

Trust or Verify

A common theme for all of these initiatives is also part of the title of this dissertation:

“trust, but verify.” In all seven cases, the assessment process occurs after the paper has

been accepted and generally has no direct impact on the main peer review process. The

reproducibility assessment may delay publication and, in all but one case (TOMS ), will

not result in rejection. The primary peer review process follows traditional practice and

focuses on the content of the manuscript, not the associated computational artifacts. The

assessment process and associated reports are secondary to the peer review process and

are largely viewed as confirmatory or supportive. In this sense, the initiatives trust that

the authors of accepted papers can and will provide the materials necessary to reproduce

reported results while the assessment process serves enforce and verify that they have done
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so, to varying degrees of detail. This is consistent with earlier findings that, under current

incentive structures, authors will not voluntarily provide these materials and if they do

they are likely to be undetected ambiguities, errors, and oversights [187, 90]. While these

issues are seen as largely correctable and rarely impacting core findings, they do affect the

understandability and reusability of artifacts by future researchers.

Each of these initiatives represents and expansion of the peer review process that increases

the burden on authors, editors and reviewers in the interest of improving quality, rigor, and

trustworthiness of results. In a critique of computational reproducibility policies, Drummond

[83] argues that, instead of increasing the burden on authors and reviewers, we should be

increasing trust in reviewers and reducing their workloads. “[C]areful reviewing by experts

is a much better defense against scientific misconduct than any execution of code.” Leek and

Peng [161] argue that computational reproducibility is insufficient to address problematic

research and instead argue for a “prevention” approach through increased education. Resnik

and Shamoo [227] argue that reproducibility is an ethical problem. Many of the initiatives

studied here have been accompanied by changes to research ethics guidelines by broader

academic associations.

In a system that relies on trust and integrity, the question remains whether the effort

would be better spent on a campaign of education about the responsibilities of researchers

instead of the example of enforcement policies during the publication process. In response to

the question of whether journals should be responsible for reproducibility, Jacoby et al [135]

conclude that they should. However, we have no specific evidence whether the “prevention”

or “medication” approaches truly have the desired effect.

In this chapter, I have explored what led each of the seven initiatives to implement their

computational reproducibility policies and the many factors involved in their operationaliza-

tion. I developed and compared key characteristics of each initiative to better understand

choices made in the implementation of policies and workflows. I have answered the central

questions of what is being reproduced and by whom. I will conclude with a few recommen-
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dations for communities considering the implementation of similar policies and workflows.
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Chapter 6

What makes a research artifact computationally

(ir)reproducible?

6.1 Introduction

Reproducibility checklists abound. From the 1986 JMCB study to Claerbout and Karren-

bach’s “reproducible research” [58], from King’s “replication standard” [145] to Sandve et al’s

“10 Simple Rules” [235], over the years many research communities have proposed guidelines

for what it means to publish reproducible computational research. In Chapter 5 I looked at

how the seven initiatives at the center of this study operationalize the reproducibility assess-

ment process. In this chapter I investigate the question (RQ2) what are the characteristics of

research artifacts that make them computationally reproducible (or irreproducible)? through

the comparison of initiative policies, guidelines, and checklists. Each initiative provides de-

tailed guidance to both authors and reviewers for what they consider to be important to the

reproducibility assessment process and future reproducibility of published artifacts.

This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, I briefly summarize the methods

used to address the research question followed by a review of related literature. This is

followed by the results of the qualitative coding and analysis process and a discussion of how

identified factors relate to the reproducibility assessment process.
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6.2 Methods

The research question is addressed through qualitative coding and analysis of documentary

artifacts from the seven reproducibility initiatives [236]. The complete set of documents

analyzed for this chapter are listed in Appendix D and includes policies, guidelines, checklists

as well as submission forms, appendices and editorials written by initiative stakeholders. The

codebook developed for this analysis is available in Appendix C. All qualitative analysis was

conducted using ATLAS.ti (v8.4.4).

6.3 Related Work

In their 1986 JMCB study, Dewald, Thursby, and Anderson conclude that journals should:

require the submission of programs and data at the time empirical papers are

submitted. The description of sources, data transformations, and econometric

estimators should be so exact that another researcher could replicate the study

and, it goes without saying, obtain the same results. [74]

Computational reproducibility – or replication in their terms – requires the software and data

used by the original authors. The versions of software should also be provided as an “audit

trail” to allow future researchers to “trace bugs in the programs, changes in algorithms, and

related difficulties.” Users of large or proprietary datasets or confidential programs, they

contend, should provide versions, identification numbers, and access dates. For long term

reproducibility, they suggest that journals maintain centralized archives for the distribution

of programs and datasets. Complex and large-scale models, such as the MPS model1, would

likely present additional difficulties for future reproduction.

Many of the elements of the JMCB recommendations remain relevant to discussions of

computational reproducibility today. Reproducibility requires software (including versions),

1The MPS model required access to an IBM VM/370 computer with “two computer tapes containing
more than 2500 files of programs and data”
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data (including identifiers and access dates), special handling for proprietary and confidential

artifacts. Reproducibility will be impeded by studies relying on complex and large-scale

computational models.

King’s replication standard was influenced by the JMCB study [145]. He defines a repli-

cation data set as containing “all information necessary to replicate empirical results.” This

includes the original data, programs, records, extracts of publicly available data (or direc-

tions to obtain them), and a “readme” file describing how to reproduce the numerical results.

According to King, data could be limited to the subset of variables and observations used

to produce the published results. For long term replicability, he recommends that the fi-

nal datasets should be made available publicly, ideally through professional archives, with

reference to the original publication.

McCullough, McGeary and Harrison [179] expand on these general requirements with

additional recommendations about standard file formats; distinguishing between primary

and analysis datasets; including operating system and version information; and indicating

which programs correspond to which results. McCullough and Vinod previously reported

extensively on problems with the numerical reliability of statistical and econometric software

[177, 178, 181]. To them, software version information is key to the identification of results

impacted by lower-level software errors. Many of these same recommendations are reaffirmed

years later by Chang and Li [47].

Stodden [250] considers reproducible research artifacts within the framework of licensing

and copyright. Building on Gentleman and Temple Lang’s [105] work, she identifies the

elements of a research compendium to include the paper (including source), data (including

documentation and processing code), experimental workflow (including code and documen-

tation, parameters, operating system dependencies), results (figures, data, and associated

documentation), and auxiliary materials (e.g., for presentation on the web). She proposes

the reproducible research standard (RRS) to encourage sharing for “subsequent use and ci-

tation” through copyright and licensing. She recommends that, by default, authors release
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the compendium to the public domain using the BSD license for code, CC-By for media

components, and Science Commons Public Domain Designation for data.

Alvarez, Key, and Nunez [2] reflect on their experience enforcing a replication policy for

the journal Political Analysis. In addition to the recommendations above, they propose that

authors provide details about the computational workflow, system requirements (e.g., cores),

and recommend the creation of software packages (for example, using the CRAN format

and distribution network). They make explicit recommendations about relating results to

tables and figures in the original manuscript as well as the optional inclusion of intermediate

outputs.

In high-performance and parallel computing, Höfler and Belli [127] consider the informa-

tion required to reproduce computational experiments. Beyond software, operating systems,

or compiler flags, they note a number of factors that impact reproducibility in the absence

of access to the target system. For example, hardware details; network details (topology,

latency and bandwidth); allocation policies; system state (warm/cold cache) all factor into

the reproducibility in performance studies.

All of these requirements can be found in the policies of the seven initiatives studied here.

6.4 Results

This section reports the results of the cross-case comparison of the seven reproducibility

initiatives with respect to the question of what makes a research artifact reproducible (or

irreproducible). Table 6.1 summarizes the high-level code groups developed during the qual-

itative coding process. Over 70 codes were identified in seven broader code groups through

repeated coding (see Appendix C.3). In this section, I detail the results of the coding process

through a detailed look at each code group.
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Code Description
Reproducibility Guidelines related to the reproduction or reproducibility assessment process including

reviewer expertise, modes of reproduction, suitability, and access to resources
Documentation Guidelines related to general documentation such as README files, manifests, and

computational workflows
Software Guidelines related to author-supplied software including accessibility, persistence, li-

censes, versions, documentation, and exceptions (e.g., proprietary source code)
Data Guidelines related to source and analysis data, including accessibility, persistence,

licenses, versions, documentation, formats, variable labeling, and exceptions (e.g.,
protected or proprietary source code)

Environment Guidelines related to specification of the environment including accessibility (includ-
ing external systems), software dependencies, operating system, hardware dependen-
cies, compilers, runtime conditions, resource requirements and exceptions (e.g., pro-
tected or proprietary source code)

Experimental
context

Guidelines related to documentation of experiments including workflows/protocols,
evaluation procedures, metrics, parameters (including random seed values), as well as
robustness (e.g., experiment customization)

Results Guidelines related to the accessibility and documentation of results including prove-
nance information

Publication Guidelines related to publishing artifacts including packaging, distribution, use of
persistence identifiers, use of archival formats

Table 6.1: High-level qualitative codebook categories developed for coding of policies,
guidelines, and checklists

6.4.1 Reproducibility

As discussed in Chapter 5, each of the seven initiatives operationalize the assessment of

computational reproducibility in different ways. In some cases, assessment requires the

full execution of provided workflows and comparison of results to those reported in the

manuscript. In others, reviewers assess only the availability and completeness of materials

in support of potential future reproductions without requiring re-execution. In some cases,

reproduction requires installing software dependencies on a new target system while others

allow for access to the original target system. These differences in operational workflows

and constraints in part determine many of the factors each initiative considers important

for reproducibility. Descriptions of how each initiative characterizes the concept of repro-

ducibility through policy and guidelines documents are provided in Table 6.2. These are

important because how the initiative operationalizes the assessment determines in part the

characteristics that they deem important for reproducibility.
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Initiative Description of reproducibility assessment
AEA [W]ithin reasonable limits of time and computing resources, we will run your code,

and verify that the results produced by your code and data correspond with the
publishable results in your article.

AJPS [M]aterials will be verified to confirm that they do, in fact, reproduce the analytic
results reported in the article.

Biostatistics An article is designated as reproducible if the AER succeeds in executing the code
on the data provided and produces results matching those that the authors claim are
reproducible.

IS The goal of the review process is twofold: (i) verify if the results presented in the
paper can be reproduced (i.e.: verify if the claims in the paper can be confirmed),
and (ii) see how robust the results are to changes in the experiment configuration
(i.e.: verify if the software is usable enough to allow others to benefit from it).

JASA-ACS [W]ithout having run the code, do you have any concerns that the code would not
reproduce the key results? Based on having run the code, did the workflow allow you
to reproduce the key results?

SC There should be enough information provided so that a 3rd party could reasonably
be expected to replicate or request access to the same modifications used in the
experimental setup.

TOMS Replicated Computational Results (RCR) review is focused solely on replicating any
computational results that are included in a manuscript.

Table 6.2: Summary of reproducibility assessment process by initiative

6.4.2 Documentation

Six of the seven initiatives have specific guidelines related to documenting the computational

workflow2. For non-experimental research (e.g., hypothesis testing), this includes the list of

files and the order in which they need to be run; a master script; or other workflow submission

protocol. For experimental work, the documented workflow must also include the complete

experimental protocol, which may require steps beyond the computational setup. AEA and

AJPS require a top-level readme file and manifest describing all of the artifacts provided

and their role in the reproduction process. Several initiatives require documentation of

parameters, including specific random seed values, used during runtime.

2I excluded the TOMS RCR initiative since under the section “Independent Replication” it provides no
specific guidance or requirements for specifying the computational workflow, only the “sufficient description
of the computational platform.” [122].
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6.4.3 Software

In all seven cases, assessment of computational reproducibility requires access to the code,

programs, or other software artifacts used to generate the results reported in the paper.

Accessibility does not require open access, particularly as the reproducibility assessment

process occurs in most cases pre-publication. Authors may provide access to the software

by depositing it an initiative-specific repository (AEA, AJPS , IS ), general-purpose repos-

itory (SC ), as supplemental material during publication (JASA-ACS , Biostatistics ), or

even via direct transfer to reviewers or by providing access to a system with the software

installed (TOMS ). The SC initiatives include additional provisions for handling proprietary

or closed-source software. With respect to software licensing, only one initiative (JASA-ACS

) includes guidelines related to licensing for reuse.

6.4.4 Data

Six of the seven cases provide guidelines related to accessibility of data used to generate

the results reported in the paper. The TOMS initiative, which is concerned primarily with

software, has no specific guidelines for handling data. As with the software, accessibility

does not require open access and four initiatives provide specific guidance for proprietary

or confidential data (AEA, AJPS , IS , SC ). Three initiatives (AEA, AJPS, JASA-ACS )

provide specific guidelines for data documentation, including codebooks or similar meta-

data, as well as requirements for accurate variable labeling in data files. Three initiatives

(AEA, AJPS, JASA-ACS ) provide specific guidelines for citing source data and versions.

Four initiatives (AEA, Biostatistics, IS , JASA-ACS ) provide guidelines on data licensing,

specifically confirming that authors have rights to redistribute data present in a submission.

Two initiatives (AEA, AJPS ) include guidelines related to access to source data used to

prepare datasets used in analysis.
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6.4.5 Environment

The notion of the computational environment broadly refers to all relevant system aspects

that underlie the primary research code and data. This includes the dependent software

(applications, libraries, versions, and settings); operating systems and versions; compiler

version and settings; required hardware and versions; required resources (disk space, memory,

cores, running time); and details of the runtime environment (single user, hot/cold cache,

process pinning). In some fields, aspects of the environment including both software and

hardware may be proprietary or limited access.

How information about the environment is conveyed for the reproducibility review pro-

cess differ. For all initiatives, relevant details about the environment are conveyed primarily

through textual descriptions provided in README files, documentation or required appen-

dices. The SC initiative permits authors to specify system names and dates used (e.g.,

OLCF Summit July 2018) when “specifications, configuration, and other relevant details

are can be reasonably expected to be publicly available for the next ten years.” While SC

does not perform actual reproductions, for the TOMS initiative, access to a target system

is an acceptable environment for reproduction. IS recommends that authors provide the

environment via other packaging mechanisms including virtual machine or container image

(e.g. Docker) or using reproducibility-aware tools, such as ReproZip. These preserve, to

some degree, the relevant “bits” required for reproduction. The SC initiative also provides

its “author kit” to enable researchers to capture relevant information about the runtime

environment.

6.4.6 Experimental context

Three of the seven initiatives (AEA, IS , SC ) provide specific guidelines related to exper-

imental setup. For strictly computational experiments, as in the case of IS , and SC , the

primary goal of “computational reproducibility” is experimental reproducibility. In these
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cases, the computational environment often plays a key role in reproducibility, as described

above. Computational experiments often rely on benchmark programs and datasets or es-

tablished metrics used for reporting. For the AEA, the experimental context will likely be

external to the computational elements of the research. Therefore, documentation of ex-

periments will require information such as human subject selection and exclusions. These

details are not directly related to computational reproducibility, but represent an important

distinction between experimentation in computer science versus experimentation that relies

on computational analysis.

6.4.7 Results

For all of the studied initiatives, the results that are the target of reproducibility assessment

are those presented in the manuscript. The final version of the paper contains results in the

form of tables, figures, and in-text analytical claims. Only the Biostatistics initiative requires

that the results be provided as “a ‘target’ file (or files) containing the results which are to

be reproduced.” The AEA, AJPS , and JASA-ACS initiatives require that the relationship

between provided code/data and the figures and tables in the paper be specified (i.e., results

provenance).

6.4.8 Publishing

Four of the seven initiatives (AEA, AJPS, JASA-ACS, IS ) require that artifacts required

for computational reproducibility be made available via archival repositories, except for pro-

prietary and confidential artifacts. Two initiatives (Biostatistics , SC ) encourage authors to

make artifacts available via general purpose repositories such as Zenodo, Figshare, or Dryad.

TOMS has no requirement for publishing RCR artifacts, although Algorithms are published

to CALGO as software. TOMS and IS reproducibility initiatives result in publications

(RCR report and reproducibility paper) that are published in the journal).
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6.5 Discussion

The NASEM recommendation 4-1 (see Appendix A) defines the information that authors

must provide to ensure the reproducibility of their computational results. As discussed in

Chapter 5, recommendation 6-4 states that journals should consider ways to ensure computa-

tional reproducibility through audit processes. The results presented in this chapter suggest

that the information required of authors is often determined by how journal operationalize

the assessment process. Broadly speaking, the NASEM 4-1 requirements are similar to those

of the seven initiatives and consistent with previous recommendations. The broad categories

of documentation, software, data, and the computational environment can be found in many

recommendations for requirements for computational transparency and reproducibility. In-

clusion of the experimental context and results provenance, while less common, are certainly

not unexpected. While the details may differ, I conclude that the general factors seen to

contribute to computational transparency and reproducibility are similar enough to suggest

that a single set of guidelines could be developed to meet the needs of different fields with

varying degrees of granularity depending on local requirements. To encourage such a set of

guidelines, in the next section I identify what I view as the core factors to computational

transparency and reproducibility and discuss some of the key differences in these factors

across the seven initiatives.

6.5.1 Core factors

There are four key factors affecting computational reproducibility: documentation of com-

putational workflow, accessibility of precise versions of data and software used, details about

the computational environment, and long-term accessibility of resulting research artifacts.

The remaining factors more directly impact understandability and re-usability of artifacts

which, while important, are not expressly required to conduct a reproduction but contribute

to research transparency and trustworthiness.
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Without putting effort into forensics, in only the simplest of cases can one reproduce

results in the absence of a clear workflow. Documenting or automating the steps taken

reduces the potential of error on the part of the reviewer or reproducer. Capturing the

workflow in a script or automation framework further ensures that the same workflow used

by the author is used for the reproduction.

Using the wrong version of software or data may result in irreproducibility of results.

The precise specification of data and software versions used as well as citations or clearly

documented access protocols for external sources will increase the likelihood of reproduc-

tion. Similarly, different versions of software or hardware dependencies may contribute to

irreproducibility of results. In this case is it important to document in sufficient detail the

computational environment used in the analysis. This will be discussed in more detail be-

low, but describing or capturing details of the computational environment present several

challenges.

Many of the other factors identified in the initiative policies and guidelines are beneficial

but less essential for reproducibility assessment. These include data documentation, results

provenance, sensitive information checks, license and copyright information and long-term

archiving.

For originally collected data, several initiatives require detailed and accurate codebooks

describing included variables. While not strictly required for computational reproducibility –

the reproduction can occur in the absence of documentation as long as the data are available

– such documentation increases the understandability and quality of the provided materials,

and does enable replicability.

Checking for sensitive information or author permission to redistribute software or data

are perhaps important to the curation of research artifacts but do not contribute directly to

reproducibility. Similarly, licenses and copyright contribute to irreproducibility in terms of

access to information, but more likely affect the re-usability of provided software, data, and

content.
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6.5.2 Reproducibility and Protected or Proprietary Resources

If computational reproducibility and assessment of reproducibility require access to the data,

software, and computational environment, then restricted-access to these resources presents

an impediment. While reproducibility is often discussed in the context of open access,

the studied initiatives recognize many legitimate reasons for restricted access to data, soft-

ware, and even hardware. Concerns can be broken down into three broad categories: 1)

protected/confidential information (e.g., human subjects), 2) proprietary resources, and 3)

intellectual property.

Protected or confidential data are common in the social and medical sciences. This in-

cludes, for example, information protected by the Institutional Review Board (IRB), Family

Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), the Health Insurance Portability an Ac-

countability Act (HIPAA), or other legal barries to sharing. Data that falls under these

protections present challenges for both data management and access. For reproducibility

assessment, the AEA presents a compelling approach. Authors are required to provide de-

tailed access protocols as part of their artifact submissions that include detailed instructions

for how an individual with appropriate permissions can gain access to protected data. While

it may not always be possible to do so as part of the assessment process, this presents a

better solution than prior exemptions for research relying on protected information.

Ownership issues similarly arise from proprietary datasets, software, and hardware. Vilhu-

ber [266] reports on the increased use of non-public data and software in economics research.

In this case reproducibility assessment relies on access to commercial datasets and software,

which may come at a cost. As with protected information, the AEA requires access pro-

tocols for proprietary data and, in some cases, will attempt to acquire it or request access

for the purpose of assessment. In this sense, proprietary data is at times easily accessible,

but comes with a cost, and may not be redistributable by researchers that rely on it in

their work. This also applies to the software used for analysis. Common PSEs such as SAS,
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STATA, or MATLAB require licenses in order to re-execute author-provided code, and may

require special permissions to even redistribute in binary form when considering preserving

the computational environment.

Intellectual property concerns cover copyright, patent, and trade secrets, and are common

in commercial research. This is a form of proprietary information, but in this case researchers

are less to be able to provide access. One solution provided by the TOMS and also used in

artifact evaluation via the ctuning.org initiative, is for the reviewer to sign a Non-Disclosure

Agreement (NDA)3 or to require reviewers to conduct reproducibility assessment via systems

controlled by the owning organization. One editor discussed the case of using SSH to access

a remote resource for review where the reviewer agreed to non-disclosure by accessing the

system. Like the access protocol, this provides a mechanism for reproducibility assessment

in the case of proprietary data, software, or hardware.

When considering artifact availability, concerns about protected and proprietary resources

do not require and all-or-nothing solution. Researchers can always make available all non-

protected elements of their research or, as suggested by the AEA approach, provide detailed

protocols on how to gain access for someone with the correct permissions. Research relying on

protected or proprietary resources must conform to the same standards as research that does

not, and only access to those resources is impeded. Stodden [250] proposes the reproducible

research standard as a framework for encouraging sharing of reproducible research artifacts

through copyright and licensing. This standard can be applied, allowing researchers to

distribute those elements of their work that are not protected. For reproducibility, it is most

important that the process or protocol for obtaining access is clearly documented, even if few

will ever gain access. Organizations should do their best to provide access for reproducibility

review. However, we must still recognized that restricted access resources may still hinder

future reproduction attempts.

3This is also used in the case of student verifiers in the AJPS initiative
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6.5.3 The Computational Environment: A Matter of Degree

Broadly speaking, the requirement to capture information about the computational environ-

ment is considered an important factor in computational reproducibility across the studied

initiatives. However, what constitutes the environment and the information that needs to

be provided differs widely. As discussed in the previous section, for several initiatives doc-

umentation of the version of a specific PSE (e.g., RStudio, MATLAB); operating system

and version; and dependent software libraries and versions are generally accepted as a spec-

ification of the environment. For others, information about compiler versions and settings;

hardware and versions; and even runtime conditions (e.g., single user, hot/cold cache) are

equally important.

Hinsen [126] proposes the concept of software collapse in scientific computing to describe

how software becomes unusable because of changes in a layered set of dependencies. Figure

6.1 illustrates his scientific software stack and associated layers. While Hinsen is concerned

with collapse (or rot), his framework is also helpful in understanding the effect of the com-

putational environment on reproducibility. Software higher up on the stack is less likely to

be maintained over time and also impacted by changes lower in the stack. Reproducibility

initiatives are in general concerned with capturing layer-4 research artifacts along with in-

formation about the lower layer dependencies. However, layer-4 artifacts are the least likely

to be ported over time as lower layer dependencies change.

Capturing the environment is therefore a difficult problem. Over time, older versions of

hardware and software are no longer supported or maintained. Consider the example of the

popular open-source Ubuntu operating system. Ubuntu developers releases a new interim

version every six months and a new Long Term Support (LTS) version every two years. The

interim releases receive nine months of support while the LTS versions receive five years of

support, after which they reach end-of-life. End-of-life means no further security, package,

or maintenance updates. It may no longer be possible to install dependent software. Simi-
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larly, newer operating system releases may no longer support installation of older packages,

particularly those that rely on specific versions of layer-1 software.

Figure 6.1: Hinsen’s scientific software stack

Computational research happens at all layers of Hinsen’s stack. Particularly in computer

science, where lower level software and hardware are the experimental environment or the

object of study. For research conducted with software at the upper layers, virtualization

techniques may provide a mechanism to capture the environment to enable reproducibility

for longer periods of time. This way the individual researcher does not need to consider all

of the possible dependencies that impact the reproducibility of results. This becomes more

complicated when results rely on hardware or underlying runtime state. Other techniques

may be required to capture runtime information about the system. However, we can envision

multiple fields that would benefit from standardized descriptions at each level. While the

social sciences may not need the ability to specify hardware information or runtime states,

any subfield of computer science concerned with performance likely would. A comprehensive

set of guidelines concerning the computational environment for reproducibility could be

used to compose individual journal or conference guidelines a la carte. As authors struggle

to understand the information required to capture the environment, tools may provide a

convenient way to automate this process.
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6.5.4 Provenance as a Matter of Trust

In museum curation, the notion of provenance is central to determining the authenticity of

an artifact. In computational research, provenance may be the key to establishing trustwor-

thiness of results in the absence of complete re-execution. As will be discussed in the next

chapter, automated provenance capture techniques could be used to encapsulate the exact

versions of software and data along with detailed information about the environment used in

the generation of computational results. This could provide a mechanism to “authenticate”

results and establish further trust in the provided materials.

In this chapter I’ve explored the question of what it means for a research artifact to be

computationally reproducible. Based on the seven cases, I identified four key factors includ-

ing documentation of computational workflow, accessibility of precise versions of data and

software used, details about the computational environment, and long-term accessibility of

computational research artifacts. I considered other factors that more directly impact under-

standability and re-usability of artifacts. Finally, I discussed the challenges of documenting

or capturing the computational environment and the potential role of automated provenance

capture information in increasing trust in reported results.
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Chapter 7

Packaging research artifacts for computational

transparency and reproducibility

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I look at available tools and packaging formats and how they might help

meet reproducibility policy requirements. While the initiatives examined in this study all

provide guidance on what information authors must include with publication, few require

or recommend the use of specific tools, technologies, or packaging formats beyond research

data archive platforms.

Over the past two decades, a number of tools have been developed or re-purposed to aid

in the creation and publication of computationally reproducible research artifacts. These

include tools for literate programming, scientific workflows, provenance capture, record-and-

replay, virtualization, as well as general-purpose reproducible research platforms. Work has

also been done on frameworks for the organization, packaging, and description of resulting

artifacts.

In this chapter I explore the question (RQ3) what are the key characteristics of tools and

packaging formats that enable computational transparency and reproducibility? I consider

how these characteristics relate to the requirements of the seven initiatives and may be used

to aid in the reproducibility assessment process.
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7.2 Methods

As detailed in Chapter 3, this research question is addressed through qualitative content

analysis [236] of a sample of up to 5 verified artifacts from each initiative1, combined with

the analysis of existing tools and packaging formats for the creation and publication of re-

producible research artifacts. Combining these sources of information allows me to explore

capabilities available to authors and initiatives as well as those actually used today in re-

view and verification processes. The results of this analysis are used for the development of a

taxonomy of characteristics of packaging formats used for the representation of computation-

ally transparent and reproducible research artifacts and an abstract model of the research

compendium concept. The complete list of artifacts used in this analysis are provided in

Appendix F.

7.3 Related Work

Over the past two decades, a number of tools, formats, and conventions have been pro-

posed to support the packaging, distribution, and re-execution of reproducible computa-

tional research artifacts. This includes tools for the creation and publication of repro-

ducible documents [23, 163, 232, 238, 278]; research compendia [105, 176]; research objects

[24, 26, 242, 51]; tools for virtualization and containerization [31, 56, 158, 113, 206, 262];

scientific workflow and automation systems [71, 96, 101, 273]; provenance capture tools

[56, 96, 218]; record and replay tools [50, 190]; and more general conventions or frameworks

[140, 175, 223]. Many of these rely on more established infrastructure for version control,

research data management, and software distribution. Perhaps the most common and estab-

lished tools across the seven initiatives for the packaging and distribution of computational

research artifacts today is the research data repository. Platforms such as Dataverse, Dryad,

1The IS, Biostatistics, and TOMS initiatives all have five or fewer verified artifacts at the time of analysis.
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OpenICPSR, Zenodo and FigShare feature prominently in initiative policies and guidelines.

In this section, I review examples of the broad classes of tools and packaging formats that

are part of the reproducibility infrastructure ecosystem, summarized in Table 7.1.

Packaging
tool/format

Description Examples

Software
repositories

Tools that enable the packaging and distribution of
software through common OS or language package
repositories

PyPI, CRAN, Conda,
Maven, RPM, ...

Data repositories Tools that enable the publication and archiving of
research data and related artifacts and assignment
of persistent identifiers

Dataverse, Dryad,
Zenodo, OpenICSPR,
FigShare, ...

Version control
repositories

Tools that enable distributed collaboration, version
management, release, and automation tasks.

GitHub, GitLab,
BitBucket, ...

Virtualization and
containers

Tools that enable packaging and distribution of
virtual application images

VMs, Docker, Singularity,
CDE, ReproZip, Sciunit
...

Image registries Repositories for the distribution of virtual machine
or container images

GCE, AWS, OpenStack,
DockerHub, Quay,
Singularity Hub, ...

Problem solving
environments

Interactive analytical environments used by
researchers to implement their primary research
code and workflows. PSEs generally integrate with
software repositories, version control repositories,
and reproducible document tools.

R (RStudio), Python
(Jupyter), MATLAB,
STATA, SPSS, ...

Reproducible
documents

Tools that enable the creation of dynamic
documents that combined narrative, data, and code

ReDoc, knitr, Sweave,
Jupyter, RMarkdown, ...

Scientific workflow
systems

Tools that enable creation and execution of
computational workflows

VisTrails, Pegasus,
Kepler, Galaxy, OCCAM,
CK, ...

Computational
provenance capture

Tools that enable declaration or capture of
computational provenance

YesWorkflow,
noWorkflow,
RDataTracker, ReproZip,
...

Metadata
standards

Structured metadata standards for the
representation of composite research artifacts

Research objects,
RO-Bundle, RO-Crate, ...

Packaging
conventions

Frameworks that define specific conventions for
reproducible research packaging

Popper, research
compendia, rrtools,
TIER, ...

Reproducibility
platforms

General purpose platforms for the creation and
re-execution of reproducible research artifacts, often
combining multiple technologies (e.g.,
virtualization, provenance capture, re-execution,
interactive environments, standards, conventions)

CodeOcean, Whole Tale,
Gigantum, Binder, ...

Table 7.1: Some reproducible research tools and the infrastructure ecosystem
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Software repositories

Operating system, language, and discipline-specific software repositories provide detailed

specifications and processes for the packaging and distribution of software. Centralized soft-

ware repositories and distribution networks also generally maintain archival copies of pub-

lished packages. Examples include the RPM (RedHat Package Manager) and Yum package

managers and associated repositories for Linux; the Conda cross-platform package manager;

PyPI for Python; Maven for Java; CRAN for R as well as domain-specific systems such as

CALGO (mathematics) and StatLib (statistics). Software packages distributed via tradi-

tional software repositories are generally not considered to be part of the scholarly record,

although research software is increasingly published to research repositories, such as Zenodo.

Data repository platforms

Research data repository platforms2 emerged in the early 2000s as researchers, communities,

publishers, and funding agencies sought to improve the transparency and reusability of

scientific data [112, 207]. Early repository platforms were developed based on technology

for publishing grey literature. In addition to being committed to the long-term archiving

and preservation of deposited materials and issuing persistent identifiers (e.g. DOI), the

repository platforms implement metadata standards for the description of research data (e.g.,

DataCite, DDI). Repositories are often both installable platforms and production services.

Repositories operators offer other specialized services, such as curation and support for

sensitive or restricted use information (e.g., OpenICPSR). Repository platforms often also

support usage tracking and reporting as well as data citation worfklows. These platforms are

increasingly used for publishing and citing not only data, but also software and reproducible

research artifacts [224].

2Scientific communities have maintained data archives since the 1940s, but software-based platforms for
managing research data did not emerge until much later.
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Version control repositories

Hosted version control repositories, such as Github, GitLab or BitBucket, provide mech-

anisms for collaboration, version management, releasing, and automating software-related

tasks (e.g., continuous integration). While version control platforms are non-archival, several

initiatives recommend that authors use them for the distribution of reusable artifacts. These

systems provide capabilities such as cloning or forking that simplify the reuse and extension

process. For example, the JASA-ACS initiative maintains it’s own GitHub organization

and creates per-paper repositories. In this sense, GitHub is treated as an archival system

for the journal, but also allows for easy reuse via practices common in the community (e.g.,

forking). The IS initiative suggests that authors host their code on GitHub. SC provides

Git or SVN repositories as an example for packaging artifacts for review, with the caveat

that they are non-archival and will not be eligible for certain ACM badges.

Virtualization and containers

Virtualization technology underlies much of modern cloud computing infrastructure. Through

abstraction and isolation, the same underlying computational hardware can be used to sup-

port multiple distinct virtual machines (VMs), each with separate operating system and

installed software. The subsystem that supports virtualization is called a hypervisor, and

may be implemented via software or hardware. VM images can be exported in a number

of formats and are increasingly viewed as a useful method of distributing and preserving

research software [231].

Containerization has emerged as an alternative and more efficient approach over hypervisor-

based systems. Containers are generally more resource-efficient, provide a clear and light-

weight abstraction for packaging over the full virtual system [243], and are also seen as a

possible solution for the preservation of research software [185]. Common container plat-
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forms include Singularity [158] and Docker3. As with VM images, container images are

viewed as a method of distributing and preserving research software, although not designed

with this purpose in mind. Container images use a layering technique to achieve storage

efficiency, where multiple images may reference the same layers, which are each stored only

once. Leveraging this storage efficiency requires the use of specialized software called image

registries.

Other approaches to virtualization have emerged from the computational reproducibility

community. The Code, Data and Environment (CDE) system was developed to simplify the

process of sharing scientific code along with required software dependencies [113, 114]. CDE

instruments programs during execution to identify code, data, and environment variables

used and creates a self-contained package (or container) that can be easily re-executed.

CDE is the basis for the Provenance-to-Use (PTU) [218] and Sciunit [262] systems described

below, as well as ReproZip which creates a virtual application [56].

Image registries

Cloud computing platforms such as GCE, AWS, and OpenStack provide ways to store and

distribute both VM and container images. Public container image registries such as Dock-

erHub, Quay.io, and Singularity Hub also provide centralized storage and distribution of

images, but are considered to be non-archival. Researchers commonly publish complete im-

ages to research data repositories, but these are often very large, may exceed file system

limits, and do not benefit from the storage efficiency provided by the layering approach.

Problem Solving Environments (PSEs)

As discussed in Chapter 2, the widespread adoption of common analysis environments and

languages, such as R, Python, MATLAB, and STATA, have provided researchers with com-

mon frameworks for the distribution of scientific scripts and software. Sometimes called

3https://www.docker.com
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problem solving environments (PSEs) [230], these tools provide a common foundation and

mechanisms for extension and the distribution of custom packages that can easily be used

by others. None of the initiatives recommend the use of a particular PSE environment,

although they are widely used within the different communities. For example, the vast ma-

jority of submissions to AJPS are written using R or STATA. AEA submissions are written

primarily in STATA and MATLAB with some R. Biostatistics and JASA-ACS submissions

are written primarily in R. Still, many researchers rely on other general-purpose program-

ming languages and environments. While not PSEs per se, research leveraging standard

languages, compilers, and operating systems (e.g., C/C++, GCC, Linux) offer many of the

same benefits.

Reproducible Documents

The concept of “reproducible research” introduced in 1992 by Claerbout and Karrenbach

[58] is concerned primarily with the reproduction of the manuscript. Their ReDoc system

[238] combined manuscript production with software development best practices to enable

rebuilding the paper from source files including document text, code, and data. A key

innovation is that the computations required to regenerate the data behind figures and

tables could be reproduced.

The notion of literate programming [150] applied in this context led to the develop-

ment of several systems to better integrate documentation with scientific programming

[232, 163, 23, 278, 148]. These systems support the automatic reproduction of documents

based on code and data or provide integrated interactive environments that combine nar-

rative and scripting. However, they generally provide no direct facility for packaging and

redistribution. The Biostatistics initiative recommends that authors use literate program-

ming tools, spefically listing NoWeb or Sweave. The SC initiative suggest Jupyter notebooks

as a way for authors to document their experimental workflows.
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Scientific workflow systems

Scientific workflow systems are used to automate often complex computational pipelines,

generally providing reusable workflows that are resilient to failure and portable across execu-

tion environments [72]. Large scale workflow systems often require researchers to integrate

high-level workflow languages and application programming interfaces (API). These sys-

tems can also provide detailed provenance information about how results were derived [183].

Prominent among reproducibility-focused scientific workflow systems is VisTrails [69, 97, 96].

VisTrails differs from other scientific workflow systems (e.g., Kepler [167], Galaxy [107], and

Pegasus [71]) because of its focus on provenance of both workflow executions and workflow

specifications. It enables tracking the evolution of the computational workflow throughout

the discovery process as advanced visualization techniques for exploration and comparison.

Workflow systems such as Pegasus [71] are more widely used for the automation of complex

failure-tolerant computational pipelines, such as the LIGO Collaboration [72]. Collective

Knowledge (CK) is a workflow and automation framework developed specifically for repro-

ducibility and collaboration in systems research [100] by leaders in the cTuning community.

Only the cTuning community provides specific recommendations for workflow systems.

Computational provenance capture

In spite of the many features of workflow systems, many researchers still rely on custom

workflows implemented in common scripting languages (e.g., R, Python, MATLAB [183].

Several tools have been developed to provide some of the features of larger workflow sys-

tems. YesWorkflow [183] enables researchers to annotate scripts across multiple languages

to “reveal the computational modules and dataflows.” Tools like RDataTracker [164] and

noWorkflow [191] can be used to instrument specific languages to provide runtime provenance

information, which in turn may be used to derive workflow graphs. Several tools have also

tried to combine provenance information with containerization to capture the computational
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environment.

Provenance-to-Use (PTU) extends CDE to capture system level provenance information

[218]. CDE and PTU rely on features of the Linux operating system and are therefore limited

to Linux-based research applications. Sciunit [262] builds on both CDE and PTU to create

publishable, re-executable ‘research objects’ that are both provenance-enabled and versioned.

ReproZip [56] similarly creates a self-contained package for computational experiments that

includes code, data, software dependencies, and system-level provenance information. It was

developed by leadership in the IS initiative and the recommended packaging format for the

SIGMOD reproducibility review. ReproZip is recommended for packaging artifacts for the

IS initiatave.

Metadata standards

As discussed above, archival repository platforms support a number of metadata standards

related to research data description, sharing, and discovery. Most modern repositories sup-

port the DataCite standard in some form. Domain-specialized repositories typically support

related metadata standards such as DDI in the social sciences or EML in ecological and

environmental sciences. Repositories increasingly support standards for the representation

of provenance information, such as W3C prov or ProvONE. Taking a linked data approach,

Bechhofer et al [25] introduced the Research Object (RO) as a way of describing aggregations

of resources used in experiments. ROs present a conceptual model and standard that can be

used to describe complex aggregations of resources across organizational boundaries. The

nascent RO model underlies infrastructure tools including myExperiment [70], Big Data

Bags [51] and the Whole Tale platform [52]. Initiatives implicitly recommend metadata

standards through chosen repository platforms.
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Packaging conventions

Gentleman and Temple Lang [105] proposed the concept of the research compendium as a

container for the artifacts required to reproduce the results and reuse the computational

methods presented in a paper. Gentleman was an author of the R language [133] and the

compendium concept continues to be adopted within the R community (e.g., [176, 196])

and underlies systems such as ResearchCompendia.org [256]. Marwick et al [176] describe

the three principles of research compendia as 1) organizing files according the the prevailing

convention in a discipline; 2) clearly separating data, method, and output; and 3) specifying

the computational environment. They introduce the rrtools package for the creation of

compendia in R.

The Popper convention [140] coming out of the systems research community proposes a

model for applying software development practices – commonly referred to as “DevOps”

– to scientific computing. The Popper framework combines version control, package man-

agement, experiment orchestration (aka workflow), infrastructure provisioning, as well as

continuous integration and regression testing. In this sense packaging research for computa-

tional reproducibility is closely aligned to software development practices.

Binder4 began as a way to specify the computational environment required to run Jupyter

notebooks contained in a GitHub repository. Researchers conform to the Binder convention

by providing a well-defined set of configuration files that can be used to dynamically build

and run a Docker image. Binder is widely used for education and training environments and

increasingly as a method of packaging research for computational reproducibility.

The CodeOcean (CO) platform implements what they call a “capsule” that combines the

code, data, and computational environment for computational reproducibility. Each capsule

is based on a customizable Docker image from a set of images maintained by CO. In addition

to the code, data, and environment, Capsules include basic descriptive metadata (author,

4https://mybinder.org
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title, description), reference to publication and license and copyright information. Capsules

can be exported as a zip archive where the image can be “pulled” from the CO platform or

built locally.

The Whole Tale (WT) platform defines the “tale” format that also combines the code,

data, and environment for computational reproducibility. WT leverages the repo2docker

component underlying the Binder system and combines this with an expansion of the Re-

search Object Bundle specification, serialized using BagIt. Tales also include basic descrip-

tive metadata and license information. The project is expanding the system to support

inclusion of computational provenance information.

Reproducibility platforms

Several platforms have been developed to supplement traditional research data repository

infrastructure to enable re-execution of computationally reproducible artifacts. These often

combine many of the tools and capabilities listed above. For example, CodeOcean, a widely

adopted commercial platform, provides support for popular computational environments

including PSEs and literate programming environments, the “capsule” packaging format,

preservation of the environment via Docker images and specifications. The Whole Tale plat-

form provides these same capabilities while also adding support for automated provenance

capture.

7.4 Results

This section reports the results of the analysis of initiative policies, guidelines, and checklists

along with the sample of 27 verified artifacts with respect to the capabilities of available

technologies in support of computational transparency and reproducibility.
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7.4.1 Initiative packaging recommendations and requirements

As detailed in Chapter 6, each of the seven initiatives provide substantial guidance on the

information that must be provided by authors, but they provide limited guidance on how

it should be packaged for dissemination. Table 7.2 summarizes the packaging tools and

platforms recommended or required by each initiative. Despite over two decades of the

development of tools and infrastructure in support of computational reproducibility, current

initiatives rely on few. Recall that the Dataverse repository is specifically designed for the

sharing and dissemination of “replication datasets” [147]. In this sense, the repository itself

can be viewed as a primary mechanism for packaging and distribution of research artifacts.

The ReproZip tool recommended by the journal IS was developed for use by the database

community by leaders in the IS initiative [56].

Initiative Recommended packaging
formats/tools

Recommended and required
repository platforms

AEA Not specified OpenICSPR
AJPS Not specified Dataverse
Biostatistics NoWeb Sweave Zenodo, Figshare
cTuning Docker, VM images, zip/tar archives Zenodo, FigShare, Dryad
IS VM images, Docker, ReproZip Mendeley Data
JASA-ACS Not specified Dataverse, Dryad, Zenodo
SC Not specified Not specified
TOMS Not specified Not specified

Table 7.2: Packaging formats and platforms required or recommended by each
reproducibility initiative

All but one initiative (TOMS ) require researchers to deposit artifacts in an archival repos-

itory. Only two initiatives provide any guidance on packaging formats or tools. Biostatistics

encourages the use of literate programming environments, such as Sweave or NoWeb. IS

recommends packaging the environment via VM images, Docker images, or using ReproZip,

a tool developed specifically for the databases community. These packaging formats are

discussed in greater detail in the next section.
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7.4.2 Verified artifacts

This section presents the results of the analysis of 27 verified artifacts from six of the seven

initiatives5. The complete list of artifacts reviewed is provided in Appendix F. Table 7.3

summarizes the tools and formats used by artifact authors in the context of the seven

initiatives. Only those tools or formats used are presented.

5Supplemental materials for the Biostatistics initiative are no longer accessible and could not be reviewed.
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As previously discussed, research data repositories are widely used by authors for dissem-

ination of both data and software. This is due in part to initiative requirements, as AEA,

AJPS, IS, and SC all mandate the use of an archival repository6. While the JASA-ACS

and TOMS initiatives do not require use of a repository, many authors still provided access

to their materials this way.

Version control systems are also widely used by researchers. Because AEA and AJPS

authors are required to deposit in OpenICSPR and Dataverse, it is unclear how many of

their authors would use version control systems otherwise. IS encourages authors to make

materials available via Github, while JASA-ACS, SC, and TOMS do not.

A few authors used virtualization technologies to describe or encapsulate the computa-

tional environment. IS encourages authors to use Docker or ReproZip, the other initiatives

do not. While not virtualization in the same sense, one TOMS author used a Python Virtual

Environment to capture required dependencies.

PSEs are commonly used by social science and statistics researchers. In the computer

science in mathematics cases, authors are generally developing software in other languages

including Fortran, Python, C/C++, and Java.

Literate programming or reproducible document tools are less commonly used. While some

authors provided Jupyter or R Markdown notebooks, only one provided a fully reproducible

paper based on the LaTeX system.

Provenance capture tools are not widely used. The IS initiative encourages the use of

ReproZip, which was used by the authors of two of the three replicated papers in that

initiative.

6SC only requires use of archival repositories for consideration for the “Artifacts Available” badge.
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7.5 Discussion

In Chapter 6, I concluded that the general factors contributing to computational trans-

parency and reproducibility are similar across the seven initiatives. A few factors are closely

related to the type of research being conducted and, while there is likely no one-size-fits-all

policy, we can envision a comprehensive set of requirements that can be composed à la carte

into policies by different communities. For example, systems research in computer science is

likely to require more detailed information about the computational environment than the

social sciences. Hardware versions and runtime states are more likely to effect the results

of performance research than they are the results of statistical models and tests. However,

reproducibility in both fields requires details about the software and operating system ver-

sions used. As discussed in Chapter 2, problems of numerical reliability and errors in third

party software that may contribute to irreproducibility are not limited to any particular

discipline. Just as we can envision a comprehensive set of requirements, we can envision a

general model that can be used for the packaging and dissemination of research artifacts.

In fact, several models exist today related to specific tools or communities. Research data

archives, used by all seven initiatives, also implement general models that support a subset

of initiative requirements.

In this section I also present a conceptual model of reproducible computational research

artifacts. This model is intended to clarify the elements required for reproducibility, their

relationships, and potential modes of representation. I also relate the model to the repro-

ducibility infrastructure ecosystem to better understand how different tools relate to model

elements. I propose a consolidation of multiple existing models via an extension of the

research compendium concept first proposed by Gentleman and Temple Lang [105].
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7.5.1 Elements of reproducible computational research artifacts

Table 7.4 presents a summary of the elements required for the packaging and dissemination

of transparent and reproducible artifacts along with examples of their contents. In this

section, I detail each of these elements followed by a discussion of their relationships. In

this section, I use the term “package” to refer to the set of research artifacts required for

assessment and verification.

Element Description and modes of representation
Descriptive
metadata

Information about the package including authors, organizations, funding agencies, tags, related
identifiers. Since artifacts are associated with a single manuscript, much of this information can be
shared/inherited. Descriptive metadata should included as structure metadata as part of the
package or referenced externally (e.g., reference to manuscript).

Manifest A file containing a list (name, description) of every object included in the final package. The
manifest may be narrative text or structured and include citations or references to external
resources.

Manuscript The manuscript used to present the results may be included in the package as a reproducible
document, as document source, or cited/reference externally via persistent identifier.

Computational
workflow

Step-by-step instructions for reproducing reported results as 1) narrative text, 2) interactive
notebooks, 3) wrapper scripts (e.g., a “master script”), or 4) other automated methods (e.g.,
workflow system).

Software All software used in generation of results. Software may be included in the package as
source/binaries, cited/referenced (including version and access date), or described in access
protocol if non-public.

Data All data used in generation of results. Data may be included in package, cited/referenced
(including version and access date), or described in access protocol if non-public.

Logs Execution output (e.g, stdout/stderr). Logs should include any output produced during the
execution that led to the reported results and included directly in the package.

Results Files containing results including data, figures, tables, etc. Results may be presented in the
manuscript or as separate files used to produce figures, tables, etc in the manuscript.

Results provenance Provenance information relating results to the code and data used to produce them specified.
Provenance may be included as narrative text, via code comments/annotations, or captured
automatically by an external tool.

Environment Details of the computational environment. The environment may be described using one or more of
narrative text, structured specification, or an image that is contained in the package,
cited/referenced (with version and access date), or described in access protocol if non-public.

Resource
requirements

Computational resource requirements (memory, cores, hardware (CPU/GPU), time) required to
reproduce results. These requirements may be included as narrative text, structured specification,
or captured during runtime.

Experimental
context

Additional information about the experimental setup and workflow including subject selection,
evaluation, and metrics. This may be included as narrative text or a (semi-) structured protocol.

Version Since artifacts can change over time, version information must be included. Version information is
meta-information about the package.

Certification Certification statement or badge assigned as part of the review/verification process. Certifications
are meta-information about the package likely not author-provided. The certification should link to
externally published information including policy and review workflow documentation (including
versions).

Review provenance Information about the review/verification process including who performed the review, how long it
took, errors found, policy/workflow version, resulting certification or badge. Review provenance is
meta-information about the package and may be stored and referenced externally.

License and
copyright

Code license, content copyright, and data copyright information. While not strictly required for
reproducibility, license and copyright information are important for reusability.

Table 7.4: Elements of reproducible computational research artifacts
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Descriptive metadata

The package should stand alone and provide sufficient descriptive information to be un-

derstood, reproduced, and related to externally published resources, such as the published

paper. Because research artifacts are associated with a single publication, descriptive meta-

data (authors, title, description, organizations, funding sources, etc) will likely be identical.

Related identifiers such as cited datasets, software, or environments should also be included

(See Manifest above). Additional domain-specific metadata may be included.

Manifest

The term manifest is used here as in the context of a cargo manifest: a complete list and

description of all items in the package. Every item should be listed in the manifest and

no unnecessary files should be included. The manifest may include references to external

resources (e.g., software, data, environment) via persistent identifiers.

Manuscript

The package must be associated with the draft or published manuscript. Under the “re-

producible research” approach, the manuscript source is included as part of the package

and can be easily rebuilt or recompiled whenever changes are made to any element of the

package. This is more easily achieved with authoring systems such as LaTeX or markdown.

In this case, the package must also include any software required to rebuild the manuscript.

Another option is to reference the associated manuscript from the package via persistent

identifier.

Computational workflow

The package must contain step-by-step instructions for reproducing reported results. The

instructions may be provided narratively or, ideally, via some automation method. This
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includes interactive notebooks, a wrapper or master script, or the use of workflow automation

systems.

Software

All software required for the reproduction of results must be provided either in the package;

cited or referenced (including version and access date); or described via access protocol if

non-public.

Data

All data required for the reproduction of results must be provided either in the package;

cited or referenced (including version and access date); or described via access protocol if

non-public. Source and analysis datasets must be provided. Intermediate datasets may be

provided and are important if the process required to generate them is particular time or

resource intensive (i.e., large-scale simulations).

Logs

Computational workflows typically produce informative output that can be captured in logs.

Output often includes informative messages, warnings, and errors that may (or may not)

related to the reproducibility of results. Capturing log output in the simple form of messages

printed to standard output or standard error provide essential information for the review

and verification process. Logs indicate which warnings and errors were present during the

official run and whether they were ignored by the author. Log output from the execution

that produced the reported results should be included in the package.

Results

Results reported in the manuscript must be provided either in the package or through ref-

erence to the manuscript itself. Ideally, the results are included either as data files or tables
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and figures generated by the provided scripts and workflow. Providing the results as part of

the package allows for comparability during the assessment process.

Results Provenance

The relationship between results and the code and data used to generate them must be clearly

specified. Results provenance can be specified via narrative or, more ideally, code/comments

or annotations or the use of a provenance capture tool.

Environment

The package should provide details of the computational environment sufficient to repro-

duce the results. The environment may be described via narrative or, more ideally, through

structured specification and virtual machine or container image. The environment may be

contained in the package, cited/references (with version and access date) or described via

an access protocol if non-public. The environment description includes all information that

may impact reproducibility of results including software dependencies, compilers, operating

systems, and hardware including versions and configuration settings. The environment de-

scription may include runtime state information, if relevant. The Whole Tale project has

concluded that preserving the image (e.g., VM or container) ensures that the exact versions

of installed software are available for the reproducibility assessment process as well as any

future uses of the published package. The specification (or recipe) supplements the pre-

served image with the information that the author felt was most important to their work.

However, images are typically quite large and resource-constrained repositories may have

concerns about retaining complete environments. In this case the specification is acceptable,

as long as it is recognized that they may not produce the exact environment.
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Resource requirements

The package should include resources requirements required to complete the reproduction

process including memory, cores, nodes, disk space requirements and estimated runtimes.

Resource requirements can be provided narratively or through a structured specification

(e.g., job submission script).

Experimental context

Some studies may require additional information about the experimental context. For ex-

ample, the AEA requires authors to provide information about the complete experimental

workflow including design summary, subject selection, data collection, etc. SC requires in-

formation about evaluation and metrics. Information about the experimental context may

be include as part of the package or referenced externally.

Versions

Packages may be revised during the review and verification process or after a paper has

been published. Because of this, it is important that the package be versioned and that the

package retains this information.

Certification

Papers with packages that undergo review or verification are generally assigned some indi-

cator such as a certification note or badge. The certification is important meta-information

about both the paper and the verified version of the package. This information is generally

not author-provided and is included as part of the pre-publication review workflow. Cer-

tifications should link to externally published information including associated policy and

review workflow documentation. It should be possible for a future reader to identify certified

papers and packages along with the processes that were used for certification.
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Review provenance

The review and verification process results in the certification that provided package was

used at a point in time to reproduce the results reported in the manuscript according to

initiative policies and guidelines. The package version should include information about the

verification including when it was conducted, who performed the review, how long it took,

as well as any errors encountered. Ideally this information is made public, but there may be

reasons to keep some of it private (e.g., protecting the identity of reviewers). However, this

information proves useful in understand the operational factors that effect review times.

License and copyright

License and copyright information should be provided for all elements of the package. Al-

though not strictly required for reproducibility assessment, license and copyright are im-

portant for future reusability. All packages should contain relevant code license, content

copyright, and data copyright information.

7.5.2 Elements in context

Each of the elements described in the previous section contribute to computational trans-

parency and reproducibility in different ways. Figure 7.1 illustrates the relationship between

the various elements. Information about the computational environment and resource re-

quirements are necessary to provision and configure (or access) the computational setup

required for reproduction. The environment is necessary to execute the computational

workflow, which requires software and data, and produces results and log outputs. The

workflow defines the results provenance, which may be captured automatically using the

same computational environment or specified manually. The results, logs, and provenance

information can be used to compare the reproduction to the author’s original outputs. If

the author provides a reproducible document, the document creation process can also be
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used as a source of provenance. The figures and tables in the paper can be traced back

to the workflow, software, and data used to create them. Other elements are not central

to the reproduction, but are essential to understandability and reusability of the provided

package. These elements are represented in the diagram as outside of the primary context

for reproduction. Descriptive metadata is used primarily for discoverability and attribution.

Accurate codebooks or related data documentation are necessary to understand variables

used in the workflow. License and copyright information indicate how future researchers

may reuse elements of the published package.

Figure 7.1: Elements in context: How research compendia elements relate to
computational reproducibility.

7.5.3 Expanding the research compendium concept

Publishing computational research requires a variety of tools and infrastructure. Researchers

have their own research environments or leverage shared computational infrastructure (e.g.,

campus, cloud, or national computing resources). They use different manuscript author-

ing systems. They may rely on version control systems for collaboration both on software

and manuscripts. Editors and publishers rely on editorial submission and review systems,

production publishing infrastructure, digital libraries, and research data archives. Research
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compendia, Research Objects, Binders, Capsules, SciUnits, ReproZips and Tales are all

examples of packaging and dissemination formats that would need to fit into researcher,

editorial, and publishing workflows and infrastructure to support the studied initiative’s

policies and workflows.

Each of these formats highlights different elements of computational transparency and

reproducibility. Some focus on reproducible documents while others foreground computa-

tional workflows, capturing the computational environment, provenance information, as well

as metadata and linked-data representations. Each also relates differently to the research

infrastructure ecosystem. Some are designed to work with researcher tools and authoring

environments; others with editorial and review workflows; or digital libraries and research

data archives. To choose one format as the basis of this analysis would seem to foreground

its strengths over those of another. Because Binders, Capsules, SciUnits, ReproZips and

Tales all relate to specific platforms and implementations, they are not sufficiently general

to serve as the basis of a conceptual model. Research compendia, as originally conceived

by Gentleman and Temple Lang and extended by Marwick et al., are publication-centric

and seem to imply the inclusion of the reproducible document. Research Objects are highly

metadata-centric, focusing more on the technical representation via linked-data approaches

than on what is being represented and why.

For the studied initiatives, two requirements stand out among the others. First, the

packaged artifacts relate directly to the results reported in a single publication, whether

or not the publication is included as a reproducible documented or referenced externally.

The relationship between the packaged artifacts and publication are central. Second, the

provided package must be assessable and/or verifiable through the expanded peer review

process. This means that the package will likely undergo changes during the review process

prior to being accepted or certified and, perhaps more importantly, pass through existing

peer-review infrastructure.

While the concept of the Research Object is intuitive and compelling, its use implies a
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particular linked-data approach and seemingly foregrounds semantics over modeling. On

the other hand, the research compendium concept, because of it’s focus on the publication,

seems better suited as a starting point for an expanded conceptualization. Marwick et al’s

notion of the compendium adds information about the computational environment as well

as dissemination via version control systems and archival repositories. Ideally, these two

different approaches will eventually merge.

Relationship to the manuscript

A research compendium corresponds directly to a single publication and is, in a sense, an

extension of original publication. Because compendia will be assessed or verified, they are

also part of the extension of the publication and review process. The compendium inherits

many attributes from the publication including authors7, title, description, funding agencies,

etc. The compendium and manuscript may be versioned independently. Not all changes

to the manuscript require changes to the compendium or vice versa. Ideally, compendia

share metadata with the publication and are bi-directionally linked. Compendia may have

additional metadata not present for the publication and some differences, such as a primary

contact.

Relationship to editorial review

The compendium will be part of the peer review process. For the studied initiatives, pack-

aged artifacts are typically not assessed until after the paper has been provisionally accepted.

Authors are generally required to submit via conventional supplemental information mecha-

nisms or via external systems. As such, draft compendia will benefit from the same handling

as manuscripts, such as restricted access during review.

7It is possible that authors of the compendium and particularly the corresponding author could differ
from the publication.
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Relationship to archival repositories

Research compendia are well-suited to storage in archival repositories and many existing

repository platforms already support some of the capabilities described above. Repository

platforms support basic descriptive metadata and provide integration with journal review

and publishing environments. However, compendia are often seen as objects deposited in

repositories, not as central to the repository model. Today, Binders, SciUnits, ReproZips,

and Tales are typically published as compressed zip files included in an archival record or

package. A more powerful approach would be for the compendium to be the archival record

or package. A reviewer or future researcher could download a self-contained version of

the archival package that would represent the complete compendium including descriptive

metadata and information about the assessment or verification process. Archivists and

curators could operate on the research compendium both inside and outside of the repository

platform where metadata and provenance information could be maintained.

Relationship to digital libraries

As an extension of the paper, compendia have many characteristics that are useful for

discovery. For example, information about the programming languages used or details of

the verification process (e.g., badges assigned) may be helpful for the identification of papers

of interest to researchers. Today, there is generally a disconnect between digital library

and archival discovery services. For example, metadata about artifacts published in archival

repositories such as Dataverse, OpenICSPR, and Zenodo are rarely discoverable via publisher

search engines. It is not possible, for example, to search within the Wiley system for AJPS

articles that have undergone verification. The user must be knowledgable of both the digital

library and repository systems.
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Figure 7.2: Research compendium as a mediating information object informed by
discipline-specific norms; reproducibility audit workflows; technical infrastructure; and
archival repositories

Research compendium as a mediating information object

In this chapter I looked at the characteristics of tools and related packaging formats that

enable computational transparency and reproducibility and considered how these character-

istics relate to the assessment process and requirements of the seven initiatives. While the

initiatives provide detailed guidance on the information required from authors, they provide

limited direction on how artifacts should be packaged for review and dissemination. The

primary tool required by the initiatives is the research data repository, largely because of

the commitment to long-term archiving, issuing of persistent identifiers, and in some cases

existing integrations with editorial and publishing processes. Virtualization and provenance

capture technologies have had limited adoption across the seven initiatives, but could pos-

sibly simplify the process of packaging and review. Nascent metadata standards, such as

RO-Crate [240], present the best option for the description, encapsulation, and dissemination

of complex research artifacts.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

Many research communities concerned with the rigor or trustworthiness of computational

results are exploring approaches to improving or ensuring the reproducibility of published

research. A general assumption, as evidenced by the studied initiatives, has been that the

solution is to expand the peer review process to include the assessment of computational

artifacts and results. The research presented in this dissertation aims to further our un-

derstanding of how some communities are leveraging peer review to ensure computational

reproducibility as well as the social and technological challenges that they face. This is

achieved through the investigation of the following research questions:

• RQ1. How are computational transparency and computational reproducibility opera-

tionalized through publication reproducibility audits?

• RQ2. What are the characteristics of research artifacts that make them computation-

ally reproducible (or irreproducible)?

• RQ3. What are the characteristics of tools and packaging formats that enable compu-

tational transparency and reproducibility?

In this chapter, I summarize the key findings followed by a discussion of the implications

of this research and future research directions.

8.1 Summary of key findings

RQ1: Computational transparency and reproducibility are operationalized through policies

and review workflows, which are affected by both social and technical factors. Organiza-
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tionally, all of the initiatives have introduced specific new editorial roles responsible for the

development and enactment of new policies. The policies define the information required of

authors and criteria for assessment, while other key operational decisions determine when the

review is conducted, what is assessed, and by whom. In a remarkable similarity, in all seven

initiatives the review process is conducted post-acceptance, such that the reproducibility

review has no material effect on the acceptance decision. This is likely to encourage com-

munity buy-in while minimizing the impact of the new policies on the publication review

process. The initiatives differ with respect to policy mandates, which determine whether the

assessment process is uniformly applied. Opt-in policies reduce the risk of push-back or a

negative impact on submissions, allowing initiatives to scale up as demand increases within

the community, but also risk selectivity-bias as participating authors are already confident

in the quality of their work. Additional central differences can be seen in what is reproduced

and by whom. The initiatives vary from the assessment of materials only to full reproduc-

tions of results. They also rely on reviewers with different degrees of expertise, including

undergraduate students, graduate students, practitioners and peers.

RQ2: Core factors impacting computational reproducibility are shared across the initia-

tives, but vary by type of research. I identify four core factors impacting computational

reproducibility including: complete documentation of the computational workflow; accessi-

bility of precise versions of software and data used in the generation of results; sufficient

information about the computational environment to enable reproduction; and long-term

accessibility of research artifacts. While initiatives policies may include other requirements,

these four factors are essential to enabling reproduction and reproducibility assessment.

How materials are made accessible depends on whether the research relies on private or pro-

tected resources (e.g., data, software, or hardware). In this case, authors cannot provide the

materials directly but can be required to provide detailed access protocols describing how

someone with appropriate permissions can gain access. Private resources are no longer an

exclusion, but may impede the reproducibility assessment process. What constitutes “suffi-
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cient information about the computational environment” varies by the type of research being

conducted. Configuration and versions of operating systems, dependent software, hardware

or even networks may play an important role. In some research areas, system runtime state

may also be an important factor in reproducibility. The depth of information required to

describe the “environment” differs across these cases, but is similar across different types

of research. A political scientist conducting research using a high-performance computing

environment will likely require different types of information than a colleague working on

their laptop.

RQ3: There are material gaps in existing and available infrastructure. Returning to the

four core factors discussed above, many technical solutions exist to support authors in the

dissemination of reproducible computational research artifacts. Scientific workflow automa-

tion systems, reproducible documents, automated provenance capture, and virtualization

technologies can be used to provide detailed information about the computational workflow,

software, data, and computational environment used in the generation of results. However,

these tools are largely unused in the current initiatives. Currently, initiatives are focused on

technical infrastructure required for reproducibility assessment. The editorial and publishing

infrastructure central to the manuscript peer review process are not well-suited for repro-

ducibility review. As a result, several initiatives have developed custom infrastructure to

support the tracking and review process. Additionally, initiatives face challenges in gaining

access to the computational resources and licenses required to conduct reproductions.

8.2 Generalizability of findings

I believe that the findings from this investigation have broader implications beyond the

studied initiatives, despite the common critique that case study research is not generalizable.

As in most case study research, this investigation suffers from a small sample size. However,

the qualitative case study approach has allowed me to analyze in depth the individual cases
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and the many complexities that underlie their implementations. The specific cases were

selected because they are representative of similar initiatives within their respective fields.

As such, the basic framework for analysis and reported findings should be transferable to

other initiatives with similar organization types.

Any new or existing reproducibility initiative will have the same key characteristics as

those identified in this study. They must define an organizational structure for reproducibil-

ity review; determine who will conduct the review, at what depth, and how they are incen-

tivized. They must establish a policy and mandate and make specific decisions about review

workflows and infrastructures that will be shaped by their current organization. While the

analysis of more reproducibility initiatives may expand our understanding of some of these

characteristics, the basic framework for analysis can still be applied

Similarly, the framework and findings described in Chapter 6 for the analysis of the re-

producibility of research artifacts is also transferable to other initiatives. A central finding

of this investigation is that, despite the broad differences between the selected cases, the

factors involved in the assessment of computational reproducibility are remarkably similar.

Not only is the framework for analysis applicable to initiatives that are not part of this

study, but I expect that the identified core factors involved computational reproducibility

apply beyond the studied cases.

The normative guidelines presented in Chapter 10 reflect my belief that the findings from

this study can be applied to new reproducibility initiatives across the sciences. These guide-

lines are intended to support journal and conference leadership; tools and infrastructure

developers; and funding bodies to better understand how decisions about the operational-

ization of the reproducibility review process impact our understanding of what is meant by

‘reproducibility.’
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8.3 Next Steps

While promising, these initiatives and associated infrastructure advancements have not yet

been proven to have desired effects on research quality or trustworthiness. I conclude this

dissertation with proposals for possible next steps based on the results of this study. First,

further efforts should be made to study whether the initiative policies and associated tools

are having the desired effects on research quality before advocating for widespread adoption.

Second, further studies should investigate whether advancements in reproducibility tools and

infrastructure 1) improve the long-term reproducibility of computational research artifacts

and 2) reduce the burden on authors, reviewers, and related stakeholders in the audit pro-

cess. Initiatives such as those currently implemented by AEA or APSA journals present ideal

opportunities to study both the effects of reproducibility audits on research quality and the

potential effects of tools and infrastructure advancements on the audit process. Both com-

munities have an extensive history of implementing and evaluating policy changes intended

to improve reproducibility and replicability of published research. The AEA initiative is

ambitious, open, and largely intended to inform other initiatives within the social sciences.

As academic societies with centralized reproducibility assessment operations, it presents a

unique opportunity to address both proposed studies.

The AEA initiative presents a unique opportunity in terms of both scale and mandate.

Funding efforts to measure the effect of different approaches in cooperation with the AEA

would provide maximum benefit. It seems likely that authors will minimize the effort they

put into packaging their work for review (hence the high-frequency of errors). Infrastructure

that supports the verification of computational reproducibility should therefore minimize

both 1) author effort in complying with journal policies and 2) reviewer time required while

also 3) maximizing the long-term technical reproducibility of the provided artifacts. Authors

will only adopt a new tool or convention if the value exceeds the cost of learning it. Similarly,

reviewers are unlikely to spend time learning new tools unless they simplify the review
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process. It will help if tools are accepted community wide.

The focus on computational reproducibility, while seemingly pragmatic, may prove coun-

terproductive in the long run. The true measures of success of these and related initiatives

is whether they impact the quality and trustworthiness of reported results. The ultimate

measure may be the rate of true replications enabled by these initiatives. Following the ex-

ample of Berry et al. [32], we might expect higher rates of true replications – and successful

replications – when studies are based on earlier work with verified reproducible artifacts.
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Chapter 9

Epilogue

Reproducibility1, it is often argued, is a cornerstone of science and central to the process

of establishing scientific facts. “Non-reproducible single occurrences,” the philosopher Karl

Popper once noted, “are of no significance to science” [220]. However, there is a well-

recognized paradox in many scientific fields today. While published studies are expected

to be reproducible, most scientists do not reproduce the results of others or read about

reproductions [43, 90, 187]. Journals are also unlikely to accept exact reproductions unless

they are part of extensions that provide new information. As noted by Casadevall & Fang

[43], this bedrock assumption of science is rarely tested and generally lies in our trust in the

ability and integrity of individual researchers and systems.

9.1 Trust but Verify

Trust is essential to science and scientific knowledge production [118, 274]. Progress in re-

search depends on the willingness of others to believe and accept new knowledge as reliable

and trustworthy. Sources of epistemic trust include trust in methods as well as trust in

individuals [68, 274]. The scholarly communications process determines the amount and

types of information that researchers are required to provide for their results to be assessed

and deemed trustworthy. The process of peer review has over time become central to the

determination of trust in scientific results and remains one of the most important factors for

determining the quality and trustworthiness of research today [261]. Through this process,

reviewers assert their confidence in the impact as well as potential reproducibility, replicabil-

1In the broadest sense of the word.
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ity, and trustworthiness of reported results – generally without undertaking a reproduction

or replication themselves.

To address concerns about the trustworthiness of the results of computational research,

the seven initiatives investigated in this study have each made changes to the peer review

process and in each case increased the information required of authors in order for their

work to be published. These initiatives suggest that there is a distinct value to science

for researchers who leverage computational and data-driven methods to adhere to practices

that ensure reproducibility of results and to make available the materials that underlie

claims for assessment. However, there is a duality to these efforts. On one hand, they are

concerned with changing researcher practice to improve the quality and trustworthiness of

computational research while, on the other, they are concerned with protecting the integrity

of published research independent of researcher practice.

By expanding the peer review process, these initiatives provide new incentives for authors

to disseminate reproducible computational research artifacts. This can be seen as an attempt

to correct a misalignment in current incentive structures. If researchers will not voluntarily

adopt these practices, then the mechanisms of peer review and pre-publication assessment

can be used to enforce some degree of transparency and reproducibility in their work.

For communities interested in adopting similar policies and practices, there is no blueprint,

but the studied initiatives can serve as examples. They have each faced challenges in com-

munity readiness; gaps in social and technical infrastructure; and made different decisions

concerning the operationalization of review workflows. The results of this study demonstrate

a high degree of overlap in policies and requirements of authors and suggest an opportunity

for the development of general policies and technical requirements for dissemination.

This study has presented an in-depth exploration of the seven initiatives. In Chapter 5,

I considered the question of why and how each initiative operationalizes the reproducibility

assessment process. In Chapter 6, I explored the characteristics of research artifacts that

contribute to computational reproducibility. Finally, in Chapter 7, I looked at how different
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tools, infrastructure, and packaging formats enable computational reproducibility and may

aid the reproducibility assessment process. In this chapter, I consider the implications of my

findings for research communities considering the adoption of the NASEM recommendations

as well as tool and infrastructure developers.

9.1.1 The Duality of Computational Reproducibility

Broadly speaking, efforts encouraging or requiring reproducible computational research fall

into two categories: those concerned with improving research quality and trustworthiness

through changing researcher practice and those concerned with protecting the integrity of

research at the point of publication.

Many have argued that computational reproducibility should be the standard for all com-

putational work across the sciences [81, 157, 213, 252]. It serves the interest of the researcher,

their collaborators, and future readers. However, due to the misalignment of incentive struc-

tures discussed below, many researchers do not adhere to these practices voluntarily. Re-

search outlets, such as those at the center of this study, enforce computational reproducibility

independent of individual researcher practice. While these initiatives may hope to influence

practice, they do not take on the burden of enforcement for the benefit of the author. They

do it to protect their identity and the integrity of the research that they publish.

This distinction underlies Peng [209] and Leek & Peng’s [161] critiques of reproducible

computational research. If the goal is to increase the quality and trustworthiness of compu-

tational research, then enforcement at the point of publication is too late. They argue that

efforts would be better spent improving researcher education – the “preventative” approach.

However, outlets concerned with the quality of computational research published today can-

not wait for the effects of broad-base educational initiatives. They instead leverage existing

incentive and enforcement mechanisms through the expansion of the peer review process.
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9.1.2 Correcting Misaligned Incentive Structures

Advocates for computational transparency and computational reproducibility have recog-

nized that these activities require significant changes to community norms and academic

incentive structures [252]. For researchers, preparing reproducible computational artifacts

for dissemination requires effort that is often unrewarded and takes away time that can be

spent on new activities. The studied reproducibility initiatives are attempting to change this

equation by encouraging or requiring authors to provision reproducible artifacts. In doing

so, they have had to also address the incentives for their own reproducibility reviews.

As discussed in Chapter 2, economists have been studying the incentive structures related

to computational reproducibility and replicability for decades. In their study of the absence

of replications in empirical economics research, Feigenbaum & Levy [90] describe the pow-

erful disincentives for authors to share high-quality materials and conclude that journals

would need to increase the information required of authors for materials to be made avail-

able. Mirowski & Sklivas [187] suggest that increasing true replications might require paying

replicators or requiring apprentice researchers to attempt replications in the course of their

training.

Even today, evidence suggests that only a small number of researchers will voluntarily

provide computationally reproducible research artifacts. Table 2.1 looks at the rates of

voluntary participation within the SIGMOD initiative, which was relatively high when the

initiative began ( 70% of accepted papers participated) but steadily decreased over time to

less than 10%. In the current study, the voluntary initiatives (Biostatistics, TOMs) have

had remarkably low participation rates with fewer than 5 over a multi-year period. Those

with mandatory policies have necessarily had higher compliance rates, but have also had to

address the high-cost of the reproducibility assessment process.

Incentives for conducting the reproducibility assessment differ depending on how the re-

view process is operationalized. Full reproductions require considerable effort and create
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an additional burden for the average peer reviewer. Increasing the workload on traditional

reviewers to include reproducibility assessment risks additional “reviewer fatigue” [39, 249].

Initiatives have addressed this in one of three ways. They have 1) engaged students or paid

professionals to undertake full reproductions, 2) minimized the information required for re-

view (e.g., appendices), or 3) implemented opt-in policies to limit the number of reviews.

This is likely because there is limited value to peers in the systematic reproduction of all

accepted research. Further engagement of students or apprentice researchers may provide

a solution to the incentive problem, but comes with additional risks. They may be more

susceptible to bias or risk damaging future careers by challenging the work of more senior

scientists.

All seven of the studied cases are exploring ways to change norms and incentive structures

for their researchers and communities. It is the policies adopted by journals and conferences

and changes to peer review that appear to be having the largest impact. As has been

discussed previously, changes to policies work within current incentive structures and provide

a needed forcing function. The journals and conferences are incentivized to require authors

to provide additional information and to expand the review process in order to protect their

own integrity and identity. Authors are incentivized to provide required materials in order

to have their work published.

9.1.3 Factors in Community Readiness

NASEM recommendation 6-4 states that journals should “consider ways to ensure compu-

tational reproducibility” while acknowledging “technological and practical challenges.” In

addition to the incentive structures discussed above, any new initiative attempting to im-

plement this recommendation should understand both the social and technological factors

in community readiness.

The studied initiatives represent the latest developments in decades-long community ef-

forts to address concerns about computational research quality and trustworthiness. While
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recent policy changes may be motivated by the “reproducibility crisis” narrative, they are

largely made possible by groundwork already laid within each community, including both

social and technical infrastructure.

The success of these initiatives is due in part to substantial “cultural inertia” and a

ready “installed base” [247]. Members of many of these communities have long debated the

merits of publishing reproducible computational research [66, 81, 145, 154, 214]. They have

adopted previous policies related to software review [93] as well as code and data availability

[10, 30, 184, 276] and rely on advancements in related technical infrastructure, including

research data repositories. Five of the initiatives (AEA, AJPS, JASA-ACS, SC, TOMS)

have coincided with broader community and association efforts including changes to ethics

guidelines with respect to research transparency and reproducibility.

9.1.4 Gaps in Infrastructure

In recommendation 6-3, the NASEM report suggests that funding agencies consider further

investment in the development of tools and infrastructure in support of computational repro-

ducibility as well as training and outreach for researchers to leverage them in their work. As

detailed in Chapter 7, there are a wide variety of existing tools designed to improve or sim-

plify the process of conducting and packaging reproducible computational research artifacts,

but they are largely unused in the studied initiatives. The most widely used tools include ed-

itorial and publishing infrastructure, archival repositories, and computational infrastructure

for re-execution.

In the context of publication reproducibility audits, editorial and publishing infrastructure

is central. As detailed in Chapter 5, the requirement of authors to submit computational

artifacts and the introduction of new review roles and workflows has exposed gaps in current

editorial infrastructure. Widely used tools such as Editorial Manager and ScholarOne lack

many of the capabilities required for the review and verification of computational materials.

They lack facilities to manage and review data and code and assume that reviewers are part
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of the standard peer review process. As a result, several initiatives have developed custom

tools and workflows to manage review, tracking, reporting, and author communications.

This suggests an opportunity to invest in new infrastructure that incorporates the lessons

learned from these initiatives.

All seven of the studied initiatives rely heavily on existing archival infrastructure. Re-

search data repositories including Dataverse, OpenICSPR, Zenodo, and Mendeley Data are

central to initiative policies and also voluntarily used by authors. These mature repositories

provide storage and assurances for long-term archiving and preservation along with issuing

persistent identifiers required for linking to publications. They reduce burden on authors,

associations, and publishers for maintaining long-term access to published materials. While

some repositories include features for integration with editorial and publishing workflows,

they generally lack capabilities required for assessing computational reproducibility. Per the

related recommendation 6-5, funding agencies should continue investment in the expansion

of capabilities in these existing platforms.

Initiatives that perform full reproductions rely on the availability of computational re-

sources provided by reviewer host institutions. In the cases of the AEA and AJPS, these

resources are currently provided Cornell and UNC respectively. Reviewers and verifiers have

access to institutional resources including virtual machines, batch compute clusters, licensed

software as well as technical support resources. The other initiatives rely on host institutions

for individual reviewers and provide no centralized resources. There is an opportunity to

leverage existing investment in national research computing infrastructure in support of the

reproducibility assessment. For example, NSF Jetstream and XSEDE could provide man-

aged access to many of the same resources used by researchers for the review and assessment

process.

Many of the specialized tools developed for computational reproducibility (see Chapter 7)

have the potential to reduce author or reviewer burden while also improving computational

reproducibility. Scientific workflow platforms, automated provenance capture systems, as
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well as container and virtualization technologies simplify the complex processes of workflow

re-execution and capturing details of the computational environment. It is notable that

many of these tools are not widely used as part of current initiatives nor have their effect on

either reproducibility or efficiency been studied. This suggests an opportunity for funding

agencies to support research into the application of these new technologies in the context of

current audit initiatives. For example, it may be possible to study whether the use of these

tools may reduce burden on authors or reviewers in cooperation with initiatives, such as the

AEA or AJPS.

9.1.5 Opportunities for General Policies and Packaging Formats

In recommendation 4-1, the NASEM report details the information required of authors to

ensure the reproducibility of computational results. As detailed in Chapters 5, 6, and 7, all

seven of the studied initiatives have highly overlapping policies and requirements for authors.

Key differences can be seen when addressing private or proprietary resources; computational

scale and complexity; and what constitutes the computational environment. While the depth

of information required for individual elements may differ, it should be possible to create a

general set of standard guidelines that can be used to compose community- or journal-specific

policies and checklists.

As discussed in Chapter 6, accessibility of data, software, and hardware resources is essen-

tial to the reproduction process. However, there are legitimate cases for restricting access

to each. For example, human subjects information and proprietary software and hardware

may limit who is able to access resources required for reproduction. The AEA initiative

introduces the concept of the “access protocol” for protected information. This same notion

is applicable for other types of resources. In the absence of direct access, researchers can

provide detailed information about how an authorized individual can gain access.

As evident in the original JMCB study, all disciplines are likely to face issues of computa-

tional scale. Large-scale modeling on state-of-the-art computational resources can be found
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in all areas of research and will face the same challenges when assessing reproducibility. Ini-

tiatives such as the AEA and AJPS will benefit from the experience and expertise of the IS,

TOMS, and SC initiatives when considering how to approach the assessment of the results

of studies where full reproduction is impractical or impossible.

Details of the computational environment are also central to the reproduction process, but

the level of detail required depends on the nature of the research and the types of resources

required. In general, reproducing the results of small-scale computational processes may

require only information about the operating system, common PSEs and related software

dependencies. Systems performance research may require additional information about com-

piler, hardware, and network configurations and even runtime state information. While it is

unlikely that statistical hypothesis tests in the social sciences will ever need runtime state

information, it is likely that performance research across computer science and engineering

would benefit from am common set of requirements.

The requirements outlined in NASEM recommendation 4-1 are broadly applicable. Access

to data, computational workflow and computational environment are common to all seven

initiatives. Where these differ are in the details, which upon inspection also retain much

commonality.

9.1.6 Reproducibility of What, By Whom, What is Gained?

In Chapter 3, I use Radder’s typology [225] and the PRIMAD model [95] to better under-

stand the dimensions of computational reproducibility. These frameworks are the basis for

questions explored in Chapter 5 concerning what is being reproduced by whom and what in-

formation is gained through each of the studied initiatives. The seven cases present a variety

of different approaches to computational reproducibility along these three dimensions.

With respect to what is being reproduced and by whom, the seven initiatives adopt four

different approaches. These include assessments of reproducibility without reproduction,

partial reproductions, full reproductions, and full reproductions with extensions. The repro-
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ducibility assessment process is undertaken by individuals with a wide range of experience

and expertise including peers in the community, expert practitioners, as well as advanced

graduate and even undergraduate students. In all cases, technical and methods knowl-

edge appear to be more important than theoretical knowledge. The traditional peer review

process remains central to determining the theoretical contribution of the work while the

reproducibility review determines only whether materials are effectively made available to

reproduce reported results. In this sense, all but one case (IS) are concerned with Radder’s

“material realization,” where theoretical knowledge is unnecessary, but tacit or technical

knowledge is.

The PRIMAD model was proposed to capture the dimensions of scientific reproducibility

in computing sciences. This is a much broader notion of reproducibility than is presented

in the NASEM report’s definition of “computational reproducibility.” The PRIMAD model

can help clarify the tension between this narrow notion of “computational reproducibility”

and scientific reproducibility in computational sciences. Through the lens of the PRIMAD

model, we can see that six of the seven initiatives are concerned only with assessment and

verification. At most, the actor (A) and possibly platform (P) are changed – although the

change in platform is not necessarily even seen as intentional. A key objective of PRIMAD

is to understand the “information gained from different types of reproducibility” activities.

In the context of PRIMAD, little is gained from these initiatives in terms of new scientific

knowledge other than the confidence that the authors have provided the required informa-

tion. The IS initiative is the only initiative that has adopted other elements of the PRIMAD

model, as invited reviewers are asked to extend the reported research in some way.

9.2 Experiments in Scholarly Publication

The JMCB study was an experiment designed to measure the effect of a journal policy change

on the availability of data and code associated with published research. It is, of course, quite
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unusual for journal editors to approach policy changes as studies themselves. They are more

likely undertaken in response to problems identified by the research community.

Each of the seven initiatives can be seen as a potential experiment in how changes to incen-

tive structures and information requirements of authors impact the availability of materials

and the quality, reproducibility, and trustworthiness of published research. Unfortunately,

they are not designed as such. To do so would require establishing a set of hypotheses and

measures. In the JMCB study, the hypothesis was that the journal policy change would

increase the availability and quality of replication materials. Metrics included the number

of papers that provided materials before and after the change, before and after acceptance

for publication, and replication rates of provided materials.

It is argued but rarely studied that computational reproducibility practices may increase

the impact of both papers and journals. In a small study of citation rates of papers in signal

processing research, Vandewalle [264] suggests that code sharing is associated with increased

citation rates. Anecdotally, editors of three journals in the current study also suggested that

an impact factor increase correlated with the adoption of new policies.

The NASEM report recommendation 6-4 states that journals should “consider ways to

ensure computational reproducibility for publications that make claims based on computa-

tions, to the extent ethically and legally possible.” If the goal is to change researcher norms

and to increase the quality and rigor of published research in the interest of reproducibil-

ity and replicability, journal reproducibility audits are one approach. Certainly mandatory

policies and audit processes will increase the availability of materials in conformance with

policies. However, it is still unclear whether they have the desired effects of either changing

researcher behavior or increasing the overall quality of research. Current initiatives represent

an ideal opportunity to study whether audit processes are worth the cost2.

2[87] reports $180 per article for graduate student reproduction, which is consistent with information
provided by study participants
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Chapter 10

Recommendations for New Initiatives

I close this dissertation with a set of recommendations for communities considering the

adoption of policies and workflows for the verification and dissemination of computational

research artifacts for transparency and reproducibility. As discussed throughout this disser-

tation, the studied initiatives build on foundations established within their communities for

years and decades prior to the adoption of new policies. I also caution that the effects of

these initiatives are still not well understood. While the adoption of reproducibility review

and audit processes seems sensible, whether they improve the quality and trustworthiness

of published research remains to be seen.

A goal of this study is to develop a set of normative guidelines and recommendations for

communities interested in pursuing the development of similar initiatives. Here I present

these recommendations targeting journal editors, conference organizers, and funding agen-

cies.

10.1 Initiatives and Policies

1. Assess community readiness and commitment. While requiring computational

reproducibility may seem like a natural step, it imposes substantial changes on re-

searcher, journal, and reviewer workflows as well as associated infrastructure. Making

this type of change will require significant investment of time, leadership, and a com-

mitment to carry through the vision. Consider the impact of a policy that is later

abandoned due to changes in leadership. Assessment of community readiness or com-

mitment can be conducted informally among publication leadership, through commu-

nity surveys (e.g., [91]), or symposia dedicated to the discussion of policy changes (e.g.,

PS: Political Science & Politics 28:3 and Biostatistics 11:3 discussed below). These
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open discussions can provide a diverse set of viewpoints and a sense of how the broader

community will react to policy changes.

2. Identify motivations. Determine whether your community is more concerned with

the reproducibility of results or software reuse and trustworthiness (or both) in the

development of policies and review workflows. Policies that encourage the development

of re-usable research software do not necessarily require reproducibility of scientific

results. Similarly, policies that enforce the reproducibility of results do not necessarily

require or even encourage the development of re-usable software.

3. Reproducibility of what, by whom? Operationalizing the assessment process will

require you determine whether you intend to undertake reproductions (e.g., re-execute

code and compare results) or assess potential reproducibility (e.g., review provided

materials without actually reproducing results). Additionally, you will need to deter-

mine who conducts the review (e.g., peers, expert practitioners, advanced graduate

students) and how they are incentivized to participate (e.g., editorial role, financial

compensation, goodwill). This will determine or be determined by how important

different types of expertise – technical or theoretical – are deemed important in the

assessment process as well as the availability of financial or other incentives.

4. Publish policies and publication workflows. Develop a clearly written public pol-

icy with both author and reviewer guidelines including provisions for private or confi-

dential resources and handling instances of non-reproducibility. All policies, guidelines,

and workflow documents should be published with persistent identifiers and versioned.

Ideally, all manuscripts and artifacts reviewed under a particular policy version are

linked to that version.

5. Recognize infrastructure gaps. Identify all existing technical infrastructure used

by your journal or conference and understand the gaps. Policies and workflows may be

constrained by infrastructure including publisher and editorial management systems,

digital libraries, and repositories. Many of the cases presented in this study have

developed custom tools and workflows to address limitations in existing infrastructure.

Understand the availability of computational resources and licenses required for re-

execution.

6. Address the “big” and “private”. Include provisions for how to handle research

conducted using large-scale or private computational or data resources. Consider the
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use of access protocols (i.e., documented steps to gain access to resources, even if

difficult) and reduction tests to assess reproducibility where reproduction is difficult.

7. Leverage existing repository infrastructure. Fortunately, mature archival repos-

itory infrastructure exists today and in some cases already has in place some features

to support reproducibility assessment. Platforms such as Dataverse, OpenICSPR and

Zenodo are widely used among existing initiatives.

8. Have “the talk” (or “talks”). Special issues or symposia dedicated to the discus-

sion of policy changes present the opportunity to formally collect community input.

Examples can be found in PS: Political Science & Politics 28:3 and Biostatistics 11:3.

These discussions are also invaluable for other communities considering the adoption

of similar policies and practices.

9. Instrument the review process and measure policy effect. There are many

ways to measure the effect of policy changes. Operational metrics include the number

of papers assessed under a given policy, amount of time required to conduct the assess-

ment, amount of time added to the publication process, number of resubmissions, and

the type and magnitude of errors. By instrumenting the review process and publishing

anonymized data, it may be possible to assess the effect of your and similar policies

on the research and publication process.

10.2 Information Standards and Packaging Formats

Table 10.1 presents a summary of recommended guidelines to include in computational

reproducibility policies. I propose that a general set of guidelines could be developed by a

multi-disciplinary body to reduce the burden of new initiatives in devising comprehensive

policies and communicate broadly effective strategies across communities.
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Factor Description
Manifest Name and description of all artifacts required to complete the reproduction process

including all files in the “package” and references to any external artifacts (e.g.,
referenced data, software, workflows, protocols, etc).

Workflow Complete computational workflow must be clearly described either narratively,
through a master script, or other workflow submission protocol. For experimental
work, the documented workflow may require information about non-computational
steps.

Software All author-developed software required to complete the reproduction process must
be accessible either directly or through a well-defined access protocol.

Data All original and externally references data required to complete the reproduction
process must be accessible either directly, through citation (including version), or
through a well-defined access protocol. This includes any source data used to
generate analysis datasets used in the final results. All data must be accompanied
by a codebook or similar documentation describing variables with accurate labels.

Environment The complete computational environment required for reproduction must be
accessible or well-documented. This includes details about any dependent software,
operating system, compilers, or hardware details that may impact the results,
including specific versions and settings for each. Required resources (disk space,
memory, cores, running time) and runtime state (single user, hot/cold cache, process
pinning) may also be required. Detailed installation and configuration
documentation, an image of the environment (e.g., VM or Docker) or protocol
describing how to gain access to an existing system are required for the reproduction
process.

Experimental
context

The discipline-specific experimental context including experimental design, subject
selection, evaluation methods, and metrics.

Results For reproducibility assessment, the primary results must be provided for
comparison. Results may be in the form of references to tables, figures, and in-text
analytical claims in the associated manuscript or as separately packaged artifacts
(e.g., images or data files).

Provenance The relationship between all code and data to the results must be provided.
Provenance may be described narratively, in the manifest, or through
comments/annotations in the source code.

Trustworthiness In the absence of the ability to conduct a full reproduction, information to
understand steps taken by authors to ensure the validity of their work.

Publication The complete set of artifacts (including access protocols for private or proprietary
resources) should be published to an appropriate archival repository. Links should
be made between the published paper and associated artifacts. Ideally, both the
paper and published artifacts include information about the assessment process,
such as links to the specific version of the policy and guidelines used for evaluation.

Table 10.1: Summary of recommended guidelines for computational reproducibility
initiative policies
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Appendix A

NASEM Recommendations

This appendix provides the text of the four recommendations (4-1, 6-3, 6-4, 6-5) from the

National Academics of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine’s Committee (NASEM) on Re-

producibility and Replicability in Science [199] that are the focus of the study presented here.

RECOMMENDATION 4-1

To help ensure the reproducibility of computational results, researchers should
convey clear, specific, and complete information about any computational meth-
ods and data products that support their published results in order to enable
other researchers to repeat the analysis, unless such information is restricted
by non-public data policies. That information should include the data, study
methods, and computational environment:

1. the input data used in the study either in extension (e.g., a text file or
a binary) or in intension (e.g., a script to generate the data), as well as
intermediate results and output data for steps that are nondeterministic
and cannot be reproduced in principle;

2. a detailed description of the study methods (ideally in executable form)
together with its computational steps and associated parameters; and

3. information about the computational environment where the study was orig-
inally executed, such as operating system, hardware architecture, and li-
brary dependencies (which are relationships described in and managed by
a software dependency manager tool to mitigate problems that occur when
installed software packages have dependencies on specific versions of other
software packages).

RECOMMENDATION 6-3
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Funding agencies and organizations should consider investing in research and
development of open-source, usable tools and infrastructure that support repro-
ducibility for a broad range of studies across different domains in a seamless
fashion. Concurrently, investments would be helpful in outreach to inform and
train researchers on best practices and how to use these tools.

RECOMMENDATION 6-4

Journals should consider ways to ensure computational reproducibility for pub-
lications that make claims based on computations, to the extent ethically and
legally possible. Although ensuring such reproducibility prior to publication
presents technological and practical challenges for researchers and journals, new
tools might make this goal more realistic. Journals should make every reasonable
effort to use these tools, make clear and enforce their transparency requirements,
and increase the reproducibility of their published articles.

RECOMMENDATION 6-5

In order to facilitate the transparent sharing and availability of digital artifacts,
such as data and code, for its studies, the National Science Foundation (NSF)
should:

1. Develop a set of criteria for trusted open repositories to be used by the
scientific community for objects of the scholarly record.

2. Seek to harmonize with other funding agencies the repository criteria and
data-management plans for scholarly objects.

3. Endorse or consider creating code and data repositories for long-term archiv-
ing and preservation of digital artifacts that support claims made in the
scholarly record based on NSF-funded research. These archives could be
based at the institutional level or be part of, and harmonized with, the
NSF-funded Public Access Repository.

4. Consider extending NSF’s current data-management plan to include other
digital artifacts, such as software.

5. Work with communities reliant on non-public data or code to develop al-
ternative mechanisms for demonstrating reproducibility
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Through these repository criteria, NSF would enable discoverability and stan-
dards for digital scholarly objects and discourage an undue proliferation of reposi-
tories, perhaps through endorsing or providing one go-to website that could access
NSF-approved repositories.
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Appendix B

IRB Materials

This appendix includes the Institutional Review Board (IRB) materials for this study includ-

ing exempt determination, recruitment materials, informed consent, and interview protocol.
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Notice of Exempt Determination 
October 4, 2019 
 

Principal Investigator Victoria Stodden 
CC Craig Willis  
Protocol Title Investigation of methods of verification and dissemination of 

computational research artifacts for transparency and reproducibility 
Protocol Number 20248 
Funding Source Unfunded 
Review Category Exempt 2 (ii) 
Determination Date October 4, 2019 
Closure Date October 3, 2024 
  

  
This letter authorizes the use of human subjects in the above protocol. The University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign Office for the Protection of Research Subjects (OPRS) has reviewed your application and 
determined the criteria for exemption have been met.  
 
The Principal Investigator of this study is responsible for: 

• Conducting research in a manner consistent with the requirements of the University and federal 
regulations found at 45 CFR 46. 

• Requesting approval from the IRB prior to implementing major modifications. 
• Notifying OPRS of any problems involving human subjects, including unanticipated events, 

participant complaints, or protocol deviations. 
• Notifying OPRS of the completion of the study. 

 
Changes to an exempt protocol are only required if substantive modifications are requested and/or the 
changes requested may affect the exempt status. 

 

B.1 Exempt Determination
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Recruitment strategy 
● Purposive sample from target communities  

○ Current or past reproducibility editors (journal) or organizers (conferences) 
○ Publisher representatives 
○ Individual involved in actual verification of published artifacts including 

reproducibility editors, verifiers, etc. 
● Interviewees must be central to and knowledgable about the definition and 

operationalization of the publication audit process 
 

Recruitment email 
Dear [Participant], 
  
I am conducting a study as part of my dissertation exploring publication reproducibility 
audits for computational research, working with Dr. Victoria Stodden at the iSchool at the 
University of Illinois. I understand that you [are/were] involved in the 
[organization/initiative] and would be very interested in talking with you.  
 
If you agree to participate, I will interview you via zoom for approximately 1 hour. During 
the interview, I will ask questions about [organization/initiative] and your perspective on 
publication reproducibility audits, computational transparency, reproducibility, and 
verification. This interview will be scheduled at your convenience. 
 
Please let me know if you are interested in participating. If so, I will send you more study 
information. 
 
Thank you for helping to advance our understanding of computational reproducibility. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Craig Willis 
Doctoral candidate 
School of Information Sciences 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Institutional Review Board

Determination Date October 4, 2019 
Closure Date October 3, 2024 

IRB #20248

B.2 Recruitment Materials
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Investigation of methods of verification and dissemination of computational research 
artifacts for transparency and reproducibility 

 
Study Information Email 

 
 

Attachment: Study consent form 
 
Dear [Participant’s Name] 
 

Thank you for your interest in participating in an interview for our study of publication 
reproducibility audit processes. 
 
The purpose of the interview is to learn about your organization's reproducibility initiative to 
better understand the motivations, challenges, and factors affecting the adoption and 
operationalization of reproducibility audits. 
 
Participation will involve an interview of approximately one hour in length.  We will arrange the 
interview at your convenience, and we will incur the cost of the call. During the interview, you 
will be asked approximately 10 questions concerning your experience with and opinions about 
publication reproducibility audit initiatives. We will ask your permission to be audio-recorded. 
Your answers and identity will remain confidential. Excerpts from the interviews will appear as 
aggregate results, and your name will not appear in any publications.  

 
Participation in the study is voluntarily. We do not anticipate any risks involved in participating in 
this research other than those involved in ordinary everyday life. However, at any time during 
the interview, you may end your participation. You may also withdraw your data from the study 
at any time. 

 
In order to participate in the interview, we request you read, sign, and return the attached 
consent form. You can electronically sign or scan the signed form and return to Craig Willis at 
willis8@illinois.edu 

 
If you have any questions about this study or are interested in the results, please direct your 
inquiry to Dr. Victoria Stodden (217-333-1980 or vcs@illinois.edu). If you have any questions 
about your rights as a participant in this study, please contact the University of Illinois’ 
Institutional Review Board at 217-333-2670 or via email at irb@illinois.edu. 

 
Sincerely, 
Craig Willis, Doctoral Candidate 
 
c/o Dr. Victoria Stodden 
 [Address Block]  

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Institutional Review Board

Determination Date October 4, 2019 
Closure Date October 3, 2024 

IRB #20248

B.3 Informed Consent
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Investigation of methods of verification and dissemination of computational research 
artifacts for transparency and reproducibility 

 
Interview schedule of questions 

 
 
Conceptual frame: 

● Reproducibility of what and by whom (Radder) 
● Use of tools and infrastructure (Edwards) 
● Boundary objects (Starr) 

 
Interview goals:  

● To capture the context and motivation of policy adoption from key figures 
● To capture information about the workflow/process 
● To capture information about perceived dissenting views 

 
Introduction 
 
Hello and thank you for being willing to participate in this interview.  I am interested in learning 
more about your experiences with publication reproducibility audits.  I have a few questions that 
I'll use to guide the discussion, but please feel free to talk at length and in detail and to add 
anything you think is important that I may not have asked you about. This interview is voluntary 
and confidential. Please be open with your thoughts, whether positive or negative. Your name 
will not appear in any summary reports, publications or presentations from this interview; 
however the name of your organization will be used. I will remove identifying information from 
quotes in reports and publications to mitigate the risk of identification.  
 
I will record the audio of this conversation for transcription and analysis. If you are 
uncomfortable with this, please let me know. 
 
Are you willing to participate in this interview today? 
 
[turn on audio recorder]  I've started recording audio and would like to confirm your consent to 
the interview on the audio recording. Do you consent to the interview and being audio recorded? 
 
The following questions are part of a study of how journals, conferences, and academic 
societies are addressing concerns about computational transparency and reproducibility through 
publication reproducibility audits -- which are also sometimes called artifact review and 
evaluation or reproducibility verification. 
 

1. I'm going to be asking you about the concepts of "reproducibility" and 
"replicability", which I know can carry different meanings for different groups.  To 
start off, could you describe "reproducibility" and "replicability" as you see them? 

○ How does this relate to computation (e.g., computational reproducibility)? 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Institutional Review Board

Determination Date October 4, 2019 
Closure Date October 3, 2024 

IRB #20248
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○ Please describe  "transparency" in this same context and how it relates to 
reproducibility 

2. Tell me about the [organization reproducibility initiative]. 
○ What does the process look like today? 
○ Is it still actively used? 
○ Where do you believe that the [organization reproducibility initiative] fits with the 

definitions you provided? Is it concerned with reproducibility, replicability, 
transparency, or something else? 

3. I'm interested in the history of this initiative 
○ How did it start? 
○ What problem is the community trying to solve? 
○ Do you believe that it solves the problem as intended? If so, how? 
○ Is re-use or extensibility a concern? Please explain.  
○ Who benefits from this process and how? 

4. I'd like to know about your research community's reaction to this initiative 
○ How have researchers responded? 
○ What are their key concerns, if any? 
○ What are your key concerns, if any? 

5. I'd like to talk about the mechanics of the process 
○ Is the process voluntary or mandatory? Why? 
○ Can you briefly describe the workflow for a paper? 
○ Has the process changed over time? 
○ How do you decide what should be reproduced in a paper?  What is a "result" or 

"key finding"? 
○ Is there a documented workflow or guidelines for reviewers? Is it versioned? Is it 

published? 
○ Do you produce reports for editors or authors? How are they handled? 
○ Are artifacts published to archival repositories? Is this important? 
○ How do you measure or envision measuring the impact of this initiative? 

6. I'd like to talk about required skills of both researchers and reviewers 
○ What kinds of new skills does the researcher need to be successful through this 

process? 
○ What makes a good verifier/reviewer? 

■ What are the skills and experiences that a verifier needs to do this work? 
■ Do reviewers need to understand the theory or methods? 

7. I'd like to get your perspective on the value of reproducibility audits 
○ What are the benefits of reproducibility audits?   
○ How have you benefited from being involved in this initiative? 
○ What are the challenges? 
○ What should other organizations learn from what you've done? 

 
Thank you for your time and for participating in our study. For the purpose of describing the 
participant pool in reports, I have a few demographic questions.  
 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
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8. Demographic questions 
● What is the title of your current position? 
● How long have you been in this position? 
● What is your degree and field? 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Institutional Review Board
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Appendix C

Codebooks

This appendix includes the codebooks used for the qualitative analysis of interview tran-

scripts and documentary evidence.

C.1 Codes used for interview transcripts

Code Group Description
Benefits Discussion of benefits of the initiative to stakeholders including authors,

reviewers, verifiers, curators, as well as journals, funders and the inter-
viewee themself

Challenges Discussion of challenges encountered during the initiative including
awareness; burden on authors, editors, and reviewers; gaps in infrastruc-
ture; cost; impact on publication review time; as well as use of students

Community Response Discussion of how the research community and stakeholders have reacted
to the initiative

Definitions Interviewee definitions of reproducibility, replicability, and transparency
Expertise Discussion of expertise requirements for authors, editors, reviewers, and

verifiers
Measurement Discussion of metrics used or considered to assess the effectiveness or im-

pact of the initiative. This includes journal metrics (e.g., impact factor,
submission rates, publication times) as well as others (e.g., download
rates, errors found during review, survey responses)

Motivations Discussion of the underlying motivation of the initiative
Of What Discussion of what is being reproduced or assessed for reproducibility in

the defined workflow

Table C.1: High-level code groups used for coding of interview transcripts

Code Definition

Badges Discussionof badges and badging or related metadata/statements/assertions

Benefits: Archive Discussion of benefits to the archive or repository

Benefits: Author Discussion of benefits to the author/researcher

Benefits: Community Discussion of benefits to the community/discipline

Benefits: Curator Discussion of benefits to the curator or archivist

Benefits: Funders Discussion of benefits to funders

Benefits: Journal Discussion of benefits to the journal
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Code Definition

Benefits: Reviewers Discussion of benefits to reviewers

Benefits: Self Discussion of benefits to self

Benefits: Students Discussion of benefits to students

Benefits: Verifiers Discussion of benefits to verifiers

Challenges: Awareness: Archive Discussion of challenges related to archive staff awareness or understanding

of policy.

Challenges: Awareness: Author Discussion of challenges related to author awareness or understanding of

policy.

Challenges: Awareness: Community Discussion of challenges related to community awareness or understanding

of policy.

Challenges: Awareness: Editors Discussion of challenges related to editorial team awareness/understanding

Challenges: Burden: Author Discussion of challenges/concerns related to burden placed on authors

Challenges: Burden: Curator Discussion of challenges/concerns related to burden placed on curators

Challenges: Burden: Editor Discussion of challenges/concerns related to burden placed on editors

Challenges: Burden: Reviewer Discussion of challenges/concerns related to burden placed on reviewers

Challenges: BuyIn Discussion of challenges related to stakeholder buy-in to initiative

Challenges: Cost Discussion of challenges related to cost

Challenges: EditorialChange Discussion of challenges related to actual editorial leadership changes

Challenges: Efficiency Discussion of challenges related to review workflow efficiency

Challenges: Environment Discussion of challenges related to computational envrionment

Challenges: Expertise Discussion of challanges related to expertise of stakeholders

Challenges: Infrastructure: Archive Discussion of challanges related to archiving and archiving infrastructure

Challenges: Infrastructure: Editorial Discussion of challenges related to lack of administrative infrastructure

Challenges: Infrastructure: Licenses Discussion of challenges related to access to licenses

Challenges: Infrastructure:

Publishing Platform

Discussion of challenges related to publishing platform limitations

Challenges: Infrastructure:

Repository

Discussion of challenges related to repository platform limitations

Challenges: Infrastructure: Resources Discussion of challenges related to access to computational resources

Challenges: Infrastructure: Review Discussion of challenges related to reproducibility review infrastructure

Challenges: Infrastructure: Support Discussion of challenges related to supporting authors through the process

Challenges: PublicationTime Discussion of challenges related to publication time

Challenges: Reproducibility Discussion of challenges in handling cases or irreproducibility

Challenges: ReviewTime Discussion of challenges related to review time

Challenges: Skills: Author Discussion of challenges related to author skills

Challenges: UseOfStudents Discussion of challenges related to use of students

Continuity Discussions of continuity required by initiative including editorial or

conference stakeholders. Includes sustainability

Definitions: Replicability Interviewee’s definition of reproducibility w.r.t. initiative
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Code Definition

Definitions: Reproducibility Interviewee’s definition of replicability w.r.t. initiative

Definitions: Transparency Interviewee’s definition of transparency w.r.t initiative

Documents References Refererence to related documents

Examples Specific examples, anecdotes

Expertise: Curators Discussion of expertise required of curators

Expertise: Editors Discussion of expertise required of editors

Expertise: Reviewers Discussion of expertise required of reviewers

Expertise: Verifiers Discussion of expertise required of verifiers

Feedback type Discussion of type of feedback given (e.g., supportive, corrective,

preventative)

Incentives Discussion of incentives

Key Events Discussion of key turning events

Leadership Discussion of role of leadership

Mandate Discussion of policy mandate

Measurement: Adoption Discussion of metrics used to measure adoption

Measurement: Behavior Discussion of ways to measure researcher behavior

Measurement: Citation Discussion of use of citation-based metrics

Measurement: Cost Discussion of use of cost-based metrics

Measurement: Downloads Originally intended to be repository downloads. Expanded to include

Github forks/stars.

Measurement: Errors Discussion of errors as initiative metric

Measurement: Impact Discussion of impact factors

Measurement: PublicationTime Discussion of publication time as initiative metric

Measurement: ReviewTime Discussion of review time as initiative metric

Measurement: Submission Discussion of submission rates as initaitive metrics

Measurement: Survey Discussion of use of surveys to measure inititiative

Measurement: UseInClasses Discussion of use of artifacts in the classroom, i.e., graduate education

Motivation Underlying motivation of the initiative

Training Discussion of need or acts of training/education, development of training

materials, training reviewers as well as authors

NonReproduction Discussions related to nonreproductio rejection of submitted artifacts or

failure to reproduce or retractions.

Personal encounters Discussions of personal experiences

Policies Discussion of guidelines or checklists

Policy Changes Discussion of changes made to policies, guidelines.

Prestige Discussion of prestige – journal ranking and type

Protected information Discussions of private, proprietary, commercial or otherwise protected

information.
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Code Definition

Qualitative Theory Discussion of qualitative research or theoretical research

Quality Discussion of software quality

Reaction: Commmunity Discussion of author/community reaction

ReproducibilityByWhom Discussion of who is responsible for actual reproduction or evaluation

ReproducibilityOfWhat Discussion of what is "reproduced" as

Resources: Human Discussion of human resources required

Resources: Technical Discussion of technical or computational resources required

Reuse/usability Discussion of reuse, extensibility, or generalizability

Risk Discussion of risks to initiative

Role: Archives Discussion of role of archives

Role: Commitment Discussion of the need for or role of organizational buy-in or individual

commitment

Role: Education Discussion of role of reproducibility in education

Scalability Discussion of scalability of initiative

ScalingUpPilots Discussion of scaling up initiativeAdded pilots

Workflow: Assignment Discussion of reviewer assignment in workflow

Workflow: Blindness Discussion of blindness, peer-review

Workflow: Communication Discussion of communication process during workflow

Workflow: Documentation Discussion of documentation including policies and guidelines

Workflow: Infrastructure Discussion of specific technical infrastructure used in workflow

Workflow: Limitations Discussion of what the workflow doesn’t do (can be broken down)

Table C.2: Detailed codes used for coding of interview transcripts.

C.2 Codes used for documentary evidence

Code Definition

Documentation: README Guidelines related to the creation of readmes

Documentation: Manifest Guidelines related to the creation of overall package manifests

Data: Source data Guidelines related to documenting, citing, attributing, and access

instructions for any source datasets used. This includes source data used in

the creation of analysis datasets, benchmark datasets, etc.

Data: Data formats Guidelines related to the format of data (e.g., non-proprietary)

Data: Data license Guidelines related to data license and copyright including redistribution of

data from other sources as well as licenses for author-provided data.

Data: Data documentation Guidelines related to data documentation including codebooks or other

forms of metadata.
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Code Definition

Data: Availability Guidelines related to data availability including embargos, and access

protocols unrelated to licensing or proprietary data.

Data: Proprietary Guidelines related to proprietary, private, confidential, sensitive data.

Data: Sensitive data audit Guidelines related to audits for sensitive data

Environment: Compiler Guidelines related to compilers, versions, and related settings including

availability.

Environment: Hardware Guidelines related to required hardware dependencies, state, settings,

including availability.

Environment: Software Guidelines related to software dependencies including applications, libraries,

settings, compilation, and availability.

Environment: Runtime Guidelines related to runtime state or capture of runtime environment

information (hot/cold cache)

Environment: Execution conditions Guidelines related to specification of required execution conditions (single

user, process pinning)

Environment: Resource requirements Guidelines related to specification of resource requirements including disk

space, memory, cores, and time required for workflow steps

Environment: External systems Guidelines related to documentation, availability, and access to external

systems.

Environment: Other

Experiment: Workflow Guidelines related to documentation of complete experimental workflow

including inputs and outputs. This includes specification of workflow

framework, where applicable.

Experiment: Results Guidelines related to documentation of results including figures and tables.

Experiment: Benchmark programs Guidelines related to documentation of benchmark programs used

Experiment: Metrics Guidelines related to documentation of metrics reported and used for

optimization

Experiment: Evaluation Guidelines related to experiment evaluation and expected results

Experiment: Customization Guidelines related to customization of experimental conditions.

Experiment: Parameters Guidelines related to documenting input parameters

Experiment: Random seed values Guidelines related to documentation of random seed values

Code: License Guidelines related to code licenses

Code: Availability Guidelines related to code availability including archived locations, use of

Github or research repositories.

Code: Installation Guidelines related to installation instructions and installation

Code: Documentation Guidelines related to code documentation, including comments

Code: Manifest Guidelines related to documenting relationship between code, data, results

(provenance)

Code: Versions Guidelines related to code versions

Code: Citations Guidelines related to software citations
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Code Definition

Other: Archival formats Guidelines related to the use of archival formats

Other: Algorithm description Guidelines related to the specification of algorithms

Other: Integrity checks Guidelines related to file/data integrity checking

Other: Extensibility Guildelines related to evaluation of extensibility of systems

Other: Software packaging Guidelines related to packaging formats

Other: Sensitive data checks Guidelines related to checking for presense of sensitive data

Other: Link checking Guidelines related to checking links

Other: Robustness Guidelines related to checking robustness, i.e., robustness to change.

Other: Observation Guidelines related to access via observation

Verification: Reproducibility Guidelines related to the assessment of reproducibility results

Verification: Reproduction Guidelines related to reproduction and verification of results

Verification: Suitability Guidelines related to assessment of suitability

Verification: Non-reproduction Guidelines related to the effect of non-reproduction on publication.

Publishing: Repository Guidelines related to artifact publication

Publishing: Packaging Guidelines related to artifact packaging

Publishing: Availability Guidelines related to artifact availability

Publishing: Naming Guidelines related to paths and naming

Publishing: Identifers Guidelines related to identifiers and linking artifacts

Publishing: Authorship Guidelines related to artifact authorship

Functionality: Statement of need Guidelines related to describing the need addressed by the artifact

Functionality: Example usage Gudielines related to providing example usage

Functionality: Functional claims Guidelines related to functional claims (as opposed to experimental claims)

Functionality: Performance claims Guildelines related to performance claims

Functionality: Functionality

documentation

Guidelines related to documentation of functionality

Functionality: Automated tests Guidelines related to manual or automated tests

Functionality: Contribution guidelines Guidelines related to open source contribution documentation

Table C.3: Detailed codes for policies and guidelines.
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Appendix D

Documentary Evidence

Table D.1 includes a complete listing of the documentary evidence used in the qualitative analysis.

Initiative Documents

AJPS AJPS Verification Policy

Replication and Verification Policy

Guidelines for Preparing Replication Files

AJPS Dataverse

Quantitative Data Verification Checklist

Qualitative Data Verification Checklist

Job advertisement (via Email)

Journals_CurationChecklist.docx (Odum shared filesystem)

Journals_CurationProcedures_Current.txt (Odum shared filesystem)

Journals_VerificationChecklist.docx (Odum shared filesystem)

JournalVerifier_NDA.docx (Odum shared filesystem)

VM_Instructions_Verifier.docx (Odum shared filesystem)

AJPS Email Templates Examples.docx (Odum shared filesystem)

Data Access and Research Transparency (DA- RT)

Anti-DART Petition

AJPS Editorial Reports 2012-2019

Should Journals Be Responsible for Reproducibility? [135]

Verification Verification

Our Experience with the AJPS Transparency and Verification Process for Qualitative

Research

Celebrating Verification, Replication, and Qualitative Research Methods at the AJPS

Some Details about New AJPS Submission Requirements

QDR and the AJPS Replication Policy

AJPS to Award COS Open Practice Badges

AEA Data and Code Availability Policy

AEA Data and Code Repository
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Initiative Documents

Guidance on how to deposit data at the AEA Data and Code Repository

Data and Code Availability Policy: Frequently Asked Questions

Verification guidance

Example replication report

Training and Guidance for assessing replicability

Unofficial guidance on various topics by the AEA Data Editor

Report by the AEA Data Editor [267]

Updated AEA Data and Code Availability Policy (July 16, 2019)

Reproducibility and Replicability in Economics

Workflow

Job posting

JASA Reviewer Guidelines (via Email)

JASA-ACS Github organization

Reproducible Research in JASA

JASA Editors Talk Reproducibility

Author Contributions Checklist form

Author Instructions

IS Invited Reproducibility Papers - Author Guidelines

Invited Reproducibility Papers - Reviewer Guidelines

Guide for Authors

A collaborative approach to computational reproducibility

New article type verifies experimental reproducibility

Biostatistics Information for Authors

Reproducible research and Biostatistics [211]

Editorial [76]

Reproducible research and the substantive context [141]

Discussion of Keiding [212]

Reproducible research and the substantive context: response to comments [142]

TOMS The TOMS Initiative and Policies for Replicated Computational Results (RCR)

Editorial: ACM TOMS Replicated Computational Results Initiative [122]

RCR Reviewer Invitation (via Email)
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https://academic.oup.com/biostatistics/pages/General_Instructions
https://toms.acm.org/replicated-computational-results.cfm


Initiative Documents

SC SC 19 Reproducibility Initiative

From SC Papers to Student Cluster Competition Benchmarks: Joining Forces to Promote

Reproducibility in HPC

AD/AE Appendices Track Report

SC19 process

AD/AE Appendices Author FAQ

Paper submissions

Appendix Review Instructions

Reproducibility Challenge Track

Journal Special Issue Track

SC Reproducibility Materials

Student Cluster Competition

Student cluster competition: a multi-disciplinary undergraduate HPC educational tool

Parallel Computing special issue (SC16)

Special Issue on SCC?17 Reproducibility Initiative

Special Issue on the SC?18 Student Cluster Competition Reproducibility Initiative

Table D.1: Documentary evidence used in qualitative coding
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Appendix E

Workflows

E.1 American Journal of Political Science

This section describes the verification workflow for quantitative research as implemented by AJPS and Odum.

E.1.1 Data sources

1. Interview transcripts

2. AJPS Email Templates Examples.docx

3. Curation + Verification Workflow.pdf

4. Journals_CurationChecklist.docx

5. Journals_CurationProcedures_Current.txt

6. Journals_VerificationChecklist.docx

7. JournalVerifier_NDA.docx

8. Verification_ResultDefinitions.pdf

9. VM_Instructions_Verifier.docx

E.1.2 Workflow summary

Prerequisites

1. Odum verifiers are required to sign a Non Disclosure Agreement (NDA) for non-disclosure of confi-
dential information.

2. Odum curators have administrative privileges on the AJPS Dataverse

3. Author submits manuscript via Editorial Manager

Editorial review

• AJPS editorial team reviews manuscript using established editorial process. This includes desk rejec-
tion, peer review (double-blind), and revise & resubmit (11R&R"). This process is managed using
the Editorial Manager system.

• Manuscript is conditionally accepted and authors are notified of the requirement to submit replication
materials to the AJPS Dataverse. Guidelines are provided on the ajps.org website under “Guidelines
for Accepted Articles" including references to:

– Guidelines for Preparing Replication Files

– Quick Reference for Uploading Replication Files
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– Quantitative Data Verification Checklist

– Qualitative Data Verification Checklist

• Authors are given 2 weeks to upload replication materials to the AJPS Dataverse and notify the editor
via the “Submit for Review" button in Dataverse.

• The managing editor notifies the Odum Archive that the materials are available (via shared email
account in Outlook) attaching the manuscript draft. The managing editor enters a record for the
manuscript in the tracking spreadsheet.

• Note: The Odum verification process determines article publication, but is otherwise not considered
part of the peer review process.

Curation

• For new submissions, curators assign the manuscript to the next curator in rotation using Outlook
labels. For resubmissions, the previously assigned curator remains assigned except under unusual
circumstances. Curators act as the central point of contact between the Archive and AJPS (i.e.,
verifiers never communicate with editors or authors).

• Curator follows the curation workflow (VeriWorfklowDetailed.pdf)

– Creates manuscript folder on Odum Archive shared filesystem

– Copies manuscript to folder

– Downloads replication materials from Dataverse (downloads as zip) to Datafiles folder.

– Creates new record in Dashboard database (Manuscript number, author, Dataverse DOI)

– Runs md5checker to capture checksums at point of submission, enters into Dashboard.

– Reviews materials based on Data Curation Checklist

– For restricted access data, tries to obtain a copy

– Updates Dashboard curation record (date, time taken, curator)

– Writes curation report

– If materials are complete: assigns verifier (see below). If materials are incomplete: sends email
to managing editor via archive account attaching curation report. In Dataverse, returns package
to author.

Verification

• If new submission, verifiers are assigned based on rotation, load, and expertise under some circum-
stances. If resubmission, prior verifier remains assigned except under unusual circumstances. Assign-
ment is made via the Odum Dashboard database and email.

• Verifier follows verification workflow:

– Sets up environment (based on VM_Instructions_Verifier.docx)

– Enters Dashboard information (verification date, verifier name, software version, time spent,
verification result, verification report)
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– Verifier processes vary but include:

∗ Downloading a copy of the replication materials and manuscript to VM.

∗ Skim manuscript – typically abstract, methods, findings, and discussion – looking for
empirical results. AJPS compiles tables and figures at the end. Highlight where there are
in-text results.

∗ Optionally inspect README and datasets (typically rely on curation workflow)

∗ Read the README file and follow instructions

· Install packages

· Run scripts, automating if possible. Identify result outputs (console or file) and com-
pare to manuscript

· Tables: Verify output against manuscript

· Figures: Visual inspection against manuscript

· In-text: Identify empirical results in manuscript or via comments.

· Handle secure data where required

· Troubleshoot errors/discrepancies

· Write verification report

∗ Under difficult circumstances, verifiers reach out to Odum research services, cyberinfras-
tructure, and UNC research computing for additional support.

∗ Update Dashboard with verification result and report

∗ Upon completion, notify curator

– On success:

∗ Manuscript moved to “Completed" folder on Archive filesystem.

∗ If private/proprietary data, files are deleted after verification.

∗ Curator updates Dataverse metadata: assign badges, adds verification note, adds terms of
use (private/proprietary), adds data citations

∗ Publishes dataset

∗ Notifies editor

– On failure: email AJPS editor with verification report; return dataset in dataverse; begin
resubmission process

– Curator emails AJPS (AJPS Email Templates Examples.docx): Result - Success; Result -
Success with Modifications; Result - Issues (major)

– Managing editor notifies publisher that manuscript is accepted. Link manuscript to Dataverse
DOI.

E.2 Supercomputing

This workflow description is based on SC19. The SC reproducibility initiative is continually evolving and
additional changes are anticipated. The SC Reproducibility Initiative has four distinct components:
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1. Artifact Description / Artifact Evaluation (AE/AD) committee reviews appendices submitted with
all technical program submissions (mandatory in 2019)

2. SCC Reproducibility Challenge committee reviews appendices for suitability for SCC and selects 3
for in-person interviews at SC. One paper is selected for SCC RC.

3. SCC RC preparation and actual challenge at SC+1. Students write reports and, in the past, top
performers have been selected to be published in a special issue of Parallel Computing. The original
paper receives award and gets ACM Replicated badge.

4. Publication of Parallel Computing special issue.

E.2.1 Artifact Description/Artifact Evaluation

• Paper authors submit manuscripts via Linklings submission interface that, as of 2019, includes AD/AE
fields (see Appendix E).

• AD/AE Appendix Committee reviews appendices submitted with all technical papers. This is a
double-open process managed partially via Linklings and partially using custom software / email.

• Reviewers follow the “Appendix Review Instructions" and assign Artifact Available badge where
merited

– AD/AE appendices are reviewed for completeness. A complete AD appendix is required. Ar-
tifacts are not required to be available. Therefore, the reproducibility of a submitted article is
assessed with no badge assigned.

– Criteria for incompleteness include used when they were

– Summary of experiments references text of the paper or does not enumerate artifacts and their
purpose

– URL/DOI is broken or leads to a resource without substance

– Version information is missing from hardware, OS, compiler etc.

– If fields are left blank but relevant artifacts are indicated in the text of the paper

– If modifications are not specified but are included in the text of the paper

• Papers with AD appendices are processed by Reproducibility Challenge (RC) committee1)

E.2.2 SCC/Reproducibility Challenge

• Reproducibility Challenge committee chairs request access to Linklings for all papers with AD ap-
pendix from SC-1 (there were 40 in 2018)

• RC committee reviews papers and sets up 3 interviews during SC0.

1See https://github.com/SC-Tech-Program/SCreproducibility/blob/master/Reproducibility-
Challenge.md
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– 1) Feasibility for competition, one reviewer per paper e.g., use of Summit, architecture specific,
suitability

– 2) Ideal application for SCC

∗ Deep read

∗ How do we convert this to something an undergraduate could do in 2-3 months (when it
was grad students for much longer)

– From interview – 3 criteria:

∗ Openness – open-source and available, no proprietary dependencies; specific to some hard-
ware; feasibility

∗ Applicability – to the scale for students

∗ Science story – has to get undergraduates excited about HPC

∗ Tie-in to technical program (e.g., ML/DL for next year)

– Committee rates them and gives overall score; meet as a committee and select top 3 the interview
at SC0.

• Author interviews at SC0

– See interview questions in section below

– Requires commitment, potential modification, support of students. Need expertise of authors
(e.g, to get code that ran on Titan or Stampede2 to run on student cluster)

• SC+1 RC committee selects paper ( January/March) and announces in blog post.

• SC+1 RC committee creates the challenge

– Committee members run the application, make sure things go as expected – center staff and
faculty. Get authors to fix/change where possible.

– Organizers must know the outcome to grade students

• Send exercise to SC+1 participants ( March)

– Coordinate webinars

• Develop grading rubric

• SC+1 ( November)

– SC+1 – give new dataset that wasn’t in the paper

– Students participate in SCC competition

• Students write reports, reviewed by SCC, score them. Declare winner

• Original article from SC-1 receives badge - Artifact Available, Artifacts Evaluated - Functional, and
Results Replicated. Author receives certificate of appreciation at SC+1

• SC+2

– Student reports are published prior to the conference so that they can be shared.
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E.2.3 Parallel Computing special issue

Top X papers are selected and shepherded through publishing process for special issue of Parallel Computing
e.g., https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/parallel-computing/vol/90/suppl/C

E.2.4 RC Author Interview

Questions for the author team2:

1. What platforms and architectures can this application run on?

2. Do you expect similar or identical results on a different hardware architecture?

3. How much data does the application require for input? How much data does it produce?

4. Can you produce multiple (at least 2) scaled down data sets to run on student clusters?

5. Can the application be scaled to run on a modest-sized cluster?

6. Can your team commit the time to working with the SCC team and the Reproducibility team to
refactor your application/dataset and work with the student teams to get the code working?

Questions for the Reproducibility team to consider:

1. We need to gauge the author team’s excitement, interest, and whether they?ll be able to devote the
time

2. Does the application lend itself to a science story that can excite both the student teams and the
public? Bonus points if it aligns with an SC theme or local/regional tie-in

E.3 American Economic Association

This section describes the verification workflow for AEA papers as implemented by the Data Editor at LDI.

E.3.1 Data sources

1. Interview transcripts

2. Workflow

3. Verification guidance

4. Example replication report

5. Training and Guidance for assessing replicability
2From https://github.com/SC-Tech-Program/SCreproducibility/blob/master/

Reproducibility-Challenge.md
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E.3.2 Workflow summary

Prerequisites

1. Data Editor and “approvers" have administrative permissions on AEA OpenICPSR

2. Verifiers must have access to OpenICSPR and Atlassian tools (JIRA, Bitbucket) and Cornell netid
to access compute resources.

Manuscript submission

1. Author prepares and submits materials to a supported repository based on AEA policy.

2. Author submits manuscript via ScholarOne and acknowledges Data and Code Availability policy.

Editorial review

1. AEA journal editorial team reviews the manuscript based on established editorial processes. This
includes desk rejection, peer review, and revise & resubmit. This process is managed using ScholarOne.

2. Upon conditional accept, manuscript files are compiled and the AEA Data Editor is assigned for
review via ScholarOne. An email is sent and via JIRA integration a ticket is created.

Data review and verification

1. JIRA issue is assigned to a verifier who follows the verification guidelines

2. Creates repo in private Bitbucket and populates with manuscript, readme, replication report template,
replication package.

3. Fills out “Data citation and information report"

4. Checks for personally identifiable information

5. Writes replication report

6. Approver reviews report and submits via ScholarOne (as data editor)

E.4 Biostatistics

This section describes the workflow for the verification of reproducibility of materials submitted to the
journal Biostatistics.

• Authors submit manuscript and optional supplementary materials via ScholarOne.

• Upon acceptance, authors were notified in a letter from the editor that they could volunteer for the
reproducibility review.

• If data and code are provided and code was written in R, it was eligible for the AER review and
resulting kitemark.

• The manuscript was assigned to the AER for review. The AER ran the provided code and confirmed
that outputs matched those reported in the paper.
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• Communication with the author was within ScholarOne

• Upon successful review, the paper received the R kitemark and was published.

Notes:

1. For data and code kitemarks, there was no review at all (honor system)

2. There was no procedure in the event of non-reproduction

Sources:

1. Interview transcripts

2. “Reproducible research and Biostatistics" [211]

3. Biostatistics Information for Authors

E.5 Information Systems

This section describes the workflow for initiative as implemented by IS.

• IS journal editors identify a candidate reproducibility paper (criteria unknown). Authors are in-
vited by the editors to submit a reproducibility paper. Reproducibility papers must follow the same
guidelines as regular papers.

• Authors follow the published guidelines to submit the invited paper via Editorial Manager and ma-
terials via Mendeley Data.

– Authors must provide source code for software components and installation scripts or a URL and
version for a repository or hosting service. Authors are encouraged to submit virtual machine
images, ReproZip RPZs or Docker images.

– Authors submit a reproducibility article with the following information

∗ Details about the computational environment

∗ Explanations about different data and input parameters

∗ Instructions for installing and compiling software

∗ Instructions for running experiments and producing plots and tables

∗ Limitations, if any.

– Authors publish software and data to Mendeley Data as a single dataset

– Reviewers are recruited to reproduce the results in the paper (double-open). They verify results
presented in the paper can be reproduced and test how robust the results are to changes in the
experiment configuration

– Upon acceptance, the paper is published in the “Reproducibility Section" of the journal with
original authors and reviewers as co-authors.
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E.6 Journal of the American Statistical Association

This section summarizes the operational workflow based on interview transcripts:

• An author submits a manuscript using ScholarOne including required ACC Form and optionally
code/data as supplemental information.

• ACC Form and other supplemental materials are deposited in Figshare

• The manuscript goes through regular peer review process

• If paper is “on a path to acceptance" (i.e. conditional accept), it is assigned to the coordinating AER
via ScholarOne using a fake reviewer account (“Dr. Reviewer for Reproducibility")

• The coordinating AER assigns an reviewing AER via round-robin

• The assigned AER reviews ACC Form and materials according to Guidelines and Evaluation Criteria.
AERs are required to "assess the completeness and quality of the ACC form and provide a general
assessment of whether the results could be reproduced based on the artifacts provided" and may
optionally run the code.

• AER reviews are returned via ScholarOne. Upon success, manuscripts are assigned the “Reproducibil-
ity materials accepted" decision and accepted for publication.

• Once the manuscript is accepted, it is published online with supplementary materials in Figshare. The
AER begins the process of copying materials from external repositories into the JASA-ACS Github.

Sources: Interview

E.7 Transactions on Mathematical Software

The workflow for the TOMS RCR process is detailed on the journal website and has been summarized here.

• Authors submit manuscript, requesting optional RCR review

• Paper goes through standard review process

• Paper is reviewed for suitability for RCR

• RCR reviewer is recruited and assigned

• RCR reviewer is responsible for replicating the reported results

• RCR reviewer documents details of replication process

• RCR reviewer provides determination.

– On failure, manuscript is not accepted and may be returned to author.

– On success, paper and RCR report are published. RCR referee is acknowledged on the primary
paper.
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The journal relies on the expertise of the reviewer to determine the process for replication and make the
final determination. The policy describes two modes of replication:

1. Independent replication: The authors provide the RCR reviewer access to, or sufficient description
of, the computational platform used to produce the manuscript results. Access could be: A direct
transfer of software to the reviewer or a pointer to an archive of the software, and a description of
a commonly available computer system the reviewer can access. A guest account and access to the
software on the system used to produce the results. Detailed observation of the authors replicating
the results.

2. Review of computational results artifacts: In some situations, authors may not be able to readily
replicate computational results. Results may be from a system that is no longer available, or may be
on a leadership class computing system to which access is very limited. In these situations, careful
documentation of the process used to produce results could be sufficient for an RCR designation.
In this case, the software should have its own substantial verification process to give the reviewer
confidence that computations were performed correctly. If timing results are reported, the authors’
artifacts should include validation testing of the timers used to report results.
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Appendix F

Artifacts

This appendix lists the artifacts reviewed in the analysis presented in Chapter 7. The five most recently
published papers from each initiative were selected. For initiatives with fewer than five verified papers, all
papers were selected.

AEA

1. Bernanke, Ben. Data and Code for: “The New Tools of Monetary Policy." Nashville, TN: American
Economic Association [publisher], 2020. Ann Arbor, MI: Inter-university Consortium for Political
and Social Research [distributor], 2020-03-10. https://doi.org/10.3886/E117206V1

2. Bach, Laurent, Calvet, Laurent, and Sodini, Paolo. “Rich Pickings? Risk, Return, and Skill in
Household Wealth." Nashville, TN: American Economic Association [publisher], 2020. Ann Ar-
bor, MI: Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research [distributor], 2020-03-10.
https://doi.org/10.3886/E117466V3

3. Farboodi, Maryam, and Veldkamp, Laura. “Data and Code For: Long Run Growth of Finan-
cial Data Technology." Nashville, TN: American Economic Association [publisher], 2020. Ann Ar-
bor, MI: Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research [distributor], 2020-03-05.
https://doi.org/10.3886/E114984V2

4. Elder, Todd, and Zhou, Yuqing. “Analysis Code for The Black-White Gap in Non-Cognitive Skills
among Elementary School Children." Nashville, TN: American Economic Association [publisher],
2020. Ann Arbor, MI: Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research [distributor],
2020-03-04. https://doi.org/10.3886/E117301V1

5. Bhandari, Anmol, Birinci, Serdar, McGrattan, Ellen R., and See, Kurt. “Data and Code for: What Do
Survey Data Tell Us about US Businesses" Nashville, TN: American Economic Association [publisher],
2020. Ann Arbor, MI: Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research [distributor],
2020-03-03. https://doi.org/10.3886/E117021V3

AJPS

1. Casas, Andreu, Matthew J. Denny, and John Wilkerson. 2020. “More Effective Than We Thought:
Accounting for Legislative Hitchhikers Reveals a More Inclusive and Productive Lawmaking Pro-
cess." American Journal of Political Science 64(1): 5-18. Paper: doi:10.1111/ajps.12472, Data:
doi:10.7910/DVN/7ZVSYO.

2. Brierley, Sarah, Eric Kramon, and George Kwaku Ofosu. 2020. “The Moderating Effect of De-
bates on Political Attitudes." American Journal of Political Science 64(1): 19-37. Paper: doi:
10.1111/ajps.12458, Data: doi:10.7910/DVN/OJA7YS.

3. Haynes, Kyle, and Brandon K. Yoder. 2020. “Offsetting Uncertainty: Reassurance with Two-
Sided Incomplete Information." American Journal of Political Science 64(1): 38-51. Paper: doi:
10.1111/ajps.12464, Data: doi: 10.7910/DVN/PXOT5L.
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4. Nielsen, Richard A. 2020. “Women?s Authority in Patriarchal Social Movements: The Case of Female
Salafi Preachers." American Journal of Political Science 64(1): 52-66. Paper: doi: 10.1111/ajps.12459,
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